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ON THE COVER

The Quinebaug River near Jewett City~ looking downstream; State Highway 12 and
New Haven Railroad bridges at lower |eft~ Connecticut Turnpike in middle
distance. A good deal is known about the hydrology of this locality. River
flow has been measured since 1918 just downstream from the railroad bridge;
average flow has been 810 million gallons per day. Water temperature ranges
from 32° to 84° F.    During 1956~ river water at this point contained an
average dissolved mineral content of 53 parts per million. Test borings for
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%he railroad may be a good site for the development of large ground-water
supplies. Photo courtesy of Connecticut Light and Power Co.
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SUMMARY
The Quinebaug River basin is blessed with a

relatively abundant supply of water of generally
good quality which is derived from precipitation
that has fallen on the basin. Annual precipita-
tion has ranged from about 30 to 67 inches and
has averaged about 45 inches over a q4-year
period. Approximately 2] inches of water are
returned to the atmosphere each year by evapora-
tion and transpiration; the remainder of the
annual precipitation either flows overland to
streams or percolates downward to the water table
and ultimately flows out of the basin in the
Qulnebau9 River. During the autumn and winter
r~3nths precipitation normally is sufficient to
cause a substantial increase in the anx~unt of

voirs within the basin~ whereas in the summer
most of the precipitation is lost through evapora-
tion and transpiration, resu]tln9 in sharply
reduced streamflow and lowered ground-water
levels.

The amount of water that flows out of the
basin in the Quinebaug River represents water
potentially available for use by man. Annual
runoff from the entire basin has ranged from
about II to 38 inches since 1918~ and has aver-
aged about 24 inches (310 billion gallons),
Although runoff indicates the amount of water
potentially avaiIab]e~ part of the water could
never be tapped by man. On the other hand~ with
increased development~ it is possible that some
water will be reused several times.

The water available may be tapped as it
flows through the area or is temporarily stored
in streams~ lakes~ and aquifers. The amounts
that can be developed vary from place to place
and time to time depending on the arm3unt of pre-
clpitatlon~ on the size of drainage area~ on the
thickness~ permeability~ and areal extent of
aquifers~ and on the variations in chemical and
physical quality of the water,

Differences in streamflow from point to
point are due primarily to l) differences in the
proportion of stratified drift in the drainage
basin above each point~ which affect the timing
of streamflow~ 2) and differences in precipita-
tion~ which affect the amount of streamflow.
Information on streamflow from gaging stations
may be extended to ungaged sites by accounting
for both of these factors in calculations.

Future floods on the French River or the
upper Quinebaug River are unlikely to cause major
damage~ so long as buildings are not constructed
below the highest flood elevations to be expected
with the present system of reservoirs for flood
control.

Ground water can be obtained from wells any-
where in the Quinebaug River basins but the arm~unt
obtainable from individual wells at any particular
point depends on what aquifers are present. For
practical purposes, the earth materia]s in the
basin comprise three aquifers--stratified drift~
till, and bedrock.

Till and bedrock are widespread in extent
but can provide only small to moderate water
supplies. Till is tapped chiefly by dug wells;
permanent supplies of more than 200 gpd can be
obtained from dug wells at a majority of sites
in areas of till~ but there are many sites where
the till is too impermeable or too thin to pro-
vide this much water throughout the year. The
coefficient of permeability of till ranges from
about 0.2 gpd per sq ft to 55 gpd per sq ft. Bed-
rock is tapped chiefly by drilled wel]s~ about 85
percent of which will supply at least 3 gpm.
Very fay6 however~ will supply more than 50 gpm.

Stratified drift is the only aquifer gen-
erally capable of yielding lO0 gpm or more to
individual wells. It occurs chiefly in lowlands~
covers about 25 percent of the basi% and over-
lies till and bedrock except in a few narrow bed-
rock valleys where it occurs beneath till. Drill-
ed wells In stratified drift with at least 9 feet
of screen yield from 2 to 195 gpm per foot of
drawdown. Tests of several dug wells suggest
that most could supply 8 to 48 gpm per foot of
drawdown for an 8-hour period. Permeability of
stratified drift is related to grain size; co-
efficients of permeability range from 20 to
20,000 gpd per sq ft~ and predominantly coarse
deposits have an average coefficient of permeabil-
ity of 900 gpd p~r sq ft over the basin.

The amount of ground water potentially
available depends on the amount of water that
infiltrates to the water table (natural recharge).
Recharge in areas of stratified drift is more
than twice that in areas of till. Recharge varies
from year to year~ but in stratified drift it
exceeds 17 inches (equivalent to 0.82 mgd per sq
mi) in 7 years out of I0 in most parts of the
basin.

Wells tapping stratified drift can obtain
additional amounts of water by means of induced
infiltration from adjacent streams and lakes.

From data on permeabillty~ saturated thick-
ness~ recharge~ gravity yield~ well performance~
and streamflow~ preliminary estimates of ground-
water availability can be made for any point in
the basin. Long-term yields were estimated for
29 areas that are especially favorable for devel-
opment of large ground-water supplies. Detailed
site studies to determine optimum yie]ds~ draw-
downs~ and spacing of individual wells are needed
before major ground-water development is undertaken
in these or other areas.

The chemical quality of water in the Qulne-
baug River basin is generally good to excellent.
Samples of naturally occurring water collected
from streams contained less than 74 ppm of dis-
solved solids and less than 36 ppm of hardness.
Water from wells is more highly mineralized than
naturally occurring water from streams. Even so
only 5 percent of the wells sampled yielded water
with more than 140 ppm of d~ssolved solids or
water with more than 121 ppm of hardness. Ground
water in the eastern one-thlrd of the basin has
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less than 60 ppm of hardness~ and most streams
th~s area contain especially soft water.

Even in the major rivers~ which are used to
transport industrial wastes the dissolved chemi-
cal content Is not great; the median dissolved-
solids content of the Quinebaug River near its
mouth is only 53 ppm. The French River~ which
carries the largest proportion of industrial
wastes of any major stream in the basin~ general-
ly contains about 175 ppm of dissolved solids at
low flow. Hardness rarely exceeds 40 ppm in the
major streams~ and trace elements such as copper~
chromium~ and lead in several samples are below
the upper limits recommended for drinking water
by the U.S. Public Health Service. However~ con-
sideration of factors such as dissolved oxygen,
color~ odor~ and coliform bacteria has led the
New England Water Pollution Control Com~}{ssion to
classify n~st Connecticut portions of the Quine-
baug and French Rivers and some reaches of a few
other streams as unacceptable for bathing~ recrea-
tion~ public water supply~ and some agricultural

Iron and manganese in both ground water and
surface water are the only constituents whose
concentrations commonly exceed recommended limits
for domestic and industrial use. A large majority
of the wells in the basin yield clear water with
little or no iron or manganese. Nevertheless~
there are several ]ocalities~ chiefly in the
western part of the basins in which most wells con-
tain enough iron and/or manganese to be trouble-
some for most uses. In many of these localities
the poor water is restricted to certain bedrock
units that contain abundant iron sulfide minerals.
In a few other localities in lowland areas~ iron-
bearing ground water occurs in both the lower
part of the stratified drift and the upper few
feet of the bedrock.

Iron concentrations in naturally occurring
stream water exceeded 0.3 ppm under low-flow con-
ditions at 50 percent of the sites sampled; the
percentage of samples containing more than 0.3 ppm
of iron probably would have been higher had some
of the sites been sampled at lower streamflows.
Large concentrations of iron in stream water

result from discharge of iron-bearing ground
water or from the discharge of water from swamps.
In swamps the iron is released largely from
decaying vegetation,

The iron content of the Quinebaug River has
been increased substantially above natural levels
by the disposal into the river of industrial
waste; iron exceeds 0.3 ppm 75 percent of the
time where the river enters the State~ and 45
percent of the time at Jewett City. Upstream
from Putnam, iron-oxide sediment or sludge
derived largely from industrial waste has accumu-
lated on the river bottom. Little of thls waste
goes into solution at present~ but should the
acidity of the river Increase sharply the dis-
solved iron content would increase also. Unless
the method of disposal of the Iron-oxide waste is
changed and the present sludge removed from the
strea~ the esthetic and recreational value of
the permanent pool above the West Thompson flood-
control dam will be seriously limited.

Ground water more than 30 feet below land
surface has a relatively constant temperature~
usually between 48° and 50° F. Water temperature
in very shallow wel]s may fluctuate from about
38° F In February or March to about 55° F In late
summer. Water temperature in the larger streams
fluctuates much re, re widely~ ranging from 32° F
at least for brief periods in wlnter~ to about
85° F occasionally during summer.

The quantity of suspended sediment trans-
ported by streams in the basin is negligible.
Turbidity in major streams generally has been
about 8 ppm; values large enough to be trouble-
some may occur locally.

The total amount of water used in the Quine-
baug River basin for all purposes in 1961 was
about 4.8 billion gallons~ which is equivalent
to 243 gpd per person. Public water systems
supplied the domestic needs of nearly half the
population of the basin in 1961; IO systems were
sampled~ all of whlch provided better water than
specified In U.S, Public Health Service drinking-
water standards.





WATER RESOURCES INVENTORY OF CONNECTICUT
PART I

QUINEBAUG RIVER BASIN
By

Allan D. Randall, Mendall P.Thomos, Chester E. Thomas,Jr., ond John A. Baker

WATER RESOURCES INVENTORY OF CONNECTICUT
Connecticut, in common with many other States,

has experienced a rapid increase in population over
the past few decades, accompanied by industrial ex-
pansion, changes in agricultural technology, and a
rising level of material culture. All of these
changes have contributed to a steadily r[sing de-
mand for water that is expected to continue into
the foreseeable future. Although an ample supply
of water reaches Connecticut each year, the amount
and quality of the water vary from place to place,
from season to season, and from year to year.
Therefore, as the need for water increases, so does
the need for accurate information and careful plan-
ning to obtain the optimum use from existing sources
and to locate new ones.

Accordingly, in 1959 the General Assembly, on
recommendation of the Water Resources Commission,
authorized a "water resources inventor~’ of Con-
necticut. Under this authorization, and under a
supplemental authorization by the General Assembly

in 1963, the U.S. Geological Survey in coopera-
tion with the Water Resources Commission is
undertaking a series of studies aimed at deter-
mining the quantity and quality of water that is
available at any location in the State. To sim-
plify the calculation and description of water
quantities and relationships, the State has been
divided into 10 study areas bounded by natural
drainage divides: five of the ten areas are
being studied as of July 1965 and are sh~.m on
the map inside the front cover. Reports resul-
ting from these studies will be useful to State
and regional planners, to~n offfc[als~ water-
utility personnel, consulting hydrologfsts,
well drillers, and others concerned with the
development and management of water resources.

This report, covering the Quinebaug River
basin of northeastern Connecticut. is the first
prepared under the water resources inventory
program.

QUINEBAUG
The location of the Qufnebaug River basin is

sho,,m in figure I. The qulnebaug River drains a
total area of 743 square miles, of which 425
square miles are in Connecticut, 260 square miles
are in t~3ssachusetts, and 58 square miles are in
Rhode island. Two major streams, the Quinebaug
River ~tself and its largest tributary, the French
River, enter the Connecticut portion of the basin
from Massachusetts and one m~jor stream, the H oosup

RIVER BASIN
River, enters Connecticut from Rhode island.

The informatlon presented in this report
pertains only to the Connecticut portion of the
basin except that enough data were collected in
Massachusetts and Rhode island to define the
quantity and quality of water entering Connecti-

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Division, U,S. Geological Survey. Considerable
unpublished Information was obtained from the
files of the Water Resources Commission, the
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with the economy of the basin were furnished by
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studies in the Pachaug State Forest were facili-
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Barnes. Measurements of water level, stream
stage, or stream temperature were m~de and/or

samples of precipitation collected by Paul
Bononsconi, John Cobb, Maim[ Lehto, John Olsen,
Aldege Robitail]e, Stephen Smith, and Francis
Szlosek. Permission to measure water levels in
wells in selected key basins was given John
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Robellao Records of wells and test borings ~ere
provided by a host of ~ners, drillers, and com-
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Overland runoff reaches
streams during and soon
after rain, The largest rates
occur on till-bedrock hills,
and when the ground is
froze n.

Inf’,Itration~ In late spring
and summer, most infiltrat-
Ing precipitation remalns
In the soil zone and is
evaporated or transpired by
plants. During the rest of
the year, most percolates
down to the water table.

Zone of aeration; spaces
between grains filled    \
mostly with a{r. Some
moisture present, which
supplies needs of plants.

Water table

Zone o.f saturation; all spaces
filled with ground water.

This well would have to be
deepened to provide water
in October.

Water table in till has ge
seasonal change, is mad
ately deep In early autumn.

Clouds moving over the basin consist of
moisture evaporated elsewhere, usually in
areas to the south or west.

Transpiration by plants and evaporation cause
water loss from all earth surfaces. Rates are
largest from lakes, rivers, and swamps~ rates
from woodland exceed those from meadows.
Moisture returned to the air is carrled off by
the wind to fall as raln elsewhere.

£VAPORATION 8~
TRANSPIRATION

Discharge of industrial or munic-
ipal waste to streams usually
increases temperature andlor
chemlcal content.

Idealized paths of ground-
water movement-- general-
ly downward beneath the
hills, upward near the
streams, but in detail
following local avenues of
high permeability.

This large-capacity well
obtains part of its supply
from the river by induced
Infiltration.

Ground- water discharge
seeping into streams along
their banks and bottoms is
the source of streamflow
in dry weather,

Water table below hill or
terrace of sand is not much
higher than the nearest
stream, and shows rela-
tively small seasonal change.

Water table at land surface
in swamp,

Figure 2.--The hydrologic cycle in the Quinebaug River basin.

E X P L A N A T I O N

STRATIFIED DRIFT TILL
(sand, gravel, silt) (hardpan)

Water occurs between individual grains.

BEDROCK
Water occurs mainly in fractures, and thus a well may pehetrate
many feet of rock below the water table before obtalning water,





GUIDE FOR USE OF THIS REPORT
Water supplies may be obtained from streams

and lakes or from aquifers. Although the water
from these two sources is so closely connected as
to form one water supply for the area> the methods
used for estimating the amount of water available
from each source at a particular location and the
techniques of development of each are sufficiently
different that water in streams and lakes (surface
water) and water in aquifers (ground water) are
discussed in separate sections of this report.

The reader of this report who is primarily
interested in determining the availability and
quality of surface water in a particular part of
the area should look first at the map summariz-
ing the water available (plate D). From this map
the reader may locate lakes and ponds which have
water in usable storage and determine am~unts of
usable storage. The same map shows~ for all but
very small streams, the streamflow that will be
equaled or exceeded 90 percent of the time at any
point on the stream, Plate D also shows the
stream reaches which contain less than 5 ppm
(parts per million) of dissolved oxygen and/or
objectionable amounts of dissolved or suspended
matter or coliform bacteria~ at least at low
streamflow~ as a result of activities of man.

Additional information on surface water is
contained in the text. Included are tables and
graphs showing flow duration~ low-flow frequency,
flood peaks, frequency of floods~ and chem~ca!
quality of water. A method is described (p. 22)
whereby the relationship between surflcia]
geology and runoff can be used to estimate flow
duration at any po~nt along streams in the Quine-
baug River basin,

The reader of this report who is primarily
interested in determining the avai]ability of
ground water in a particular part of the area
should look first at the geohydrologlc map
(plate B). From this map the reader may determine
the principal water-bearing unit in the area of
interest. The explanation on the map describes
the permeability of each unit and the yields to
be expected from individual wells.

Additional information on the availability
of ground water and information on the quality
of ground water is shown on the map summarizing
water available (plate D). This map shows areas
of stratified drift deposits that are favorable
for the development of ground-water supplies~
quantities of ground water available in each of
these areas~ and areas where ground water con-
tains objectionable amounts of iron and manganese.

The methods used in determining the ground-
water information shown on plates B and D are
described in greater detail in the text~ pages
85 to 89.

The tables and i11ustratlons in this report
serve to summarize large amounts of basic hydro-
logic data collected during this study. The
detailed records and measurements of individual
wells~ streamflow~ and quality of water are
included in the companion basic data report by
C. E. Thomas~ Jr. and o~hers (1966).

For readers of this report unfamiliar with
some of the technical terms that are used~ a
glossary Is given at the end of the report.

THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE
availab~lity of water in the Quinebaug River
basin~ ~t is necessary to know something about
the hydrologic cycle. The hydrologic cycle Is a
continuous natural phenomenon having no beginning
and no ending. However~ from man~s viewpoint~ it
can be considered to begin when precipitation
falls from clouds onto the land surface. Part of
the water from precipitation flows across the
land surface into streams and part seeps into the
ground. Much of the water that remains in the
ground or on the land surface is soon evaporated
or taken up by plants and returned to the atmos-
phere. Some~ however~ moves slowly underground
toward nearby streams into which It eventually
seeps. Part of the water which reaches streams~

lakes> and the ocean is also evaporated~ thereby
forming clouds and recommencfng the cycle. The
hydrologic cycle as it occurs in the basin is
illustrated diagranm~atica]]y ~n figure 2.

As water moves through the hydrologic cycle~
large amounts are stored in the atmosphere as
water vapor, on the land surface ~n streams and
larger bodies of water, and beneath the land sur-
face as ground water, None of these amounts is
constant in any given loca]~ty~ as the water is
constantly moving from place to place. Keeplng
track of these changing amounts of water is the
task of the hydrologist. The changes that take
place in the Quinebaug River basin are descr!bed
in more detail on the following pages.



PRECIPITATION
Precipitation has been measured for many

years at various points in and near the Quine-
baug River basin. The average amount of pre-
cipitation on the basin for each month from
October 1918 through September 1962 was computed
from records at many U.S. Weather Bureau sta-
tions in or near the basin and is given in table
I. In computing these values, data from the
different precipitation stations were weighted
in proportion to the area within the basin
represented by each station. Rain that falls
near the end of a month and snow remaining on
the ground at the end of a month frequently
contribute to streamflow in the following month.
Accordlngly~ to facilitate comparison with
streamf|ow later in this report, the values in
table l have been adjusted for temporary surface
storage of snow or rain~ if any, at the end of
each month. The data are compiled in periods of
12 months~ October I through September 30, which
are known as "water years" and are the same per-
iods for which streamflow data are reported.

Figure 3~ which is based on data In table I,
shows that mean monthly precipitation is rela-
tively uniform throughout the year~ ranging from
4.77 inches in March to 3.02 inches in February;
the average over the year is 3.73 inches per
month. Minimum monthly precipitation is also
relatively uniform~ but maximum monthly precipi-
tation varies wldely. Average annual precipita-
tion over the basin during the water years ]919-
1962 was 44.81 Inches, and ranged from 29.66
inches (1957 water year) to 67,24 inches (1938
water year).

1955

1952 1957

i 19281
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Figure 3,--Monthly precipitation.

underground. The average annual streamflow
entering the Connecticut portion of the basin is
about 30 billion gallons from Rhode Island and
105 billion gallons from Massachusetts. The net
annual underground flow into Connecticut is about
2 billion gallons from Rhode island and 0.3
billion gallons from Massachusetts.

RUNOFF

Runoff from the Qulnebaug River basin has
been measured since 1918 at the Jewett City gag-
ing station on the Quinebaug River about 6 miles
above the mouth. Records at this point represent
runoff from 711 of the 743 square miles composing
the entire basin. Total runoff for each month
from October 1918 through September 1962 is given
in table 2: annual runoff during this period
ranged from 11.39 inches (water year 1930) to
38.32 inches (water year 1938) and averaged 23.98
inches, Figure 4~ which is based on data in
table 2~ shows that mean monthly runoff follows
a marked seasonal cycl% being much greater for
March (4.11 inches) than for August (0.88 inches);
minimum monthly runoff follows a similar cycle.
This cycle reflects a combination of causes~
among which are increased loss of water by evapo-
ration and transpiratlon during the summer months
(see p. 8 )~ melting in March and April of ice
and snow stored on the land surface during the
winteG and greater ground-water discharge in the
spring due to the higher water table at that time.
Maximum monthly runoff~ like maximum monthly preci-
pitation, varies widely~ and does not show a

Mean and minimum monthly precipitation In
the Quinebaug River basin for the water
years 1919-62 are both relatively uniform
throughout the year, but maximum precipi-
tation varies widely from month to month.
The data have been adjusted for temporary
surface storage of snow and rain at the
end of each month. Water years in which
maximum and minimum precipitation occurred
are indicated.

STREAMFLOW AND UNDERFLOW
INTO REPORT AREA

If the ent.ire Qulnebaug River basin is con-
sldered~ precipitation is the sole source of water.
There are no pipelines or canals that bring
water into the basin. Furthermore~ ground-water
divides coincide with topographic drainage divides
and no ground water enters the basin by under-
ground flow from adjoining basins.

However~ this report is concerned primarily
with the Connecticut portion of the basin, and
water does enter Connecticut from Rhode Island
and Massachusetts, both on the surface and

seasonal cycle because occasional large floods have
occurred in nearly all months of the year. The
great flood of March 1936 was due to a combination
of heavy rains and rapid sno~.~e]t; the largest
rnonthly runoff totals recorded in July~ August~
September, and October were due to passage of
severe storms and hurricanes across Connecticut.

The relationship of total runoff to precipita-
tion is plotted on figure 5. The straight line
drawn through the plotted points represents the
relationship Hpreclpltation minus runoff equals
evapotranspiration." Host years in which precipi-
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Table l.--Honthly and annual precipitation in inches for the Quinebaug River basin above Jewett City for
water years 1919-62~ computed from records of the U.S. Weather Bureau and Connecticut Park and
Forest Commission. Figures have been adjusted for temporary surface storage of snow or rain,
if any~ at end of each month. Haximum and minimum amounts are underlined.

Year Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. Hay June July Aug. Sept. Annual

1919 1.36 2.63 3.35 4.97 2.88 6.42 3.70 5.77 3.20 4.52 3.28 8.03 50.11
1920 2.90 4.17 3.28 1.00 2.74 9.28 5.51 4.33 6.62 3.68 3.48 3.22 50.21
1921 4.84 4.90 4,88 2.09 2.16 4.24 4.73 3.70 .36 7.79 3.28 2.04 45.01
1922 1.45 6.65 2.71 1.55 2.94 5.00 4.04 4,12 ~ 5.49 6.05 4.49 51.43
1923 3.01 1,48 .92 5,61 2.02 6.25 2.85 4.17 4.34 3.10 2.47 2.72 38,94
1924 4,75 3,89 5.40 5.54 1.64 3.13 5.82 3,83 1.70 1.95 4.91 4,50 47.06
1925 .29 1.87 2.54 1.51 3.33 5.07 2.60 2.73 3.51 5,79 3,00 2.67 34,91
1926 ~ 3.47 2.88 2.77 4.09 4.33 2.51 2.31 1.88 4.96 4.09 1.72 39.30
1927 4.56 5.03 1.71 5.19 2,13 2.68 2.43 3.69 3.10 3,08 7.75 1.73 43.08
1928 6.15 6.32 5.86 2.49 4.21 1.88 3.86 1.64 5.03 5.34 4.78 3,33 50.89

1929 2.86 1.05 3.41 3.93 2.53 ~ 6.93 4.98 1,75 1.22 2.00 1.26 36.85
1930 2.34 3.06 3.68 2.49 3.06 2.93 1.86 3,02 2.67 2,85 1.68 ~.37 31.01
1931 2.78 3.60 .59 3.27 3.10 6.63 2.96 4.49 6,65 2.98 5,68 1.26 43,99
1932 2.15 .76 3.77 5,12 2.09 4.95 2,59 2.23 3.23 2.28 5.77 7.03 41.97
1933 6.05 ~ 2.09 2.02 3.00 7.64 6.40 2.21 3.24 3.44 4.52 8.34 54.79
1934 3,20 1.79 1.53 6.11 .67 7.43 4.87 4.79 4.80 2.29 2.97 6.04 46.49
1935 5.22 2.06 5.21 4.63 2.01 3.61 2.93 2.05 6.58 3.26 1.19 3.90 42.65
1936 .51 3.84 1.02 5.45 3.66 II.53 3.17 2.18 2.85 |.91 ~’7".-.-.-.-.-.-.-.~4,27 45.27
1937 4.13 1.13 8.5_~_~£5.24 2.09 ~ 4.31 2,98 3.95 3.56 6.17 4,57 50.21
1938 4.26 3.44 5,93 5.39 2.43 2,56 2.74 4.16 7.24 11.64 4.36 13.09 67.24
1939 2.76 2.49 4.36 2.43 4. ll 5.11 4.82 .94 3.27 1.69 7.18 3.07 ~
1940 2.45 4.07 3.05 3.69 .3~4 7.09 6.15 ~ 5.68 4.94 1.38 2.88 44.54
1941 1.01 6.44 3.18 .77 3.31 2.53 1.20 3.62 4.15 5,54 3.51 .91 36.17
1942 1,99 2.92 3.16 3,33 3.57 7.44 .92 2.71 3,86 5.25 4.22 1,92 41.29
1943 4.05 5.60 4,38 3.93 3.65 3.73 ~ 4.74 2,01 3,80 1.71 ,52 41.59
1944 5.26 4.35 1.01 1.30 2.34 4.78 4.36 1,37 5.07 |,70 1,36 ~ 41.39
1945 1.92 4.65 3.55 2.32 4.70 2.88 3.70 5.49 5.01 3.07 3.30 1.71 42.30
1946 2.11 4.70 4.90 3,25 3.15 3.01 2.20 5.46 3.70 3.22 7.99 1.70 45.39
1947 1,56 1.42 2,82 3.25 .59 4.54 4.90 3.06 3,64 4.77 2,45 3,24 36.24
~948 1.27 5.96 1.07 1.44 4.54 6.39 3,83 6.41 5.25 4.73 2.25 .69 43.83
t949 2.71 5.95 2.74 3.14 3.16 1.97 4.97 ~ .47 1.20 2.95 5.26 38.89
1950 1.46 3.42 2.93 3.40 3.10 4.21 4.12 3.14 3.90 2.34 5.34 2.47 39.83
1951 2.25 5.45 1.66 4.31 5.82 4.32 4.49 4.60 3.05 2.64 5,35 2.31 46.25
1952 3,70 8,6~0 5.08 4.81 2.75 3.72 3.75 4.70 5.54 1,94 7.14 2.92 54.65
1953 1.74 2.20 3.79 6,22 3.92 9.00 5.61 4.33 1.97 3.82 2.31 1,39 46.30
1954 4.67 5.57 6.38 2.02 2.23 5,10 4,99 3,86 3.11 3.16 5,91 9,19 56.19
1955 2.20 4,92 5.24 1.89 4.21 4.26 3.20 1.90 3.22 3,10 14.36 3.85 52.35
1956 7.12 5.77 .74 2.77 5.46 2.39 6.68 2.37 3.03 4.23 ~ 4.81 46.63
1957 2.12 3°82 3.74 2.50 2.03 3.31 4.39 1.79 1.36 .89 2.19 1.52 29,66
1958 2.49 4.65 6,88 7,23 ,63 4.86 6.07 4,55 2.~9 ~ 4.34 5.6£ ~
1959 3.86 1.89 3,55 ~ 3.24 5.17 4.79 1,45 4.60 6.32 1,75 2.00 41.60
1960 7.08 5.55 3.51 3.81 5,68 2,28 4.70 4,58 1.72 6,42 2.67 6,73 54.73
1961 2,94 3.58 3.73 .61 6.32 3,44 5,09 4,85 2.70 2.54 3,78 5.60 45.18
1962 2.39 3.29 2.43 5.19 1.31 4.51 3,50 2.22 4.38 1.85 4.01 3.36 38.44

Average 3.14 3.96 3.48 3.48 3.02 4.77 4.06 3.52 3.69 3,77 4.11 3.81 44.81

Average
1931-60 3.14 4.10 3,55 3,60 3.05 4.86 4.11 3.45 3.81 3.73 4.22 4,06 45.68
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Table 2.--Monthly and annual runoff in inches for the Quinebaug River basin above Jewett City for the
water years 1919-62, Haximum and minimum amounts are underlined.

Water
Year Oct.    Nov.    Dec,    Jan.    Feb,    Mar,    Apr.    Hay     June July Aug.    Sept.    Annual

1919 1.09 1.35 1.95 2.99 1.80 5.22 4.25 3.i9
1920 ].31 2.02 2.95 1,16 1.39 8.23 5.02 3.91
1921 .91 1.50 3.31 2.48 |.55 4.16 3.09 2,74
1922 .53 1.10 2.28 1.02 1.42 4.06 3.75 2.63
1923 1.30 I.O7 l.Ol 3,15 1.70 4.95 3.75 2.88
1924 .89 1.45 3,55 3,42 1.60 2.43 5,17 2.88

1925 .50 .43 .73 ,51 2.21 2.92 2.05 1.38
1926 .68 l.ll 1.95 1.61 2.02 3.67 2.97 1.61

1927 .59 1.65 1.61 2.64 2.31 3.27 1.76 1.75
]928 1.75 4.56 4.72 2.69 3.32 2.50 2,89 2.43
1929 ,99 .96 TT~ 2.58 2.27 4.39 4.44 3.91
1930 .34 .44 .80 1.5! 1.67 2,20 1.85 l.Ol
1931 .21 .38 .46 .73 1.04 3.63 3.20 2.51
1932 .37 .37 .7---’~1.82 1.67 2.47 3.41 ].37
1933 2.22 ~ 1.98 2,14 2.30 4.66 5.95 1.90
~934 1.31 1.07 1.41 3.01 1.17 4.28 4.99 3.10
1935 1.94 1.68 2.88 4.18 2.52 4.18 3.29 ~,78
1936 .38 .49 .86 2.43 1.46 II.24 4,57 2.04

1937 .99 .86 4.35 4.53 2.78 3,o8 3.25 2.35
1938 1.2o 3,1] 3.66 3,58 2.93 2.69 2,34 1.79
1939 2.31 1.96 3.61 2.19 3.11 4.81 5.09 1.74
1940 .67 1,61 1.52 1.80 1.24 3.07 7.64 2.92
1941 .53 1.58 1.73 1.57 2,32 1.98 1.92 1.46
1942 .31 .54 .83 1.28 1.74 5.83 2.15 1.27
1943 .67 1.53 3.39 2.78 2,95 4.60 2.58 3.40
1944 .50 1.19 ,76 .58 .9--6 2.50 3.44 1.78
1945 .80 1.60 2.76 2.62 1.86 5.16 2.38 3,61
1946 .45 1.O7 2.76 3.44 2.52 3.64 1.64 2.28
1947 I.O9 .65 .93 1.64 1.70 3.03 ~ 2.41

1948 .43 1.73 1.29 1.24 2.18 6.27 4.00 3.86
1949 .42 1.17 1,16 2.92 2.74 3.00 2.76 ].99
1950 .30 .46 .86 1.56 1.93 3.30 3.25 2.63
1951 .45 1.22 2.16 2,92 4.8--5 3.91 4.57 2.24
1952 .63 3.89 3.78 4.34 3.31 4.32 3.19 2,78
1953 .51 .54 1.43 3.48 4.02 6.46 6.64 3.49
1954 .37 1.48 3.72 1.86 2.24 3,56 3.64 3.15
1955 1.71 3.29 4.58 2,71 2.49 4.02 2.54 1.95
1956 5.32 5.40 1.65 2.42 2,90 3.74 6.56 2.40

1957 ~ .89 2.10 2.11 1,85 2.71 3.86 ].04
1958 .22 .43 1.91 4.23 2.18 4.78 5.75 4.07

1959 1.97 1.94 2.35 1.68 2.00 4.52 4.75 1.82

1960 1.21 2.22 3,95 2.88 3.74 2.47 5.02 2.41
1961 1.07 1.87 1.78 1.72 2.78 4.59 4.03 3.20
1962 1.16 1.06 1.26 3.34 1.36 4.17 3.97 1.65

3.44 1.64 1.01 .66
1.24 1.99 1.18 .78
2.12 2.25 1.65 2.73
1.12 .77 .68 .48

.80 .79 .79 .54

.88 .55 .71 ,38
1.29 .66 1.29 ,98

1.16 .62 ,45 .32
.72 .39 .24 .22

2.71 .91 .73 .52
.74 .48 .59 1.35

1.53 .61 .57 1.22
1.82 1.01 ,55 ,63

.96 .57 .48 ,76

2,53 1.49 .65 .54
1.19 .79 ,7o .47

.94 .94 .77 ,48
1,27 .59 .55 .36
1.26 ,66 ,36 1.02
1.98 1,04 .67 .50
2.40 ,73 1.41 .76
1.43 .75 .61 .68

3.83 1.79 .75 .39
.78 .30 ,32 .39

1,78 .67 .70 .52
1.55 .77 .90 .50
2.60 .63 .95 ,56

.86 .49 .36 .26

.98 .59 .79 4.41
1.02 .55 6.35 1.73

1.14 1.79 .48 .48
1.03 .70 .73 .28
1.73 .63 ,49 .12
1.16 .44 .36 .38

27.22
32,74
24.93
25.54
22.86
24.41
13.65

19.80
30.70
23.37

17.03
15.34
29.50
24.27
26.46
26.24
26.41
38.32

25.68
16.24
17.08
24.62

24.98
23.10

27.76
17.95
17.96
26.04
30.98
28.54
26.79
32.94
33.46

27.87
24.92
27.64
25.01

Average 0.98 1.57 2.15 2.40 2.23 4.11 3.78 2.43 1.48 0.99 0.88 0.98    23.98

Average
1931-60    1,00    1.62 2.18 2.49 2.36 4.13 3.91    2,38    1.50     ,98     .91    1.02     24.48



ration was substantially greater than the previous
year plot below the average line~ whereas most
years substantially drier than the previous year
plot above it. This scatter Is expected because
the runoff lags behind the precipitation owing to
storage in the ground and in lakes~ ponds~ and
swamps. Consequently~ there appears to be excess
runoff during a dry year fol]owlng a wet year
because of the drainage of this water from stor-
age. Conversely~ there appears to be too little
runoff during a wet year following a dry year
owing to the replacement of storage. For example~
precipitation in the 1959 water year was nearly
14 inches less than the preceding year~ which
resulted in generally lower ground-water levels
(see figure 42) and probably also reduced the
amount of water stored In lakes~ ponds~ swamps~
and the ground. Thus the runoff in 1959 included
moisture stored from the previous year(s)~ and
amounted to 60 percent of the pre¢ipitation~ or
7 percent above average.

Total runoff consists of both direct runoff
and ground-water runoff, To determine the amount
of ground-water runoff from the basin aboMe Jewett
City~ and thereby also determine the amount of
~Irect runoff~ a ground-water rating curve~ figure
6> was constructed using the record of water-table
fluctuations in well P] ] in P]alnfield~ 7 miles
north of Jewett City. For months in which rain-
fall was so small that nearly all the streamflow
was ground-water runoff~ month-end water ]evels
in this observation well were plotted versus the
corresponding flow of the Quinebaug River; these
plots permitted the construction of the straight-
line graphs in figure 6. By means of these lines~
the ground-water runoff corresponding to any
measured water level in well Pl l could be estima-
ted for each month of the year.

1928 1937 1951
956

V}AX{MUM

J ~95~
MEAN

~[950
MINIMUM --
MARIAPR MAY

[948

Figure 4.--Monthly runoff from the Qufnebaug
River basin.

Mean monthly and minimum monthly runoff
from the Qufnebaug River basin for the
water years I~19-62 follow a marked
seasonal cycle~ being much greater for
March than for August. Maximum monthly
runoff varies widely and does not follow
a seasonal cycle. Water years in which
maximum and minimum runoff occurred are
indicated.

The straight line indicates that~ on the average~ runoff from the Quinebaug River
basin Is equal to precipitation minus 20.8 inches (20,8 inches is the average
evapotranspiration loss~ which remains about the same each year), The scatter
of data points is due largely to changes in the amount of water stored underground
from year to year.

Figure 5.--Relation between precipitation and runoff,



Figure 6.--Relation between ground-water level
~n well PI I and ground-water runoff in
Qulnebaug River at Jewett City.

For any given depth to ground water as
measured in well% there is a correspond-
ing amount of ground-water runoff. Ground-
water runoff is greater during the non-
growing season (late autumn and winter)
than during the growing season (spring and
summer), as shown by the series of sloping
lines on this graph, The reduction in
ground-water runoff during the growing
season reflects water loss by evapotrans-
piratlon; evapotransplration is negliglble
during the winter months.

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
A substantial part of the water that falls

on the Quinebaug River basin as rain or snow is
returned to the atmosphere by means of evapora-
tion and transpiration. Water left standing on
the land surface after a rain is soon evaporated~
and water is evaporated from the surfaces of
lakes and streams and from pores in the soil.
Plants withdraw large amounts of moisture from
the soil and rocks both above and below the water
table and control the temperature of their leaves
by releasing this water to the atmosphere in a
process known as transpiration. The total amount
of evapotranspiration (evaporation plus transpira-
tion) in a particular locality Is difficult to
measures and was computed as a remainder after
all other gains and losses of water were measured
or estimated. That is~ if it is assumed that
long term storage remained substantially the
same (an assumption supported by evidence from
ground-water levels and reservoir levels) evapo-
transpiration is equal to the average precipita-
tion on the basin (44.81 inches) minus the average
runoff (23.98 inches)~ or 20.83 inches.

The effects of evapotranspirotion on ground-
water levels and on ground-water runoff are
indicated on figure 6. Studies have shown that
changes in the rate of evapotransp~ratlon in a
given locality from month to month are largely
dependent on changes in air temperature and
duration of daylight (Thornthwoite~ 1952~ p. 382;

Thus evapotranspiratlon is greatest during the
g.rowing season (April through October) when
temperatures are above freezing and the days are
longest. Because these major factors repeat
themselves with relatively little change year
after yeor~ the annual amount of evapotranspira-
tion and its distribution through the year are

relatively constant for a given locality. The
annual an~unt of evapotransplratlon in the Qulne-
baug River basin is known from the long-term
relationship of precipitation and runoff discussed
in previous paragraphs~ so a theoretical average
monthly distribution of evapotransplration was
computed by a method similar to that of Olmsted
ahd Hely (1962~ p. 13), The monthly variations
in evapotranspiration computed for the period
19~3-62 are illustrated in figure 7.

Evapotranspiration in the Quinebaug River basin
is greatest during the growing season (April -
October) when temperatures are above freezing
and the days are longest.

Figure 7.--Monthly evapotranspiratlon in the
Quinebaug River basin,
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THE WATER BUDGET
Just as the financial operation of a house-

hold or business firm can be expressed by a money
budget~ so the hydrologic operation of a drainage
basin can be expressed by a water budget which
lists receipts~ disbursements~ and water on hand.
Receipts of water in the Quinebaug River basin con-
sist of precipitation; disbursements consist of
runoff~ both direct runoff and ground-water runoff~
and evapotranspiration~ including evapotranspira-
lion from ground water as wel] as from the surface
water and the soil moisture above the water table,
The amount of water on hand--stored within the
basin--changes continuously in response to chang-
ing rates at which water enters and leaves the
basin.

A monthly water budget for the Quinebaug
River basin (table 3) lists values for the factors
of the budget discussed in the preceding para-
graphs. As illustrated in figure 8 the budget
shows that precipitation during the autumn and
winter months is sufficient to cause substantial
increases in storage as well as to produce
abundant runoff~ whereas similar amounts of pre-
cipitation in the late spring and summer months
are not adequate to supply the large evapotrans-
p, iration losses~ resulting in sharply reduced

or decrease in storage within the basin~ as
shown in the last column of table 3 may be either

of these. It should be noted that the precipita-
tion values used (see table 1) have the effect of
e]iminatlng from the budget temporary storage of

rood to top

F~gure 8.--Monthly water budget,

Table 3.--Honthly water budget for the Quinebaug
River basin in inches of water over the
basin. Average for water years 1943-1962.

WATER QUALITY IN THE
HYDROLOGIC CYCLE

Water that evaporates from the land and
water surfaces and passes into the atmosphere is
relatively pure. As water vapor condenses to
form rain~ snow~ sleet or hail~ it incorporates
tiny particles of soot, dust~ salt spray from
the ocean~ and other impurities from the air.
Some of the mineral matter in these particles is
dissolved by the water. The gases which make up
the atmosphere~ including carbon dioxide~ oxygen~
nitrogen in its various forms~ and sulfur dioxide
are dissolved to some extent also. Thus~ even as
it starts its journey to the land surface~ water
is no longer "pure." Samples of precipitation
were collected for chemical analysis at three
sites in the Quinebaug River basin. The analyses
are surmmarized in table 4 and the locations of
the sites are shown on plate A.

Part of the dissolved chemical content of
precipitation that falls on the Quinebaug River
basin is of local origln~ but part has been trans-
ported from elsewhere by the wind. For this
reason~ the direction of movement of air masses
influences the chemical quality of the precipita-
tion. Host of the storms from which precipitation
samples were obtained approached the basin from
a westerly direction~ and the proportion of
different constituents was fairly uniform from
storm to storm. However~ a storm on June 4~ 1963
yielded rain with substantially more sodium and
potassium than other storms. This storm approach-
ed the basin from the south~ having originated as
a hurricane~ though it was reduced to a minor
storm before reaching Connecticut. The sodium
and potassium probably were derived from salt
spray over the ocean.

Sulfate is a substantial part of the
dissolved-solids content in all samples~ having
values as high as 47 ppm. Carroll (1962~ p. 7)
suggests that industrial activity and ocean spray
are the predominant sources of sulfate in precipi-
tation. Because most storms from which samples



Station number
and location

Period of
Collection

Table 4.--Summary of chemical analyses of precipitation samples from
the Quinebau9 River basin, Connecticut.

(Chemical constituents
IP: Collection site 2P: Rain gage at
on River Road~ 1 mile Pachaug Forest
west of Cast Putnam

of      Ranger|.5VoluntownmilesHeadquarterS~northeast
June~ July~ August May, June t963
1963

in parts per million)
3P: Rain gage
at State
Forest Nursery~
0.5 mile south
of Voluntown
Jano~ April~
May~ June 1963

Calcium (Ca)
Median 1.6 4,0
Range 1.3-4.0 2,6-5°2
No. of samples 5 3

3.0
1.8-13

6

Sodium (No)
Median 0.5 0.6 0.8
Range 0.3-1,4 0.6 0.4-2.8
No. of samples 5 2 7

Potassium (K)
Median 0.4 0.6 0.3
Range O.1-.9 0.2-I.0 0.3-0.7
NO. of samples 5 2 7

All preclplta-
tlon sampling
sites

2.8
1.3-13

14

0.6
0.3-2.8

14

0.3
O.l-loO

14

Bicarbonate (MC03)
Median                        6 13 10 IO
Range 4-10 7-18 8-24 4-24
No. of samples 5 3 7 15

Sulfate (S04)
Median 7.0 8.2 6.0 7.3
Range 4.5-14 7.3-8.9 4.9-47 4.5-47
No. of samples 5 3 7 15

Chloride (CI)
Median 0.4 1.2 1.0
Range 0o1-.6 l.O=l.4 0.2=1.9
No. of samples 5 3 7

Dissolved solids
(Residue on eva-
poration at 180°C)
Median
Range
No, of samples

Hardness as CaC03
Calcium, magnesium
Median
Range
No° of samples

Medlan
Range
No. of samples

Specific Conductance
(mlcromhos at 25°C)

Median
Range
No. of samples

o.6
0.1-1.9

15

18
II-27

5

22
16-31

4

20
11-31

9

t2
5-I6

5

II

1

18
9-77

6

12
5-77
12

6
1-13
5

1

I

3
2-9
4

3
I-9
10

28 51 42 36
18-54 31-60 26-188 18-188

5 3 7 15

pH
Median                        5.9 6.5 6.4 6.3
Range 5.8-6.3 6.2-8.1 5,9-6.8 5.8-8. I
No. of samples 5 3 7 15
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were obtained approached the basin from the west~
presumably industrial waste discharged into the
atmosphere west of the basin was the principal
source of sulfate in the precipitation.

The precipitation that reaches the land sur-
face begins immediately to pick up additional
quantities of solids eroded from the land surface
and dissolved from earth materials at and beneath
the surface. Water moving across the land surface
and in the stream channels dislodges particles of
soil~ silt~ sand~ and occasionally gravel; this
material is carried in suspension or is rolled
along channel bottoms, Soil erosion is not a prob-
lem in eastern Connecticut due to the generally
permeable soils and the nearly complete cover of
vegetation that holds and protects the soil.
Generally~ sediment load increases as streamflow
increases~ and the hl9hest sediment loads occur
during the spring thaw and fO1]owlng severe storms
such as hurricanes when streamflows are highest,

Water that percolates Into the ground has
much more opportunity to dissolve soil and rock
materials than water which simply flows across the
land surface. According]y~ ground water contains
higher concentrations of dissolved sollds than do
precipitation or water that flows overland. For
this reason~ streams generally contain the greatest
concentrations of dlssolved solids during periods
of low streamflow when most of the water is ground-
water runoff and contain the least concentrations
of dissolved solids during periods of high flow
when most of the water represents direct runoff
mixed with ground water a]ready present In the
channel. Comparison of the average chemical
character of streamflow during periods of high flow
with the chemical character of precipitation sug-
gests that a conslderab]e part of the dissolved
chemical content of direct runoff Is already pre-
sent by the time the water reaches the land surface,

MAN’S EFFECT ON THE HYDRO-
LOGIC CYCLE

The hydrologic cycle is a fundamental process
of nature~ and the manner in which it operates
cannot be altered by man. However~ man can and
does influence--deliberately or colncidentally--
the amount of water stored on the surface and
underground~ the relative proportion of direct
runoff~ ground-water runoff~ evapotranspiration~
and also the quality of the water.

The am~unt of runoff from the Qulnebaug
River basin has probably not been changed signl-
flcantly by man~ but the time within which runoff
leaves the basin following storms has been changed
somewhat. During the l£th century the natural
forests of the basin were large]y converted to
farmland~ but during the 20th century forests have
returned to cover much of the land surface. This
reforestation may have resulted in a modest
increase in evapotranspiration and a decrease in
direct runoff~ reducing total runoff slightly
while making it more uniform throughout the year.
(See Trousdell and Hoover~ 1955; Schneider and
Ayer~ 1961.) There are many old industrial dams
in the basin~ most of which no longer operate to
regulate streamflow~ but which do delay and lower
flood peaks; the numerous large ponds on the
Pachaug River are partly responsible for the

II

notably low stages that accompany floods of this
stream, Obvlously~ these dams increase surface-
water storage above natural conditions; they also
increase ground-water storage by raising the local
water table above its natural level, The gradual
urbanization of parts of the basin has the oppo-
site effect: buildlngs~ pavement~ storm sewers~
and similar structures increase direct runoff and
bring it to the streams more quickly than normal~
but at the same tlme decrease ground-water recharge
and lower the water table locally,

The timing of runoff has been altered by
the storage and release of water from a few dams
by industry: this regulation produces abrupt
fluctuations in streamflow that are noticeable at
low flow in a few places, In addition several
flood-control reservolrs recently have been con-
structed in the northern part of the basin to
store the runoff from major floods and release it
gradually over a period of days or weeks.

The net effect of activities of man are
difficult to evaluate~ but It appears that in the
Quinebaug River basin the timing of runoff is
affected m~re than the quantity of runoff.

Only a slight amount of water is actually
removed from the basin because of man~s activi-
tles~ including evaporation caused by man, A
considerable amount of water is withdrawn from
reservoirs and wells for various purposes~ but
even this Is relatively small in relatton to total
runoff~ and most of the water is returned to the
ground or the streams within the basin no more
than a few miles from the point of withdrawal.

Water quality is changed by man in numerous
ways. Some of the sm~ke~ soot~ and fumes dis-
charged into the air from Industries~ homes~ and
vehicles In and beyond the basin Is Incorporated in
local preclpitatlon~ and some settles directly on
the land surface. These materials contribute to
the dlssolved solids content of runoff. So do n~-
nures~ chemical fertlllzers~ and pesticides spread
on agricultural lands and leached by infiltrating
precipitation. Most of the water withdrawn from
streams or wells and used by industry for coollng~
washing~ and other purposes is returned to streams
or to the ground at a higher temperature or with a
higher dissolved solids content than when with-
drawn. Waste discharge from most industrial plants
in the basin is extremely diluted at hlgh flow~ but
at low flow the quantity of stream water is not
sufficient to dilute the waste and its presence is
detectable along portions of the larger stEeams by
field observation as well as by chemical analysis.
Disposal of domestic sewage to streams has created
offensive conditions in a few places~ and disposal
to the ground has contaminated nearby wells in a
few crowded localities. The numerous excavations
made during the construction of highways~ buildings~
and other structures result in temporary rapid
erosion that contributes to the sediment and turbi-
dity carried by streams. No matter how effective
man’s treatment of waste effluent> or curtailment of
exhaust smok% or stabilization of soll eroslon~ there
will still be an increase in the dissolved mineral and
suspended sediment content of the water in a habi-
tared basin over the amounts supplied by natural
processes. Keeping this increase within acceptable
limits will be one of the major tasks of the future
In the event of substantial urban expansion.



WATER IN STREAMS AND LAKES
Runoff from the Qulnebaug River basin is

carried by numerous streams, both large and small,
which extend into all parts of the basin. The
complete stream system is shown in blue on the
large maps accompanying this report.

The amount of flow passing any given point
on a stream varies from day to day, season to
season, and year to year. Continuous records of
streamflow have been obtained at 13 stream-gaglng
stations within the basin for periods ranging from
18 months to 4~ years as shown in figure 9. In
addition, discontinuous or partial records and
single measurements of streamfl~v have been ob-
tained at many other sites in the Connecticut por-
tion of the basin during the period from July 1961
through September 1963. The locations of gaging
stations within the Qulnebaug River basin are
shown on Plate A. All records for 1961-63 are
given either in annual publications entitled
"Surface-Water Records of Connecticut" or in the
companion basic data report (Thomas and others,
1966), and continuous records are published in a
series of U.S. Geological Survey Water-Supply
Papers entitled "Surface Water Supply of the
United States.’~

The variations in streamflow at the continuous-
record and partial-record gaging stations are sun~
marized in this report by means of standardized
graphs and tables familiar to hydrologlsts. In
order that the graphs for different streams be com-
parable, the data for each stream have been adjus-
ted to represent a 30-year reference period begin-
ning in either April or October ]930. This con-
forms with the practice agreed upon by the World
Meteorological Organization (Searcy, 1959).
Accordingly, the analyses, interpretations, and
predictions with respect to streamflow are based
on this 30-year reference period. Assuming that
the flow during this reference ported represents
the long-term flay of the streams and there have
been no changes in the pattern of regulation of
storage within the basin or diversion of water
into or out of the basin, the graphs or tables
may be used to estimate the amounts of stream-
flow that will occur in the future at the measure-
ment sites. Of course~ streamfl~v varies from
place to place along each stream as well as from
time to time. Therefore, a method is described
In a foll~vlng section that permits the estima-
tion of flow duration at any unmeasured point
along the streams of the basin.

U.S. GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY STATION

NUMBER

1180

1183
1205

1210
t230

1235

1240

1245

1250

1254,9

1255
1256

1260

1265

1269.1

1269.23
1269.5
1270

STREAM AND LOCATION DRAINAGE
AREA

Wood River at Hope Volley, R.L

Pend/efon Hill Crook near Clerks FQlls,Conn,

Safford Brook near Woodstock Volley, Conn. 4.08

Mount Hope River near Warrenvllle,Conn. 27.8
Little River near H0nover, Corm, 29,1

Qulneb0ug River of Westvllle, Moss. 9~5.8

Quinebuug River at qulnebaug~Conn,

L{tDe River at BuffurnvlI]e, Moss. 27.7

French River at Webster, Mass. IB5.3

Little River of Harrisville, Conn.

Qulnebaug River at Putnam, Conn.

Mashomoqaet Crook at Ablngton, Conn.

Five Mile River el Killingly,Conn.

Moosup River of Mopsup, Conn.

Lewden Brook near Voluntown, Conn. 2.~.0

Oenlson Brook of Voluntown, Conn. ~-.OI

Qulnebaug River ot Jewelt City, Corm. 711

o

PERIOD OF OPERATION
[calendar yeors)

0 0

Figure 9.--Length of continuous records at stream-gaglng stations.
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Photograph token May 4 1964 about I00

I ~() ~ bridge in Canterbury shows Kill Brook
~ ~ lflowing aboul Itmgd/the daily flow has

~~-OM~been equal to or greater than this, on th~1.0
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Photograph taken August 29, 1964
.2- Kilt Brook flowing about 0.gmgd: the

daily flow has been equal to orgreater
.15- than ths, on the average, for about 90percent of the time.               J
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Figure lO.--Variatlon in flo~ of Kltt Brook.
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Information on streamflow is presented in
the following order on succeeding pages: first,
the continual variation in the rate of flow of
streams is summarized by graphs, kn~vn as flow-
duration curves, and by tables. Second, the fre-
quency with which specified I~.; flows recur is
given by low-fl~ frequency graphs, and by tables.
Third, maximum safe draft rates are given for exis-
ting takes or reservoirs having usable storage,
and the frequency with which various amounts of
storage in a reservoir would be required to m~in-
taln selected rates of streamflow is indicated,
Fourth, high streamfl~v is discussed, including
historical accounts of major floods, since 1690,
Tab]as indicating the magnitude and frequency of
major floods and other periods of high streamfiow
at gaging stations and a method for estimating
flood frequency at unmeasured sites are included.

VARIATION IN STREAMFLOW
The variation in rate of flow of streams

may be represented by graphs, known as fl~q-
duration curves, Figure tO includes the flow-
duration curve and two photographs of Kitt Brook,
one when the flow was at the rate equaled or
exceeded 40 percent of the time and the other
when it was at the rate equated or exceeded 90
percent of the time,

The variation in flmv of the Quinebau9 River
at Quinebaug is shovm by a flow-duratlon curve in
figure 11; supplemental curves included on the
same graph show the limits within which this vari-
ation in flow has ranged in single years. These
limits may be estimated for partial-record or un-
measured sites from the curves in figure 17.

IOO

M0ximum or minimum percent of time doily
flow equ01ed or exceeded the selected value
in o single year within the reference period

Flow-duratlon curves for other long-term
cJntinuous-record gaging st~tions in the basin
are presented in figures 12 to 16. Flow-duratlon
data and average flow for all gaging stations in
the Connecticut portion of the basln are summar-
ized in table 5. Locations of these gaging
stations appear on plate A. StreamfI~v data in
table 5 are given as flow per square mile above
the gaging slat{on to facilitate comparison be-
tween streams: as explained beyond the data in
table 5 may be used to estimate the average flow
for selected consecutive=day periods of lowest
flow in a year and the expected recurrence of
that flow.

Areal variations in annual precipitation
and In surficlaI geology cause significant vari-
ations in streamflow within the Quinebaug River
basin. Annual precipitation is higher in the
eastern part of the basin (Knox and Nordenson,
1955) and in the southern part (Gosslee and Brum-
bach, 19Gl, p-3) than in the central part.
Streamflow reflects the variation in preclplta-
tlon, for, as shown by isopleths on figure ]8,
streamflow is near or slightly below basin-wide
average over a broad area through the center of
the basin and notably above average near the
southeastern border. The isopleths were drawn
by determining the average streamflow at each
gaglng!statlon in or near the basin, and plott[ng
near the center of the areas drained the ratios
of these average streamfIows to the basln-wide
average!streamflow of i.16 mgd per square mile
(1.80 cf~ per square mile).

While variations In precipitation cause
variations in the amount of runoff, variations
in geology cause variations in the timing of run-
off. M. P. Thomas has discussed the variations
in runoff caused by variations in geology for
eastern #qd southern Connecticut (Thomas, M.P.,
in press) including the quinebaug River basin.

These curves may be used to estimate the
percents of time specific daily flows
probably were equaled or exceeded during
abnormally dry or abnormally wet years at
partia|-record stations or ungaged sites.
For example, if a certain flow was equaled
or exceeded 50 percent of the time on the
average (as determined from table 5 or
figure 19), then from these curves, during
one dry year it is possible that the same
flow was equaled or exceeded as little as
27 percent of the time (minimum in a sin-
gle year), or during one wet year the same
flow was equaled or exceeded as much as
77 percent of the time (maximum in a sin-
gle year),

Figure 17.--Range in duration of streamflow, October 1930 to September 1960.
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Figure 18,--Areal variation in average streamflowo
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The relatively steep slopes of
the flow-duration curves for
streams draining basins under-
lain largely by till reflect the
relatively )oar infiltration co.-

_= pacify of the till and the steep
slopes, which cause rapid run-
of r.

The relatively flat slopes of the flow-
duration curves for streams draining
basins underlain largely by stratified
drift reflect the relatively large in--
filtration and storage capacities of
stratified drift which yields abun-
dant ground-water runoff to sustain
streamfiow in dry weather.

I 2 5 I0 20 :50 40 50 60 70 80 90 99

PERCENT OF TIME DAILY FLOW EQUALED OR EXCEEDED
THAT SHOWN

These regional flow-duration curves apply to unregulated streams having an
average flow of ],16 mgd per square mile (].80 cfs per square mile),

Figure ]9.--Variations in surficlal geology cause variation in flow of streams.
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His conclusions with respect to the variation of
runoff with geology are surmmarized in the family
of flow-duration curves shown in figure
These curves show that runoff from areas under-
lain ]argely by stratified drift is more evenly
distributed throughout tlme than Is runoff from
areas underlain largely by till. These relation-
ships reflect the poor infiltration capacity and
resultant high proportion of direct runoff from
till and the greater infiltration capacity and
relatively hlgh proportion of ground-water run-
off from stratified drift. The stratified drift
absorbs a relatively large proportion of the
precipitation and stores it for sustained release
during periods of dry weather,

The curves shown in figure 19 may be used to
estimate flow duration at any unmeasured site In
the basin~ provided the percent of stratified
drift above the unmeasured site is accurately
determined from p]ate B and the runoff is adjus-
ted by use of the isopleths on figure 18 to
account for variations in precipitation on the
streamflow.

FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF
LOW FLOWS

Although flow-duration curves such as those
shown in figures 10-16 and figure 19 indicate the
minimum amounts of streamflow available for speci-
fied percentages of tlme> the water manager also
needs to know how often specified low streamflows
are expected to recur and for what periods of time
they are expected to last. Recurrence intervals
of annual lowest mean flows~ averaged over periods
as long as 365 consecutive days, at long-term con-
tinuous-record gaging stations in the Quinebaug
River basin are given in table 6~ and similar data
for periods up to 30 years are given in table 7.
Low-f]ow frequency data also may be presented in
graphs as illustrated in figure 20 for the stream-
gaging station on the Quinebaug River at Qulnebaug,
The average flow for a selected consecutive-day
period of lowest f]ow in a year and the expected
recurrence interval of that flow for all gaging
stations in table 5 other than long-term
contlnuous-record stations can be estimated by
using tables 5 and 8, The same can be estimated
for unmeasured sites on unregulated streams by
using table II and figures 18 and ~9. (See
example on table 8.)

A 7-day overage
o ,04-flow as low as 0.082 rood
.~ per sq. rni, (20cfs) may be "~
~ .0:5-expected once every five
¯ years, on the average.o
-J .02~

1.2      1.5     2        3         5     7     I0     15 20     :51

Recurrence interval, in years

-350

-200

IOO

-~0

5

Figure 20.--Recurrence intervals of specified low flows of the Quinebaug River at Quinebaug.
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Table 9.--Indices of low-flow frequency at stream-gaging stations in the Qulnebaug River basin.
(Indices are medians of the annual low&st mean flow for periods of 7 and 30 consecutive
days, adjusted to the reference period Aprll 1930 to March 1960 on basis of long-term
streamflow records )

Annual lowest mean flow having a recurrence
Drainage interval of 2 years for number of consecutive

Index a tea days indicated
(square (million gallons

(Pl.A) miles) (cubic feet per second) per day per
square mile)

7 days 30 days 7 days [ 30 days

1240 Quinebaug River at Qufnebaug 157 34 46 0.14 0.19
1250 French River at Webster, Mass. 85.3 28 38 .21 .29
1253 English Neighborhood Brook

at North Woodstock 4.99 .2 .3 .03 .04
1254 Muddy Brook at East Woodstock 13.2 .4 .7 .02 .04
1254.4 Mill Brook at South Woodstock A/ 5.56 .2 .5 .02 .06
1254.9 Little River at Harrlsvllle~/ 35.5 8.5 10 .15 .18
1255 Qulnebaug River at Putnam 331 -84 llO .16 .21

J~ Mashamoquet Brook at Abington ll.O 1,3 1.8 .08 .lO
1256.5 Wappoqula Brook near Pomfret Landlng 4.28 .2 .3 .03 ~0~
1257 Mashamoquet Brook at Pomfret Landing 28.6 1.6 2.6 .04 .06
1258 Five Mile River near East Thompson I0.3 3.1 4.2 .20 .26
1258.5 Five Mile River at Quaddlck 24.3 7.5 lO .20 .26
1258.8 Mary Brown Brook at East Putnam 8.42 1,3 1.7 .lO .13
1259 Cady Brook at East Putnam 8.02 1.3 1.6 .ll .13
1259.5 Five Mile River near East Putnam 47.8 9.3 13 .13 .17
1260 Five Mile River at Killingly 58.2 22 28 .25 .31
|260.4 Bog Meadow Reservoir outlet at

East Kill~ngly 4.94 2.3 2.7
Whetstone Brook at Elmvi]le 13.5 6.8 7.7
Moosup River at Sterling 42.3 9.9 12
Quaduck Brook at North Sterling 8.22 1.4
Quaduck Brook near Sterling t8.8 1.7 2.2
Snake Meadow Brook near Almyville 8.45 1.8 2.1
Moosup River at Moosup 83.5 13 19
BIackwell Brook near Brooklyn 16.9 1.4 1.9
Mill Brook at Packer 17.1 .4 .5
Kitt Brook near Canterbury |l.l .9 1.2
Cory Brook near Canterbury 5.44 .2 ,3
Beach Pond outlet near Voluntown 5.40 .6 .9
Great Meadow Brook near Voluntown 5.14 .2 .3
Lowden Brook near Volunt~vn 2.40 .2 .3
Mount Misery Br~ok near Voluntown 7.66 1.4 1.8
Denison Brook at Voluntown 4.01 2.5 2.8
Myron Kinney Brook near Voluntown 4.25 .9
Pachaug River at Glasgo 37.0 14 17
Billings Brook at Blasgo 5.69 3.1 3.4
Pachaug River at Pachaug 50.4 19 23
Pachaug River at Hopevllle 58.6 19 23
Quinebaug River at Jewett City 711 200 250
Broad Brook near Preston 12.7 .2 .3

.30 .35
1261 .33 .37
1262.5 .15 .19

1263.5 .06 .08
1264 .14 .16

1266 .05 .07
1266.5 .15 .19
1267 .05 .07
1268 ,O2 .O3
1269 .07 .II
1269.05 .03 ,04
1269.1 .O5 .07
1269.2 .12 .15
1269.23 .40 .45
1269.25 .14 .17
1269.3 .24 .301269.4 .35 .391269.5 .24 .301269.8 .24 .301270 .18 .23

Does not include area above or fl~ from Wappaquasset Pond.

Flow has been adjusted to include an average of 1.4 million gallons per day
(0.04 mgd per square mile) diverted just upstream by city of Putnam.
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The curves sh~vn in figure 19 may be used to
estin~te flow duration at any unmeasured site in
the basin, provfded the percent of stratlf{e~
drift above the unmeasured slte is accurately
determined from plate B and the runoff ~s adjusted
by use of the ~sop|eths on figure ]8 to account
for variations in precipitation on the streamflow.

Perhaps the most wlde]y used l~v-f|ow values
are the 7-day and 30-day average flows with a
2-year recurrence interval. Streamflow will
diminish below these values in I year out of 2,
on the average, Accordingly, these two values
are termed "indices of low-flow frequency" and are
presented in table 9 for all gaging stations in
the basin.

The lov~est flows of record (1918-63) of the
Qulnebau9 River at Jewett City for periods of 7 to
120 days occurred during the climatic year April 1,
1957 to March 31, 1958, Records at the other long-
term gaging stations do not go back to 1518, but

unless the pattern of regulation was quite dlf-
ferent in the early years, it is likely that the
lowest flows at all gaging stations since 1918
also occurred in climatic year 1987, For each of
these gaging stations, the lowest daily flows
not exceeded for specified periods during the
1£57 cii~tlc year are given in table lO. Data
for the French River at Webster and the Five
Mil6 River at Killingly are not shown on a per-
square-mile basls; daily flows of these streams
are greatly influenced by regulation at low
stages and hence the data apply only at the
gaging stations. Unlt flow figures are given
for gaging stations on the Qulnebaug and Moosup
Rivers, however, and can probably be applied to
other locations on these streams. For the
Qulnebaug River, differences between the figures
for successive gaging stations should be dis-
tributed proportionately.

Table lO.--Lowest dally flow not exceeded during varlous numbers of consecutive days in the su~er
of 1957 at long-term stream-gaglng stations In the Qulnebaug River basin. Flows during
the summer of 1957 were the lowest during the period August 1918 to September 1963.

Lowest daily flow, in cubic feet Lowest daily flow, in million
Drainage per second, not exceeded during gallons per day per square mile,

Index area indicated number of consecutive not exceeded during indicated
number Stream and place (square days number of consecutive days
(PI.A) of measurement miles) 7 18 3O 6O 120 7 15 3o 6O |20

1240 Quinebaug River
at Quinebaug 157 II 15 17 23 43 0.045 0.062 0.070 0.095 0.177

1280 French River at
Webster, Mass. 85.3 28 28 36 8~ 70 ..........

1255 Quinebaug River
at Putnam 331 36 36 43 46 77 .070    .O70 .084 .090 .180

1260 Five Mile River
at Killingly        58.2 22 ~/ 27 31 37 44 ..........

1265     Moosup River
at Moosup 83.8 7.8 ~/ 8.7 II 13 26 .060 b_/ .067 .088 .10i .201

1270 Quinebaug River
at dewett City     711 99     li8 133 177 256 .090 .107 .12l .161 .233

lower flow of 21 cfs occurred in 1943.

l~ver flo~ of 7.2 cfs (0.056 mgd per sq mi) occurred in 1953.
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STORAGE OF WATER IN LAKES
AND RESERVOIRS

EXISTING LAKES AND RESERVOIRS

There are m~ny lakes~ ponds~ and reservoirs
within the Quinebaug River basin. The largest is
Pachaug Pond on the Pachaug River~ which has a
surface area of 83] acres and usable storage
capacity of 219 mi]llon cubic feet (I~638 million
gallons). Table ll presents information concern-
ing the more important lakes and ponds~ with the
exception of the public-supply reservoirs for
which Information is given in table

Many of the ]akes~ ponds~ and reservoirs in
the basin have no usable storage; that is~ the
water they contain is not subject to withdrawal
by gravity upon opening a valve or gate. For
those listed in table II as having usable storage~
table ]2 presents the maximum safe draft rates
(regulated flows) that could be utilized at each
site such that the reservoir would have refilled
within each year of the reference period. Maxl-
mum draft rates are given for the wettest and
driest years of the reference period and also for
the median year. It should be noted that the
draft rates shown apply for 24-hour per day use
and may be increased If the period of use is
reduced.

Since all reservoirs listed on Whetstone
Brook in the Five Mile River basln and also
those on the Pachaug River have e common owner-
ship~ each may be operated In combination with
those upstream. Results of these combined opera-
tions also are shown in table ]2o

Flow-duration and low-flow-frequency data
for gaging stations at the outlet of these
reservoirs~ on which these draft-storage tables
are based~ have been presented in tables 5 and 8.

of the area covered by stratified drift is not
appreciably different. Most of the an~unts of
storage shown in the table would have been
replaced every year~ but the larger amounts
which are underlined are greater than the total
volume of streamf]ow in some years and hence would
not have been replaced every year. The storage
figures were determined from frequency-mass curves
based on low-flow frequency relationships for each
gaging statlon, using methods described by Hardl-
son and Martin (1963).

Amounts of storage required to maintain
various rates of regulated flow at unmeasured
sites on streams not now affected by regulation
are presented in table 14. The data are presented
for various percentages of area covered by strati-
fied drift; interpolations between these percent-
ages may be made. Storage used to provide regula-
ted flow as indicated would be replaced each year
except for underlined values; the underlined
values represent storage required to maintain
relatively large regulated flows in dry years and
hence would not be completely replaced during
such dry years. Because table 14 is based upon
an average streamflqw of 1.16 mgd per square mile~
before it can be applied to a particular site the
rates of regulated flow and amounts of storage
must be adjusted to ~he average streamflow at that
slte by multlplying by an appropriate ratio
determined from figure 18.

The storage-required values in tables 13 and
14 are somewhat smaller than the true values that
would actually be required~ because they include
a blas of about lO percent that results from the
use of the frequency-mass curve and because losses
due to evaporation and seepage from the reservoir
are not Included. These values are sufficiently
accurate~ however, for reconnaissance planning and
for comparison between proposed sites.

FLOODS

ESTIMATING THE AMOUNT OF
STORAGE NEEDED

If the minimum flow of a stream is insuffi-
cient to supply a projected rate of use~ It may
be possible to construct a reservoir from which
stored water can be released as needed to main-
tain the desired flow. if the frequency with
which different amounts of storage would be
required is knowo~ then the cost of providing
the storage may be balanced against the loss
caused by insufficient supply. The Info#mation
presented in table 13 for the flve long-term
continuous-record gaging stations in the Qulne-
baug River basin shows the frequency with which
various amounts of storage would have been
required to maintain selecte~ rates of regulated
flow during the reference period. Values of
storage required for recurrence intervals of 2
years represent median condltions~ and vaJues
for recurrence intervals of 3~ years represent
very dry co~dltlons. The rates of regulated
flow are presented per squar~ mile of drainage
area so that the table may be used f6r o~her sites
along the same streams, provided that the ~ercent

HISTORICAL ACCOUNT

Floods may occur in the Qulnebaug River basin
during any month of the year. Spring floods occur
regularly in the basin~ and are sometimes accompa-
nied by destruction from moving ice° Floods also
occur in late summer and fa11~ the result of tropi-
cal hurricanes or other storms moving northeastward
along the Atlantic coastline. General descriptive
information concerning major floods within the basin
through 1955~ extracted from newspaper accounts
and other public and private records~ is published
in U.S. Geological Survey Water-Supply paper 1779-M.
Quantitative measurements of major floods of I~36~
1938~ and 1955~ based primarily on gaging-station
records~ are published in Water-Supply Papers 798~
867~ 966~ and 1420. A compilation of all flood
peaks above selected magnitudes for continuous-
record gaging stations within the basin is pub-
fished in Water-Supply Paper 1671.

Since about 1690~ when the region was first
settled~ at least 15 major f]oods have occurred
in the basin. The three earliest floods known
occurred in 1720~ 1784 and 1789. On February 7,
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1807, there occurred the greatest flood that the
oldest inhabitants had ever witnessed. It was
followed by other n~jor floods in 1837 and 1867~
and on October 4~ 1869~ there occurred another
flood greater than the oldest ~nhabitants at
that time had ever seen~ surpassing the flood of
1807 over most of the basin. On Harch 26, 1876
there occurred an even greater flood which
exceeded the previous record floods of October 4~
1869~ and of February 7~ ]807. Never withln the
memory of the oldest inhab~tants of Putnam at
that time had there ever been such a flood on the
Quinebaug and French Rivers. Damages were the
greatest ever experlenced~ and the rivers were
full of cotton bales~ sacks of wool and the debris
of mills~ buildings~ dams and bridges. Ten years
later~ February 13, 1886~ the basin was subjected
to a flood that exceeded even that of March 26~
1876, It was the most severe flood ever known
in New England up to that time and was occasioned
by several inches of snow being carried off by a
two-day raln. Most of the ice went out before
the peak stages were reached~ but damages were
still extensive to brldges~ buildings~ and mill
dams~ many of which had survived several previous
floods. During the next 40 years the flood
events which occurred were of minor significance.

Continuous records of streamflow have been
obtained at Jewett City since July 1918, and a
summary of major flood events in the basin since
that date appears in table 15. The flood of
November 4~ 1927~ did not approach the magnitude
of the great flood of 1886 except on the eastern
tributaries where peak stages were about a foot
lower, than in 1886. The two floods of March
1936 were less in magnitude than the 1927 flood
on the eastern tributaries3 but in the remainder
of the basin flows were from two to three times
¯ those observed In 1927 and the water was higher
than it had been In the previous record flood of
1886. The flood of July 24~ 1938, produced flows
simllar to those observed in March 1936 on the
lower and eastern tributaries but no records
were broken. On September 21, 1938~ e severe
hurricane again produced record-breaking floods
In the upper part of the basin3 but flooding In
the eastern tributaries was nominal. The peak
flow of the Qulnebaug River at Putnam was
cfs and exceeded the flow in March 1936 by 3>700
cfs. There was considerable property damage in
the upper end of the basin from these record-
breaking flows~ and throughout the basin wind
destruction was very great. This event was the
greatest catastrophe In New-England since its
first settlement by white man up to that time.

On August 19~ 1955 there occurred the greatest
flood of historic time in the upper part of the
basin and along the maln stream to its mouth.
South of Putnam the tributaries were not greatly
affected~ since the heaviest rainfall (up to
about 17 Inches in a four day period Immedlately
preceding the flood) occurred north of Putnam.
On the eastern tributaries the record flood still
remains that of February 13~ 1886~ and the second
highest flood probably was either that of March
12~ 1936~ or July 24, 1938~ for they were very
similar In size. The small tributaries entering
the river below Putnam from the west probably

experienced their highest historic flood on
September 21, 1938,

Since 1958 four large flood-control reservoirs
have been constructed in Massachusetts at East
Brimfield and WestvIlle on the Quinebaug River and
at Hodges Village and Buffumvllle on the French
River. The total storage capacity of these reser-
voirs is 2.943 million cubic feet. Recently com-
pleted in 196~ Is another flood-control reservoir
at West Thompson~ Connecticut~ which has a storage
capacity of l.ll5 million cubic feet, The degree
to which storage in all 5 of these reservoirs
would have modified the river elevations and flows
recorded in major floods of the past~ from studies
made by the Corps of Engineers~ is Included in
table 15. Future floods of similar magnitudes
would be modlfled to the same degree by these
reservolrs3 so that the possibility of major dam-
age from future floods on the French or upper
Quinebaug Rivers is remote~ as long as buildings
are not constructed below the highest modified
flood elevations shown in table 15.

MAGNITUDE AND FREQUENCY OF FLOODS
Knowledge of the magnitude and frequency of

floods is essential to the water manager concerned
with the location and design of flood-control and
routing structures and the establishment of flood
plain encroachment lines. The magnitude and
frequency of floods at twelve gaging stations in
the Quinebaug River basin are given in table 16.
For gaging stations on the Quinebaug and French
Rlvers~ the stages and flows actually measured for
the period before the construction of the flood-
control reservoirs are given and~ in addition~
modified figures ere given indicating probable
stages and flows that would have resulted had the
reservoirs been in existence at the time.

For unmeasured sites within the basin where
the drainage area is l0 square miles or more~
estimates of the instantaneous peak discharge of
a flood flow for any recurrence interval can be
made from figures 21 and 22 which have been
reproduced from a flood-frequency study made by
the U.S. Geological Survey (Green~ 1964). The
mean annual flood at any site can be found from
figure 21 when the drainage area Is known. Flood
flows for other recurrence intervals up to lO0
years are the product of the mean annual flood
and the appropriate ratios for any selected recur-
rence intervals from figure

FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF HIGH
FLOWS

The flood-frequency information in table 16
and figures 21 and 22 is presented in terms of
the recurrence of instantaneous peak discharges.
For some purposes~ however~ it Is also important
to estimate how long periods of high flow may be
sustained and how frequently these periods may
recur. Table 17 presents the probable recurrence
intervals of annual highest average flows for
periods of 0 (flood peak), I~ 3~ 7~ 15~ 303 60,
150~ 274~ and 365 days at long-term continuous-





Table 17,--Magnltude and frequency of an~Jal highest average flow at long-terra gaging stations In the (~uinebaug River basin,

(Data for indicated recurrence intervals and Indicated periods of consecutive days have bean adjusted to the reference period October 1930 to
September 1960. Data for QuInebaug and French Rivers have been modified for the effect of flood contro] In East BrlmfIeld, Westville,

150 250 450 550 600 700 800 950
274 210 350 400 450 500 890 600
369 190 310 350 400 420 450 500

I250

1260 Five Nile River at Killingly 58.2

1270

0 500 950 1,000 l~I00 1,400 2,000 3,100
I 450 900 1,000 1,000 1,300 1,700 2,600
3 400 750 1,000 1,000 I,I00 1,200 1,600
7 350 600 950 1,000 1,000 1~100 1,200

15 300 500 750 800 1,000 1,000 I,IO0
30 250 400 550 690 790 950 1,000
60 200 350 400 500 550 600 700

150 150 290 300 390 350 400 400

1,900 3,800 4,700 5,000 8,200 5.800 7,000
1,700 3,600 4,500 4~800 9,000 5.400 6,400

0 4,000 7,800 9,600 ll,O00 19,000 15,000 18.000
] 3,900 7,000 9,600 ll,OOO 13,000 19~000 18,000
3 3,300 6,200 8~600 9~600 ll,O00 12,500 14,000
7 2,700 4,900 7,200 8,600 9,600 10,500 II,500

15 2,300 3~900 5,600 6,800 8,400 9,000 9,600
30 1,900 3,200 4,500 5,200 6,400 7,000 8,000
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Figure 21,--Mean annual flood flows vary with slze of area drained.

record gaging stations in the Qulnebaug River
basin. For the gaging stations on the Quinebaug
and French Riversj adjustments have been made for
the effect of storage in flood-control reservoirs
upstream. For examplej table 17 indicates that
the highest average flow of the Qulnebaug River
at Qulnebaug for a period of 30 days would be
I~250 cfs once in IO years~ on t~e average~ and
thus there is a lO percent probability that high
flows of this magnitude would occur in any one
year. The peak flow recurring once In lO years
would be 3~I00 cfs and the corresponding peak
elevation 348.4 feet; these flood peaks would
probably occur within the 30-day period for which
the estimated average flow is 1~250 cfs.

QUALITY OF WATER IN STREAMS
NATURAL CONDITIONS

The chemical quality of water in streams in
the Quinebaug River basin under natural conditions
is excellent. A summary of analyses of stream-
water samples collected at 21 sites (see Plate A)
substantially unaffected by man’s activities is
given in table 18. The complete analyses are
given in the companion basic-data report (Thomas
and others, 1966). The excellence of the cheml-
cal quality of stream water Is emphasized by the
contrast between the maximum amounts of dissolved
mineral constituents of samples listed in table

18 and the upper limits for the same constituents re-
come, ended by the U.S. Public Health Service (1962) for
drinking water. The maximum dissolved solids
content of 74 ppm in these samples~ for example~
is far below the recommended upper limit of 500
ppm In drinking water. Hardness of these same
samples ranged from 7 to 36 ppm; water having
hardness in this range is classified as soft water,

The most common constituents in naturally
occurring water in streams in the basin are those
listed in table 18; silica~ calcium~ sodium~
bicarbonate~ and sulfate comprised about 80 per-
cent of the dissolved solids in most samples
collected. These mineral constituents are present
largely as a result of the solution of soil and
rock materials at and below the land surface;
however; precipitation is also the source of
relatively large amounts of mineral matter~
chiefly calcium~ bicarbonate~ and sulfate.

The dissolved solids concentration of stream
water varies with rate of streamflow. Streams
generally contain the least concentrations of dls-
solved solids during periods of high streamflow
when the stream water contains its highest propor-
tion of direct runoff~ and the greatest concen-
trations of dissolved solids during periods of
low streamflow when the stream water contains its
highest proportion of ground-water runoff,

The relatlvely low dissolved solids concen-
tration of stream water during periods of high
streamflow is shown in table 18 and also in
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Floods several times as large as the
mean annual flood will occur at
inFrequent intervals. If the mean
annual flood for any particular slte
is read from figure 21~ figure 22 may
be used to estimate how frequently
flood flows as much as 5 times the
mean annual flood may be expected at
that slte.

Figure 22.--Hagnitude of flood flows varies ~.~ith average Intervals
between their recurrence.

figure 23. The remarkab]y uniform and ]ow con-
centration of all mineral constituents in these
samples indicates that the chemical quality of
water in streams at high streamflow represents
chiefly the qua]ity of the preceding precipita-
tlon~ modlfied somewhat as it flowed overland to
streams and mixed wlth ground water already in
the channels of the streams.

Table 18 and figure 23 also illustrate the
relatively high mineral concentrations in stream
water in the basin during periods of low stream-
flow. They indicate that the dlssolved-solids
concentration at low streamflow has ranged from
26 to 92 ppm. At all sites the dlssolved-solids
concentration of water in the streams is greater
at low streamflow than at high streamflow.
Silica~ which makes up more than 50 percent of
the mineral composition of the rocks of the basin~
is a relatively minor constituent at high flow
but averages about 20 percent of the dissolved
so]ids concentration at low flow. These changes
in silica and dissolved solids concentration
result from the presence of relatively large pro-
portions of ground water In the stream channels
during periods of low streamflow. Even under
low-flow condltions~ however, ~t is important to
note that half of the streams contained less than
55 ppm dissolved solids.

As stream water during periods of ~ow stream-
flow is derived largely from ground-water runoffs
the chemical quality of the stream water represents
an average of the quality of ground water contrl-

buting to the streamflow. Thus~ at low stream-
flow the dissolved sollds concentration of stream
water varies from place to place in the basin~
showing the effect of different geologic environ-
ments on the chemical quality of stream water.
For example~ the dissolved solids concentration
and hardness of stream water In the northwest
corner of the basln~ even though low~ are rela-
tively much higher than elsewhere (see figure 23).
Also~ the sulfate concentration in stream water
on the east side of the basin at low flow
averaged 6.8 ppm~ not much above the concentration
at high flow (6.0 ppm), and it was similar to con-
centrations measured in precipitation (table 4);
on the other hand, streams on the west side of
the basin increased in average sulfate concentra-
tion from 7.3 ppm at high flow to 14.8 ppm at low
flow. The greater concentration of sulfate in
streams in the western part of the basln parallels
the occurrence of iron-bearlng ground water
(figure 43)~ which suggests there is a somewhat
greater proport|on of iron su]flde minerals In the
bedrock west of the Qulnebaug River.

IRON AND COLOR

Iron makes up only a small fraction of the
total dissolved solids in naturally occurring
stream waters in the Quinebaug River basins but
it deserves special discussion because It is the
only constituent present in amounts large enough
to be troublesome (an iron content of 0.3 ppm or
more is objectionable for domestic and many indus-
trial uses). Hore than 50 percent of the sites
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Table 18.--Sugary of chemical analyses of water from representative streams
in the Quinebaug River basin under natural conditions.

(Chemical constituents in parts per million)

Concentration in water Upper limit
samples collected at high samples collected at in drinking
flow (flow that was equaled low flow (flow that was water, as

Constituent or or exceeded less than 20 equaled or exceeded more recommended
property percent of the time from than 65 percent of the by U.S, Public

1930 to 1960 ~/ time from 1930 to 1960 ~/ Health Service
Range I Averaqe Range (1962)

Silica (si02) 14 0.5 5.2 18 4~3 ll.l

Iron (Fe) 0.13 - .05 0.08 0.91 - 0.13 0.41

Calcium (Ca) 6.5 1.8 3,2 II 1,8 4.9

Magnesium (Mg) 1.8 .5 1.3 2.7 .8 1.8

Sodium (Na) 5.4 2.3 3.3 5.4 2.8 3,9

Potassium (K) 2.0 .5 l.O 2.7 .3 1.1

Bicarbonate (HC03) 17 4 lO 29 8 16

Sulfate (SO4) IO 4,4 6.8 29 - 4.5 9.6

Chloride (CI) 8.1 1.8 4 5.2 2.1 3.8

Nitrate (NO3) 1.6 0 .3 3.6 ,7 1.4

Dissolved solids 52
(calculated)

Hardness as CaCO3
22 7 13 36 - 11 20

Noncarbonate hardness 9 I 5 23 - I 7
as CaCO3

Specific conductance 91 - 32 51 104 - 45 _d/ 68 _d/
(micromhos at 25°C)

pH                      6,8 5.2 6 6.7 - 5.8 6.2

Color 25 l 12 e/ 75 3 30

0.3

250

45

500

15

a/ One sample from each of 21 sites.
One sample from 17 of the 21 sites sampled at high flow.
Range 92-26 ppm, average 54 ppm~ including values calculated from

field specific conductance measurements and plotted in figure 22.
Range 132-45~ average 83 Including field measurements made at

streamflows equaled or exceeded n~re than 80 percent of the tlme.
Only 4 values.

sampled on streams essentially unaffected by man
had water containing rm~re than 0.3 ppm of iron
at low flow~ and the percentage probably would
have been higher If some of the sites had been
sampled at lower streamflows, These excessive
concentrations originate in iron-bearing ground
water which is present locally in the western part
of the basin and from water in numerous swamps
which occur throughout the area.

To study the effect of swamp environments on
the iron concentration of stream water~ several
water samples were collected In and near a swamp
south of Quinebaug Pond shown in figure 24.

Water entering the swamp from Quinebaug Pond and
James Brook contains relatively little dissolved
fron~ but water in the swamp and in Quandock
Brook just below the swamp outlet contains
increased concentrations of dissolved Iron at
both high and low streamflow. The source of the
iron is the decaying vegetatlon in the swamp.
All plants require a continuous supply of iron
during the growing process and extract it from
water or soll during the growing season; after
the growing season the iron requirements of the
plants diminish and decay of vegetation releases
dissolved iron to the swamp water. The table on
figure 23 indicates that the iron content of the
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E X P LA N AT I ON

1271

Under natural conditions~ water in
streams has a smaller dissolved solids
concentration at high flow than at
f]ow~ due to the large proportion of
overland runoff in the stream at high
flow. Areal variations in disso]ved
solids also occur~ and both dissolved
solids and hardness in stream water in
the northwestern part of the Quinebaug
River basin are consistently above
basin-wide average, Despite these
diFferences~ quality is excellent
throughout the basin under natural
conditions.

Figure 23.--Areal variation in dlsso]ved-so]Ids content and hardness
of naturally occurring stream water.
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SITE IRON IN PPM

NO. SITE DESCRIPTIONApril 25~ June 27
1965 ~965

I Quinebaug Pond
outlet 0.01 O.OI

2 Wlthln swamp .18 .77

James Brook .O3 .O6

4 Qaandock Brook .ll ,47

5 Public water-suppl~
well (KI 60) ,O5 .OI

Water-quality sampling site

Swamp area

~mJle

Danielson ~
I

Broo~

Water draining from swamps is likely to contain higher concentrations of dissolved solids than water
entering the swamps~ at both high and low streamflow, The iron concentration in swamp water
commonly increases several-fold during the growing season.

Figure 24.--Dlssolved-iron concentrations in water in and
near swamp below outlet of Quinebaug Pond,

water in the swamp south of Quinebaug Pond increased
four-fold between April 23 and June 27s 1963s as
did the water in Quandock Brook~ which drains the
swamp. This sharp increase in iron content of
swamp water so early In the norma] growing season
may be due to the premature death of a substantial
part of the swamp vegetation resulting from the
drying up of the swamps in the summer of 1963~ a
very dry year.

The decaying organic material in the swamps
imparts a brownish-yellow color to water draining
from them, Iron may be a significant constituent

of organic color in water~ but the amount of iron
does not necessarily correlate with the amount of
organic color. Like dissolved solids in general~
color is greatest during periods of low stream-
flow and decreases during periods of high stream-
flow. Measured color in streams associated with
swamps was as high as 75. The determination was
made by comparing a column of the water sample
with a column of equal height of an arbitrary
standard whose color is rated at 500. (See Hem~
195% p, 49).
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CONDITIONS RESULTING FROM THE
ACTIVITIES OF MAN

When man develops water for his use~ the
quality of water is almost always changeds and
generally the quality of water after use is
poorer than it was in its original condlt[on.
All the major streams in the basin and a few of
the smaller tributaries are at places polluted.
Industrial wastes discharged into the streams of
the Quinebaug River basin in Massachusetts and
Connecticut include cyanide, coppers nickel~
chromium, grinding rouge (iron oxide), bleaches~
dyess soap, and acids and alkalis. Organic
wastes~ including sugar~ starch, pulp fibers~
blood~ feathers, grease~ and domestic sewage are
also present. The principal objectionable pollu-
tants in the streams are iron, detergents~ dyes,
textile wastes~ pulp and paper wastes, and pickl-
Ing liquors from metal fabrication; these wastes
are objectionable because even in small amounts
they may impart a color to the water or otherwise
make it unsuitable for many uses.

Despite the fact that at places pollution
increases the dissolved solids content of stream
water significantly above that of the naturally
occurring water~ the maximum dissolved soIlds
content observed was only about 214 ppm (in a
sample from the French River collected on July 31,
1962), far below the upper limit of tOO ppm
recommended for drinking water by the U.S. Pubtic
Health Service.

The chemical quality of stream water in the
heads of the Qulnebaug and French Rlvers is
similar to that of naturally occurring stream
waters In the Quinebaug River basin in Connecticut;
however~ the Quinebaug and French Rivers are pol-
luted by discharge of industrial wastes between
their heads and the Massachusetts-Connectlcut State
line. The effect of this pollution is illustrated
by figures 25 and 26. The variations of chemlcal
quality of water with streamflow at a point in the
Qulnebaug River are illustrated in figure 25 which
is a graph of daily mean discharge and a daily
specific conductance measurement for the Quinebaug
River at Putnam for the period October I~ 1957 -
September 30~ 1958. (Specific conductance is a
rough measure of the dissolved solids concentra-
tion of water.) The graph shows that as stream-
flow decreases (from May to October) dissolved
solids concentration increases, but as streamflow
increases (from November to April) dissolved
solids concentration decreases. Variations in
amounts of industrial wastes discharged upstream
caused rather large daily fluctuations in dissolved
solids concentrations during periods of low stream-
flow, particularly during October and November
1957, when there was almost no variation in stream-
flow from day to day. On the other hand, during
periods of high streamflow~ when there was an
abundance of water to dilute and transport the
wastes, daily fluctuations in dissolved solids
concentration were relatively small.

The variation in chemical quality of water
along the Quinebaug River is Illustrated in figure
26~ which shows that at very high streamflow (2
percent duration flow) there is little change in
the dissolved solids concentration of the water

from Qulnebaug to Jewett City. However~ at very
low streamflow (95 percent duration flow) not only
is there a significant increase in the dissolved
solids concentration but there also Is signifi-
cant variation in chemical quality along the river.
From the sampling site at Quinebaug to that at
Grosvenor Dale there is a slight decrease in the
dissolved solids content of the water; at the
sampling site at Putnam~ however~ the dissolved
solids content is much greater due chiefly to the
industrial waste carried by the French River which
enters at West Thompson, This industrial waste
Is hlgh in sodium and carbonate, as Indicated in
figure 26, At low flow sodium concentratlons in
the French River and in the Qulnebaug River above
Putnam exceed 50 ppm~ which is enough to cause
foaming in steam boilers. From Putnam to Jewett
City~ the most downstream sampling point~ the
dissolved solids concentration decreases from
about 120 ppm to about 76 ppm due to inflow of
less highly mineralized water from the ground and
other tributaries.

The effects of both pollution and seasonal
varlation in streamflow on chemical quality In the
Quinebau9 River are summarized by figure 27~ which
shows the variation in dissolved solids and hard-
ness observed at 3 stations along the river.
The slope of the lines reflects the increase in
concentration from high to low flow. Both dis-
solved solids and hardness at all 3 stations
remained well above the average values for
naturally-occurring stream water at high and low
flow (table 18)~ reflecting the presence of
wastes in the Qulnebaug River. However~ even at
Putnam the entire range represents soft water.

IRON IN THE QUINEBAUG RIVER

One of the most objectionable pollutants in
the Quinebaug River is iron oxide. The iron oxide
is in the form of grinding rouge discharged as
waste into the river north of the Connecticut-
Massachusetts boundary. The finely-ground iron
oxide powder is carried downstream in suspension;
as the water passes through relatively quiet
stretches of the rivers part of the suspended
powder settles to the bottom. From the Massachu-
setts boundary to Putnam the Qulnebaug River con-
sists of a series of pools and riffles~ and the
largest accumulations of grinding rouge settle
to the bottom within the quiet pools. No grind-
ing rouge has been observed south of the northern-
most dam at Putnam.

The waste water containing suspended grinding
rouge also contains dissolved iron. Analyses of
water collected during this investigation suggest
that the waste water contains about 7 times as
much iron in solution as does the water in the
river above the disposal site in Massachusetts.
Much of the dissolved Iron in the waste probably
is oxidized in the flyer and settles to the river
bottom with the grinding rouge.

Iron concentration in the Quinebaug River
increases as streamflow decreases~ in generaI~
but comparatively large fluctuations occur from
day to day. Figure 28 shows graphs of iron con-
centration in the Quinebaug River at Jewett City~
Putnam~ and Quinebaug as determined once each
day during the water years 1956~ I~58~ and
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Ouinebaug
180

FRENCH R. LITTLE R.

At very tow s#eomflow there is o signifi-
cant increase in the dissolved solids con-
centration of the Qulneboug River water

the mouth of lhe French River.

Jewelt City

EXPLANATION

Dissolved solJds in the Quineboug River,
dots indicate control points.

CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS
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Figure 26.--Variation in chemical quality of water in the Quinebaug River from Quinebaug to Jewett C[ty,
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Figure 27.--Variation of dissolved solids and
hardness at 3 stations on the Qulnebaug River.

respectively. At each sites the greatest iron
concentrations occur during the summer period of
low streamflow. However~ the very sharp peaks
and valleys in the graphs of iron concentration~
which are especially prominent at Quinebaug and
Putnams are not due entirely to natural fluctua-
tions in river flow and may be caused by varia-
tions in the discharge of industrial waste into
the river above the sampling sites.

Figure 28 also shows that iron concentrations
decrease downstream from Quinebaug to Jewett City
at low streamflows~ but even at the most downstream
sampling point the concentration is 0.3 ppm or more
(the limit above which Iron becomes objectionable
for most domestic and many Industrial uses) for
45 percent of the time. Near the Massachusetts
State line at Qulnebaug~ the iron content is 0.3
ppm or more for 75 percent of the time,

The large amount of suspended and dissolved
iron in the Quinebaug River favors the growth of
iron bacterla~ as evidenced by reddlsh-brown
"slime" growing on the rocks and streambed in the
river channel. At times the "slime" apparently
settles to the bottom and forms a reddish-brown
sludge, This sludge~ the growing sllme~ and
grinding rouge in suspension or on the river
bottom give the river a reddish appearance even
though the water itself usually is not colored.
The slime produced by iron-lovlng bacteria~ like
the grinding rouge~ has not been observed south
of the upstream dam in Putnam.

Because the grinding rouge tends to settle
out in the quiet stretches of the river from the
Connectlcut-Massachusetts boundary to Putnam~
accumulations of rouge can be expected in the
recreational pool behind the flood-control dam
recently completed at West Thompson, Such
accumulations would seriously limit the esthetic
and recreational value of the pool.

Through the years~ large quantities of iron
oxide have accumulated on the river bottom above
Putnam. Little of this iron waste goes into
solution under present conditions~ but should the
acfdlty of the water rise sharply due to future
waste-disposal practices or an accidental splli~
increased concentrations of dissolved iron would
be expected along the entire length of the Quine-
baug River in Connecticut.

Recent research has demonstrated that various
processes may be used to remove grinding rouge
from the waste discharged into the streams~ end
steps are anticipated to alleviate this source of
pollution of the Quinebaug River (oral communlca-
tion~ W. H, Taylor~ in testln~ny before the
Natural Resources and Power subcon~mittee of the
Committee on Government Operatlons of the U.S.
House of Representatives~ Hartford~ Connectlcut~
October 4~ 1963), However~ present rlver-bottom
accumulations are beyond the reach of any such
treatment~ and would require many years to dis-
sipate by natural processes.

DETERGENTS

Detergents are objectionable pollutants In
streams because even small amounts not toxic to
humans will cause foam on water surfaces. Large
quantities of foam have been observed from time
to time at the base of several of the old textile-
mill dams in the basin~ such as the dam on the
Qulnebaug River at Danielson or that on the French
River at Grosvenor Dale shown in figure 2~. The
foam quickly disappears in the quiet waters below
the dams, Only small quantities of detergents
are present in the major streams~ but thes~ quanti-
ties are sufficient to cause foaming where the
water is aerated as it spills over riffles or dams.
Other factors~ such as hlgh concentrations of
organic matter from sewage or from natural sources~
may contribute to the foam.

Concentrations of ABS (alkyl benzene sulfonate),
a principal constituent of "hard" detergents~ were
generally less than 0.5 ppm~ the upper limit
recommended for drinking water by the U.S. Public
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Figure 29,--Foam on the surface of the French
River below the dam at Grosvenor gale,

Health Service. The maximum concentration of ABS
in water samples from 13 sites along the Qulne-
baug~ French~ Little~ Five Mile~ Hoosup~ and
Pachaug Rivers was 0.8 ppm~ in a sample from the
French River at Wilsonville: although this con-
centration does not indicate that the water is
toxic~ it does indicate the presence of sewage
in the water.

As of July 1965 the detergent industry has
replaced the "hard" ABS material in household
detergent with a readily biodegradable LAS
(linear alkylate sulfonate) material. This means
that where there is proper sewage treatment~ the
esthetic problem of foam from detergents residues
will no longer occur when only LAS is present.

S EWAG E

Sewage from several communlty-wlde sewer
systems~ individual homes~ and groups of homes
discharged directly into streams at several
locations in the basin, In 1965 treatment was
provided to sewage discharged from the munici-
palities of Putnam~ Plainfield Village, and
Danielson. The elimination of individual sources
of sewage discharges the treatment of community
sources~ and the improvement of existing sewage
treatment facilities is part of a continuing pro-
gram of the State Water Resources Con~isslon.
At any given time the Commission can provide
current information on the extent and effect of
this type of pollution,

SEDIMENT AND TURBIDITY
Host streams carry at times various amounts

of gravel~ sand~ silt~ and clay eroded from their
banks and channels or carried into the streams

by water running overland. In the Quinebaug River
basin~ sediment in streams is not a serious pro-
blem because even the ieast permeable soils in
areas of till absorb a substantial part of the
precipitation and the complete vegetative cover
protects the ]and surface from erosion by water
flowing overland,

A reconnaissance inventory of sediment in
streams was made in 1962-1963 during periods of
high streamflow following storms. Sediment con-
centrations were determined for 15 sites on 8
streams. In addltion~ data are available from a
few measurements made in 1956 and in 1959. Sedi-
ment concentrations ranged only from 2 to 32 ppm
and when converted to sediment loads (concentra-
tion times discharge) ranged from less than l
ton per day to more than 215 tons per day. These
measurements represent near-peak sediment loads
for the storms sampled; average loads would be
much less, The measured sediment loads varied
widely and should not be used as a basis for long-
term predictions. The larger loads occur during
spring thaws~ intense thunderstorms~ or other
periods of high runoff. The highest loads during
the sampling period appear to have resulted from
sediment contributions from areas of bridge or
residential construction.

Turbidity of water is caused by suspended
or colloidal silt or clay particles~ micro-
organlsms~ pulp flbers~ or other material origi-
nating in the natural process of erosions in
sewage~ or in industrial wastes. }t is objection-
able for many industrial usess notably for use by
the food industry, the paper industry~ and the
textile Industry~ and large amounts may injure fish
a~d other aquatic life.

The available data suggest that turbidity of
stream waters is potentially troublesome at least
locally within the basin, The variation of
turbidity with streamflow at a site is illustrated
by data collected from 1950-1953 by the Water
Resources Comm~sslon on the Quinebaug River at
West Thompson. The data show that the turbidity
ranged from I to 40 ppm~ and that the highest
values were reached immediately following ~ntense
storms during August~ September, and October when
streamflow is low. Studies by the Water Resources
Commission on the major streams of the basin
indicate that the larger streams have the higher
turbidities because they contain greater amounts
of industrial wastes; generally the turbidity was
about 8 ppm.

TEMPERATURE
The temperature of water in streams and lakes

changes continuously and varies in a complex
fashion from place to place, Temperature patterns
are therefore difficult to describe in detail~
but the major features can be outlined.

The temperature of all surface-water bodies
follows a seasonal cycle in response to changes
in air temperature. Freezing-point temperature
is reached in most streams during the winter
months~ at least for brief periods, Haximum
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The temperature of the Quine-
baug River fluctuates seasonal-
ly. The highest, lowest~ and
average water temperatures in
the Qulnebaug River at Jewett
City for each month were
determined from continuous
temperature measurements
obtained about 3 feet above
the river bottom. During low-
flow periods in 1962 and 1963~
the river averaged about 4.5
feet deep at the measurement
site.

Figure 30,--Temperature of the Quinebaug River at Jewett City

Table 19.--Variatlon In water temperature in the Quinebaug River.

Type of
Station measurement

Quinebaug River 0nce-daily
at Qulnebaug

Quinebaug River    Once-daily
at Putnam

Quinebaug River    Continuous
at Jewett City

I

Minimum
water

Water temperature
years (OF)

1960 32

1958 32

|959- 32
1963

Water temperature (°F) which was
equal to or less than values shown
for indicated percenta~e of time
5    25     50    75    95

33 37     56    70    78

34 43 56 68 78

33 38      52     70     78

IMa×imum
water
temperature

<°P)
82

8O

84

temperatures commonly occur in July or August.
The maximum, minimum~ and average temperature
of the water in the Qulnebaug River at Jewett
City for each month from January 1962 through
June 1963 is plotted in figure 30; monthly
average temperatures at other locations on
large streams in the basin would probably be
very similar. Except when the water surface Is
frozen, diurnal temperature fluctuations occur
following similar changes in air temperature.
Mean daily water temperature in the larger
streams Is more commonly above than below mean
daily air temperature during all seasons of the
year.

Because of the importance of temperature
various industrial uses of water, a continuous

record of the temperature of the Quinebaug River
at Jewett City has been obtained since 1958.
River temperature was also measured dai]y for
l-year periods at Quinebaug and at Putnam. Table
I% based on these records~ shows what tempera-
tures the river water remained below during 5~
25~ 50~ 75~ and 95 percent of the time.

The data in table 19 and addltional informa-
tion collected from reconnaissance temperature
surveys indicate that there is generally only a
few degrees difference in the temperature of the
Qulnebaug River between the Quinebaug~ Putnam, and
Jewett City sites. Accordingly~ the continuous
thermograph at Jewett City can be used as an
approximate index of temperature along the entire
length of this river in Connecticut. Records are
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In pools atong stream channels and in lakes
decreases with depth. Measurements of
selected points in the Quinebaug River and
Pachaug Pond on July 17-t9~ 1963 are shown,
Air temperature was measured at sites a few
miles away,

Figure 31.--Vertical temperature gradients at
selected points along the Quinebaug River
and in Pachaug Pond,

published in an annual series of U.S. Geological
Survey Water-Supply Papers~ and current informa-
tion can be obtained from the Hartford~ Connecti-
cut office of the UoS, Geological Survey.

In m~ny small streams~ a considerable pro-
portion of the flow represents ground-water
runoff that entered the channel a short distance
upstream and has not been long in contact with
the air. By contrast~ most of the water In the
major streams has been flowing in stream channels
for some distance~ and may have been detained in
one or more ponds. Therefore~ because ground
water enters streams at a relatively uniform
temperature~ diurnal temperature fluctuations
and the annuat range in monthty average temper-
atures are probably somewhat less in small
streams than in the major rivers. During hot
weather in July~ 1963~ all but one of the
tributaries entering the Quinebaug River between
Wauregan and Jewett City were observed to con-
tribute water several degrees cooler than the
maln river (the exception being Mill Brook3 on
which there is a large pond just above the
mouth).

In bodies of quiet water~ fncludlng lakes
and natural poots along river channels~ thermal
gradients may exist between top and bottom~ and
bottom temperatures sometimes depart considerably

from air temperature. During hot~ sunny weather
in July~ t963~ vertical temperature gradients
were noted almost everywhere in Pachaug and Hope-
vi]|e Ponds~ and also in poots or ponds on the
Quinebaug River which were deeper than 6 feet or
out of the main current (figure 31). These
gradients reflect heating of the surface water
during the day and accumulation of cool ground-
water discharge near the bottom, In streams with
appreciable flow~ these gradients probably dls-
appear on cool days or at night, On some of the
larger lakes~ however3 thermal stratification is
maintained throughout the summer and winter seasons~
with vertical circulation occurring only in the
spring and fall when the water is near its greatest
density at 39,2° F (Nordetl~ 195t~ p, 118). This
spring and fall turnover or thermocline effect
sometimes causes troublesome turbidity in reser-
voirs. The Connecticut State Board of Fisheries
and Game (1959) reports that portions of Alexander
Lak% Beach Pond~ Beachdale Pond~ Long Pond~
Hoosup Pond~ Packer Pond~ and Roseland Lake are
therma]ly stratified.

Return of water that has been used for indus-
trial cooling and alr conditioning to streams may
have a marked effect on stream temperature and may

cause local thermal stratification. However~
temperature irregularities due to waste dlscharge
are few and small in the basin.
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WATER IN AQUIFERS
The amount of water that may be obtained

from a well at any site within the Qulnebaug
River basin depends chiefly on the capacity of
the water-bearing deposits to transmit water and
on the thickness of those deposits. On the other
hands the amount of water that can be obtained on
a long-term basis over a wide area depends not
only on the water-transmitting capacity and thick-
ness of the underlying deposits but also on the
amount of water that Infiltrates the deposits
from preclpitatlon~ the amount of water that can
be induced to infiltrate the deposits from
streams or lake% and the amount of water that Is
stored in the deposits. These factors~ which
must all be considered In developing and manag-
ing ground-water supplies in the basin~ are
evaluated in this section of the report.

AQUIFERS
With respect to the development of water~

the water-bearing deposits in the basin can be
grouped into 3 principal aquifers; bedrock~
which underlies the entir@ basin; till~ which
directly overlies the bedrock at most places
throughout the basin; and stratified drift~ which
overlies till and bedrock within most valleys.
The relative position of each aquifer is shown in
figure 2 and in figure 32~ diagram D.

STRATIFIED DRIFT

The stratified drift is the most important
aquifer In the Quinebaug River basln~ as it is
the only one generally capable of yleldlng 100
gpm (gallons per minute) or more to individual
wells. Although widely dlstrlbuted~ it occurs
chiefly in lowlands and covers only about 25 per-
cent of the basin (plate B). It consists of
layers of sand~ gravel~ silt> and (In a few
places) clay. Variations in the proportions of
these dlfferent-sized materials are important~
because layers composed of the coarser sizes--
gravel or medium to very coarse--are the only
ones that can transmit large quantities of water
to wells. Therefor% on plate B the stratified
drift is subdivided into coarse-grained deposits
and fine-grained deposits.

The distribution of these deposits reflects
~heir manner of orlg[n~ as shown in figure 32.
Nearly all of them were ]aid down by or in melt-
water released as the ice sheet which formerly
covered Connecticut melted (figure 32~ diagram A).
The deposits mapped as coarse grained were laid
down by rushing melt-water streams along channels
or in small ponds beside and atop masses of melt-
ing ice (figure 32> diagram B). These deposits
are extremely heterogeneous. Indlvldual layers
range in average grain size from cobble-boulder
gravel to silt. Some layers are well sorted;
that is~ they contain grains all about the same
size. Others~ poorly sorted~ contain mixtures

of many different sizes; some very poorly sorted
layers consist of a tough mass of silty sand and
gravel resembling concrete. The important thing
about these deposits is that some coats% well
sorted beds capable of transmitting a substantial
amount of water are present at most sites~
although the heterogeneity of the deposits means
that some sites are much more favorable for well
construction than others.

Host of the deposits mapped as fine grained
were laid down in shallow lakes and broad flood
plains which occupied many of the larger valleys
for a while after most of the nearby ice had
melted (figure 32~ diagram C). Commonly these
fine-grained deposits consist of silt or silt and
clay at the bottom but grade upward to very fine
and fine sand. These fine-grained deposits are
almost everywhere capped by a layer of pebbly
medium to coarse sand 5 to 25 feet thick~ which
originated as glacial stream-bed or delta deposits.
Where present-day rivers cross the fine-grained
deposits~ relatively coarse alluvium forms the
capping layer. The coarse capping layer that
overlies fine-grained deposits Is commonly above
the water table~ but in some natural depressions
or broad flood plains the capping layer extends
below the water table and can be tapped by shal|ow
wells.

Some predomlnantly c~arse-grained deposits
were laid down atop glacial ice and they collapsed
when the ice melted. In some places they were
later buried or overlapped by fine-gralned deposits~
as shown in figure 32~ diagrams B and C. The fine-
grained deposits can be mapped with falr accuracy~
but it is much n~re difflcuIt to map the areal
extent of the underlying coarse-grained deposits.
In areas mapped as partly or entirely fine grained~
there are many feet of sediment too flne to yield
water to a screened well~ but coarse-grained
deposits may be present below the fine-grained
deposits. Areas where coarse-grained deposits
are known or inferred to underlie the fine-grained
deposits are shown on plate B. Such buried coarse-
grained deposits appear to be widespread; where
present they are an important aquifer~ although
they are thin In some places~ and the overlying
fine material may limit recharge,

PERMEABILITY

Descriptions of aquifers must be translated
into quantitative hydrologic terms to be of maxi-
mum value in estimating the yields of wells. One
of the most useful terms is the coefficient of
permeability (hereafter called simply permeability)
which is a quantitative expression of the water-
transmitting capacity of earth materials. The
permeability is defined as the rate in gpd (gallons
per day) at which water will pass through a cross-
sectional area of I square foot under a hydraulic
gradient of l foot per foot. The permeability~
which depends on the size and degree of intercon-
nection of openings in water-bearing materia]s~
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BEDROCK

B

Modern flood ploin
is cut below 1he sur-

STRATIFIEB BRIFT

In an idealized valley llke many In the Quinebaug River basin~ glacial ice sheet fills the vaIley~ but
is beginning to melt (A), Predomlnant]y coarse stratified drift is deposited by streams (B). Some
coarse deposits collapse as buried ice melts~ and fine sediment capped by a thin coarse layer is
deposited (C). The present-day situation (D); the 3 different classes of stratified drift labeled at
the base of the block are represented by map patterns on plate B.

Figure 32.--Origin of stratified drift deposits.
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was determined for materials from aquifers in the
Quinebaug River basin by laboratory methods and
for saturated sections of aquifers by analyses of
water-level data collected during pumping tests
of wells.

Laboratory measurements of permeability and
grain-size distribution were made on 14 undis-
turbed samples of stratified drift (table 20),
Included in these 14 samples were 6 samptes of
fine-grained deposits and 8 samples of coarse-
grained deposits. The coarse-grained deposits
include several of the best sorted layers examined
during field work, and 2 unusually poorly sorted
layers; their permeability ranged from 40 to
23s000 gpd per sq ft. The samples of fine-grained
deposits were oriented vertically because their
permeability in this direction (which is generally
smaller than horizontal permeability) affects the
rate of recharge to any underlying coarse-gralned
deposit; values ranged from 0.2 to 39 gpd per sq
ft.

Permeability increases with increasing median
graln size. A plot of permeability versus median
grain size is shown in figure 33 for each of the
samples in table 2Os and for 12 samples of strati-
fied drift from the Shetucket River basins which
adjoins the Quinebaug River basin on the west.
For comparisons a line is included that represents
the average relation between permeability and
grain size of alluvial materla]s in the Arkansas
River valley of Arkansas~ plotted from adjusted

data given by Bedinger (1961s p, C32). The
scatter of data is related in part to differences
in sorting or siltiness of the different samples.
Host of the Connecticut samples plot to the right
of the Arkansas line~ which is not surprising
because many of the samples from both the Quine-
baug and Shetucket River basins were deliberately
collected as examples of the materials in the
best sorted layers of the stratified drift. This
group of especially well sorted samples (including
those with sorting coefficients of 1.3 to 1.4 in
table 20) appear to define a line representative
of maximum permeability (figure 33)--that iss if
the median grain size of a layer Is known, its
permeability is unlikely to exceed that correspond-
ing to this line~ and may be less. A tentative
llne of minimum permeability versus grain size~
Intended to represent typical poorly sorted layers~
is sketched on figure 33; data for 2 samples of
sandy till (table 23) were considered. Not
enough is known concerning the proportion and
permeability of moderately to poorly sorted
layers in the stratified drlft~ but available
data suggest that average conditions in Connecticut
are no less favorable than the average line based
on Arkansas datas and may be very similar to it.

Using the relationship shown in figure 33
between permeability and median grain slze for
the Quinebaug and Shetucket River basins, it was
possible to estimate the permeability of strati-
fied drift at many places where descriptive logs
of materials penetrated by wells are the only data

225

Sample of stratified ~rifl from lhe She-
tucker basin

,01         2          5       tO      20         50      I00     200       500    IOO0 2000
I

Coeffiaient of permeability, in ~jallo.s per day per square foot

The line of maximum permeability was defined by undisturbed samples from Connecticut tested in the
laboratory. The Arkansas average line was defined by laboratory tests of drill cuttings~ adjusted by

the results of pumping tests (Bedingers 1961)~ and may approximate average conditions in Connecticut.

Figure 33.--Relatlonship between permeability and median grain size of stratified drift.
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available. From these data it is estimated that
the average permeability of the predominantly
coarse-grained deposits shown on plate B ranges
from 200 to 4~000 gpd per sq ft and averages
about 900 gpd per sq ft over the basin. The
average permeability of the fine-grained deposits
may range from 50 to about 500 gpd per sq ft~
exclusive of the thin and core~e~)nly dry coarse
capping layer which has a permeability of 500 to
4~000 gpd per sq ft. Vertical permeability of
the flne-grained deposits is controlled by the
finest layers and may be as low as 0.2 gpd per
sq ft where clay layers are present (table 20).

Permeabliity of stratified drift was also
estimated from speclfic capacity data based on
drillers’ reports of yield and drawdown for 16
wells with 9 to 18 feet of screen. Methods des-
cribed by Thels (in Bentall~ 1963) and Walton
(1962~ p. 12) were used. Permeability thus
estimated ranged from more than 40 to m~re than
3~500 gpd per sq ft and the median was 400 gpd
per sq ft. Many of the results are probably
lower than the true values because the methods
used assume that the wells tap the aquifer with
maximum efficiency~ but the figures are useful
because they approximate the average for the
entire saturated thickness of the aquifer at the
well sites.

Analyses of pumping tests on wells at 8
sites in the Qulnebaug River basin gave values
of permeability that ranged from 120 to 4~000(?)
gpd per square foot. Complete analyses of the
water-level data collected during the pumping
tests are not given here~ but the data are given
in a baslc-data report companion to this report
(Thomas and others~ 1966) and the results are
summarized in table 21. The values of permeabil-
ity computed from these pumping tests are similar

to those for similar stratified drift materials
determined from pumping tests in nearby Rhode
Island (Allen and others~1963; Allen~ written
communication) and ~n New York (Heath and others~
1963~ p. I07-125).

SATURATED THICKNESS

Stratified drift that is above the water
table during dry weather is of little value as a
source of water~ no matter how thick and permeable
it may be, The water-yielding potential of strati-
fied drift is directly proportional to how far it
extends below the water table--that is~ to its
saturated thickness. Saturated thickness of
stratified drift within the Quinebaug River basin
is shown on plate B.

As indicated by plate B~ saturated thickness
exceeds 40 feet over large areas~ and in a very
few places the saturated thickness exceeds ]20
feet. Commonly~ however~ areas of greatest satu-
rated thlckness are also areas w~th a substantial
thickness of flne-gralned relatively impermeable
sediment (see figure 32~ diagram D). There are
also many areas where the stratified drift is
only a fe~] feet thick or is located high on valley
walls where It is easily dralned~ and thus the
saturated thickness is small. In areas indicated
on plate B as having saturated thickness less than
10 feet the stratified drift cannot provide large
water supplies.

DEVELOPMENTBY WELLS

Drilled wells.--More than half the wells In
the Quinebaug River basln reported to yie]d more
than lO0 gallons of water per minute are drilled~
screened wells tapping stratified drlft~ as are
many wells that yield 50 to lO0 gpm. The char-
acteristics of wells In this basin drilled for
Industrlal~ commerclal~ or public-supply purposes

Table 22.--Characteristlcs of drilled Industrlal~ public-supply~ and commercial
wells tapping stratlf~ed drift in the Qulnebau9 River basin.

Characteristic Ranqe Median Number of wells

Depth (feet)
Saturated penetratlon (feet)~/

Length of screen (feet)
Reported yield (gpm)
Specific capacity (gpm/ft)~/

Specific capacity per foot
of saturated penetration

Diameter              6 inches
8 inches

lO inches
12 inches
18 inches

37± 85 61 24
24 70 39 24

0 18 lO 23
6 1500 95 24
0.4 - 195 7 23
0.007- 3.7 .18 23

lO

Wells with Specific capacity ~/    2± 195 12 16
9 to 18
feet of Specific capacity per 0.04 - 3.7 .29 16
screen foot of saturated

penetration
Six wel]s reported to penetrate full thickness of stratifled-drlft
aquifer; several others may closely approach full penetration.

Adjusted to 8-hour pumping period by use of curves presented by Walton
(1962,p. 13).
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and finished in stratified drift are summarized
in table 22. The last 2 lines of the table show
that the median specific capacity of wells of this
type with at least 9 feet of screen is 12 gpm per
foot of drawdowns and for each foot penetrated
below the water table the specific capacity
increased by a median value of 0.29 gpm per foot
of drawdown. These values probably come closest
to approximating the potential of wells tapping
stratified drift in favorable localities.

Duq wells.--Dug wells tapping stratified
drift are In corm~n use in the Quinebaug River
basin, expecially for supplying private homes.
Most are reported to provide sufficient water
for the intended purposes but few owners know
just how many gallons per minute their wells will
deliver. Results of pumping tests on 7 such
wells are given in table 21. At 4 of the well
sites flne-grained deposits occur beneath a
coarse caps but test results suggest that only
well Sg 79 penetrates the fine-grained deposits.
It is concluded from the last column In table 21
that a dug well pumped for 8 hours should be able
to obtain about 2 gpm per foot of drawdown for
each foot of saturated medium to coarse sand or
gravel that it penetratess and might obtain more
at some locations.

Dug wells are especially suited to areas of
stratified drift where the water table is close
to land surface but the saturated thickness is
too small for other types of wellss or where
only a few feet of saturated coarse-grained
deposits overlies fine-gralned sediment. In
such areas, several dug wells spaced lO0 ft or
more apart might together be able to provide a
few hundred gpm, Small supp]ies~ such as for
private homes, can be obtained from fine-grained
deposits. For maximum yield, perforated concrete
or metal casing, laid stones~ concrete blocks~ or
some other open construction should be used below
the water table rather than solid tiless and a
gravel envelope around the well may be deslrable
in sand deposits. The principal difficulty with
this type of well is that of digging far enough
below the water table so that adequate drawdown
can be maintained when water levels are low in
late summer, For this reason~ the best time to
dig a well Is when water levels are already low~
and it is desirable to construct the well so that
it can later be deepened if necessary. Where
bacterial purity is importants as in domestic or
public supplies~ care in location and in construc-
tion of the upper part of a shallow well is
necessary; suggestions are provided in a pamphlet
by the Connecticut State Department of Health

Driven wells.--Driven wells ("drive points")
are fairly common ~n the basin; most of them
utilize screened well points 2 or 3 feet long
and supply a few gpm for private homes and camps.
Little specific information on driven wells was
obtained during the investigation, Where the
stratified drift is neither too gravelly for easy
driving nor too fine to yield water~ this is the
most economical form of well constructlon~ although
selection of the screen size best matched to the
grain size of aquifer materials is a matter of
trial and error. In areas underlain by fine-

grained deposits (plate B), a well driven too
deeply will encounter non-water-yielding fine and
very fine sand or silt; pulling the point back
into the coarser capping layer (If saturated) is
easier than driving deeper and in many places is
more likely to produce an adequate quantity of
water.

Jetted wells.--Many test wells In the basin
have been constructed by the jetting method~ but
only a few permanent wells. They cannot penetrate
gravelly stratified deposits. Jetted we~Is may
have longers rr~)re carefully chosen screens than
driven wellsjhence larger yields. In some places~
groups of jetted or driven wells pumped together
provide substantial supplies of water. For
examp]e~ slx 2-inch wells~ each about 30 feet
apar% owned by the Jewett City Water Company
have been pumped at 180 gpm together; the wells
average 50 feet in depth and have 6-7 feet of
screen exposed to the aquifer.

TILL

Tl]l occurs just below the land surface over
large parts of the Quinebaug River basin, includ-
ing all major hills and uplands (see plate B)~
and underlies stratified deposits in the lowlands.
It is a predominantly nonsorted~ nonstratified
material~ composed of clay~ siltj sand~ gravel~
and boulders mixed in various proportions. Thin
lenses and Irregular masses of stratified sand~
silt, or gravel occur interbedded with the till
here and there.

Till is made up of partic]es scraped and
plucked from the bedrock as the ice sheet flowed
southeastward across the Connecticut landscape.
Part of the till was probably smeared onto the
rock surface beneath the moving ice~ and part was
debris In or on the Ice sheet that was let down
on the land surface as the ice melted. The lenses
of stratified material probably are deposits from
glacial meltwater laid down in tunnels in or below
the ice.

PERMEABILITY

The permeability of till varies from place
to place in the basin depending on the proportion
of silt and clay in the till and on whether
lenses of stratified material are present. As
determined in the ]aboratory~ the permeability of
6 undisturbed samples of till ranged from 0.2 to
30 gpd per square foot (see table 23). Included
In these 6 samples are 4 samples of relatively
silty till which have the lower permeability
values in the table and 2 samples of relatively
sandy till which have the higher values.

As determined from pumping tests on 8 unused
dug wells lined with fieldstone~ the permeability
of till ranged from 0.48 to 55 gpd per square foot.
Each well was pumped for 4 to 7 minutes at rates
as great as 45 gpm~ and the volume of water pumped
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Table 23.--Laboratory determinations of permeability of till
from the Quinebaug River basin.

(All samples oriented in a vertical direction)

Depth below Coefflcient
Partlcle-size analysis Specific of

Sortlng yield ~ermeabiIity
Location (feet) clay silt sand gravel coefficient (percent) (gpd per sq ft

81ack Hll] Rd., 1,200 ft. 17 12.0     27.4     48.1     12.5 4.33 4.6 0.2
east of Exley Rd.~ Plainfield ~/

Pit~ 500 ft. north of Ennis Rd.--

AllenBrooklyn!/Hil Rd. Intersectlon~

5? 11.8 37.0 34.7 16.5 4.59 4.1

West end large plt west of Green
Hollow Rd.~ 500 ft. sou h of
Fall Brook~ K~llingly ~}

Pit floor      IO.O     34.8     40.7     14.5 5.58 3.9 .6

5.0 34.5 42.5 18.0 4.50 12.2 .4

Pit~ 700 ft. east of Connecticut 3.5 29.4    44.3    22.8 6.07 20.3 17

Roadcut north of Evergreen St.~
east oP Eve reen Cemetery,
Plainfield ~

4.0 26.8    45.8    23.4 6.18 20.9 30

Selected as example of flrm~ relatively silty till.

Selected as example of moderately sandy~ easlly-crushed~ till.

was measured in large cans. Complete analyses of
the water-level data are not given here~ but the
water-level data are given in the companion basic
data report (Thomas and others~ 1966). Water-
level recovery was analyzed by the "bailer" method~
and transmissibility and permeability were com-
puted in the same manner as In slml]ar tests on
wells penetrating stratified drift (see p. 54).
Results of the tests are summarized In table 24.

Pumping tests of wells NSn 25~ Po 60~ and
Th 57 indicate permeabi]ities similar to those
determined in the laboratory for samples of firm~
silty till (table 23)~ and tests of Wk 19 and
Vo 88 indicate permeabilities similar to those
determined in the laboratory for samples of
moderately sandy till~ though for Vo 88 the
result may be an average of the relatively
permeable fine sand reported at the bottom of
the wetl and less permeable t~ll opposite the
sides. Wells Bk 54~ Po 64~ and Po 62 probably
penetrated sand lenses or very sandy till~
because the permeabilities are higher than would
be expected of most of the till in the basin.
In general~ the permeabilities determined from
the pumping tests appear to be consistent with
the laboratory determinations of permeability.

THICKNESS

Where till immediately underlies the land
surface~ it is generally between IO and 35 feet
thick. At many places~ however~ outcrops of the
underlying bedrock protrude through the till
cover. Although the actual patches of bare bed-

rock are small~ ranging in area from a few square
feet to a few hundred square feet~ in localities
where they are numerous the till is only a few
feet thick. A layer of till atop the bedrock is
also assumed to be present beneath the stratified
drift in lowlands.

Abnormally thick accumulations of till occur
in some bedrock valleys~ in drumlins (see figure
34)~ and in sidehill accumulations within the
basin. Host of the valleys in which streams
flowed before the last glaciation had a roughly
north-south trend~ and thickness of tlll in these
valleys is generally within the range given above.
However~ there also were short valleys or valley
segments that ~ended east-west. These east-
west valleys were more or less perpendicular to
the direction of ice movement~ and some of them
were almost completely filled with till,

Locally within the basin thick accumulations
of till occur on the flanks of large bedrock
hills; some form lobes or mounds resembling drum-
llns~ others lack any special shape. They appear
to be most numerous on the north or northwest
sides of bedrock hills~ but other orientations
are also common.

Host areas of thick till are small--nearly
all occupy much less than one square mile--and
the information available from well records and
outcrops is sparse. Areas in bedrock val]eys~ in
drumIIns~ or in sldehill accumulations where till
is known or inferred from the available data to
be more than 40 feet thick are indicated on



A well (Po 93) drilled at the house
vls]ble at the highest point on this
hill reached bedrock at a depth of
188 feet. The smoothly-rounded
shape evident from the photograph is
also clearly shown on the topographic
map. (See plates A-D; well location
on plate A,) Drumlins are especia]ly
numerous in Pomfret and Woodstock.

Figure 34.--A drumlin near Pomfret Center: the
hill north of Hamlet Farm Road~ viewed from
the northeast.

plate B. Till of this thickness affords important
protection to drilled wells tapping the under-
lying bedrock~ because bacteria present in septic-
tank effluent discharged near the land surface
stand very little chance of penetrating to the
bedrock.

DEVELOPMENT BY WELLS

Drilled wells.--Till itself is much too
impermeable to yield a significant amount of
water to a drilled well~ and sand or gravel
lenses sufficiently thick and permeable to do so
are rarely found within the till, However~
permeable coarse-grained stratified drift, which
can be tapped by drilled wells~ does occur be-
neath the thick till in most of the east-west-
trending bedrock valleys previously discussed,
In nearly all of these valleys~ one or ~ore
drilled wells are reported to penetrate several
feet of gravel or sand between till and bedrock~
or are cased through many feet of unconsolidated
deposits but completed in some permeable layer
above bedrock. Most of these wells are domestic
or farm wells whose average reported yield and
specific capacity are about half as large as
corresponding values for similar wells tapping
stratified drift where It lles atop the till in
major valleys. These deeply-buried sand and
gravel deposits may have been laid down by melt-
water flowing away from the advancing ice sheet
and later buried by till as the ice flowed over
them. Their thickness is not generally known~
but is estimated to range from about lO to 40
feet. Because of their small extent, shown on
plate B~ and the likelihood that all recharge
must m~ve through relatively impermeable til] or
bedrock~ they are probably not of major Importance~
although they undoubtedly are capable of further
development.

~.--Large-diameter dug wells are the
only practical means of tapping impermeable
materials such as till. Many gallons of water
are stored within such wells~ ready for immediate
w~thdrawal; the water w~thdrawn is replenished ~n
the well by slow seepage from the till during non-
pumping periods. Thirty years ago, nearly all
homes~ farms~ and shops in up~and areas depended
for water supply on wells dug in till, Many of

these dug wells have been replaced by dri]led
wells tapping bedrock~ commonly because their
yle]ds were inadequate~ at least durlng periods
of drought~ but many others are still in use and
new ones are continually being dug,

The yields of 8 dug wells tapping till In
the Quinebaug River basin were tested during this
investigation; results are summarlzed in table 24.
The figures in llne ~ indicate the slow rate of
replenishment in these wells; for example~ if
each well had 3 feet of water in it and were
pumped down 2 feet, water would enter at rates
ranging between O.01 and 1.7 gpm. The 3 least
productive of these wells would be inadequate
for most homes today. At the other 5 sites~ how--
ever~ according to rough estimates in line L
total replenishment would probably exceed 200
gallons in the course of a day~ enough for the
average family~ as long as the water table did
not drop within 2 feet of the pump intake, it Is
concluded that permanent supplies of better than
200 gallons per day could be obtained from dug
wells at a majority of sites in areas of tfll~
but that there are many sites where the till is
too impermeable or too thin to provide this amount
of water throughout the year, Modern excavating
equipment permits digging farther below the water
table than is normally possible by hand labor~ and
the current practice of digging a large hole and
surrounding the lower few tiles with gravel
c~eases the amount of water in storage in the well
and~ to some extent~ increases the yield. Never-
theless~ a well dug when water levels are not
near their seasonal low should be constructed so
that it can be deepened if need be~ unless it
already bottoms on bedrock or a large boulder.

BEDROCK

Bedrock underlies the entire basin~ and
though it is covered by till or stratified drift
in most places~ bedrock commonly crops out on
hilltops and roadcuts, The cover of till and
stratified drift deposits is thin compared to
the relief of the bedrock surface~ so the major
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Table 24.--Results of pumping tests on dug wells in tlll
in or near the Quinebaug River basin,

Well no. (A)

Depth (feet) (B)

Saturated thickness

of test (feet) (C)

Length of time pumped
(minutes) (D)

Volume pumped
(gallons) (E)

Maximum drawdown
during test (feet) (F)

Average rate of
recovery during first
O.l ft of recovery
(gpm) (G)

Specific capacity based
on first 0, I ft of
recovery (gpm/ft) (H)

Specific capacity per
foot of saturated
thickness penetrated
(gpmlftlft)

of recovery
during Ist 24 hours of
recovery (gallons) (J)

Average drawdown during
Ist 24 hours of recovery
(feet) (K)

Estimated recovery In
24 hours with an average
drawdown of 2 feet
(gallons) (L)

Coefficients of:

Transmissibility (gpm/ft) (M)

Permeability (gpm/sq ft) (N)!/

Bk 54 Po 64 Po 62 Vo 88 3--/ Wk 19

14.7 12.4 12.9 i 12.0 14.4

4.23 2.0 5.54    6.53 3.35

7

77.5

,33

.26

.22

75 2-/

55

4

137

1.87

.81

.44

.22

125.4

.97

26O

137

5o

5

15~ .3

1,12

1.74

I. 63

.29

146

.57

510

280

45

4.5

180

2.20

2.3

1.07

.16

175 ~/

l. II

310

15o

21

4

118.5

I. 28

.41

.34

.i0

IO5

.69

300

77

Th 57

21.9

4.6

5

135

1.08

.03

.O3

.007

3O

.92

66

9.7

Po 60

17,6

I.I0

4

139

I. 08

.0053

.005:

.0051

8.8

I. 04

17

2

¯ 75

NSn 25

27.0

5.46

7

~-13

3.34

.038

.012

.002

35.8

3.02

24

2.6

.48

The coefficient of permeability is the coefficient of transmlsslblllty divided by the
saturated thickness and is reduced slightly to allow for the entrance of water through
the bottom of the we11.

Recovered virtually to extrapolated static water level in one day or less.

Owner reports bottom of well is fine sand.
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hills and valleys in the present landscape reflect
the hills and valleys in the bedrock surface. The
bedrock extends downward many thousands of feet~
although only the uppermost few tens or hundreds
of feet are of any significance as an aquifer.

The bedrock consists entirely of hard~
crystalline rocks. Geologists have divided these
rocks into several formations and groups~ but
because there are no significant differences in
their water-bearing characteristlcs~ they are not
differentiated as formations for purposes of this
discussion. Rodgers and others (1956~ 1959) and
Dixon (1964) give detailed descriptions of the
lithology and mineralogy of these rocks; some
additional information appears in this report in
the section on chemical quality of ground water.

Nearly all of the bedrock in the basin Is
solid and unaltered by weathering. The mantle of
sof% weathered rock that lay on the ground sur-
face prior to glaciation was largely rerm~ved by
the ice~ so there are only a very few locallties~
protected from glacial erosion or underlain by
rock extraordinarily subject to weathering~ in
which the upper few feet of the bedrock are soft
and rotten.

spaces, Many studies have shown that in crystalline
bedrock~ virtually all water movement occurs alan9
fractures (also referred to as joints~ "veins"~
or"seams") in the rock. Fractures are readily
visible in most roadcut outcrops~ and fo]]owlng a
rainstorm water may occaslona]ly be observed
seeping from these fractures. Two good examples
of fradtured bedrock are shown in figure 35.

The occurrence an~ distribution of fractures
in the crystalline bedrock of Connecticut are des-
cribed and related to well yields in a classic
study by Ellis (l£Og); nothing as complete has
been published since. One of the most important
characteristics of fractures is their Irregular
spacing; Ellis noted that In every quarry where
fractures were developed over a considerable area
they constituted a series of zones of close
fracturing separated by intervals in which the
distance between fractures was much greater (see
figure 35~ photograph B). Because of this irregu-
lar spaclng~ some wells penetrate many tens of
feet of "dry" rock~ not having intersected any
significant water-bearing fractures; yet there
may be nearby wells which obtained substantial
yields from water-bearing fractures at shallow
depth.

PERMEABILITY

Spaces between the Individual mlnera] crys-
tals that make up crystalline bedrock are few~
mlcroscopicaIIy small~ and poorly connected.
Consequently~ the intergranular permeability of
crystalline bedrock is so minute as to be insigni-
ficant. Samples of several types of bedrock from
the basin were tested in the laboratory and found
to range in permeability from 0.00002 to 0.0004
gpd per sq ft (table 25). A drilled well penetrat-
ing 200 feet of such bedrock would have a yield
of only 0.007 gpm~ if all the water had to enter
through intergranular pore spaces. Virtually all
bedrock wells yield considerably rm)re than 0.007
gpm~ so it is apparent that water reaches such
wells along avenues other than Intergranular pore

To learn m~re about the water-bearing char-
acteristics of bedrock~ pumping tests were run on
lO drilled wells tapping bedrock, and results
were compared with drillers’ yleld tests of the
same wells. Data collected during the pumping
tests are given in the companion basic-data report
(Thomas and others, 1966)~ and are summarized in
table 26 along with data from the drillers~ tests.
Even though pumping levels were not measured
exactly In many of the drillers~ tests~ specific
capacities based on drillers~ data fal] in nearly
the same rank as those computed from pumping
tests, After adjusting test resdlts to represent
a tlme Interval similar to that used by drillers~
the ratios in the last column were computed; for
n,3st wells~ multiplying the drillers’ speclfic
capacity by 1,5 gives a value close to the adjusted

Site from which sample
was collected
Quarry off Pine Hill

Road~ Ster]ing

Table 25.--Laboratory determinations of permeability of non-fractured
bedrock from the Quinebaqg River basin,

(All samples cored parallel to foliation or lineation)
Specific
gravity Specific
of rock Porosity yield

Rock type material (percent) (percent)
granitic 2.67 1,5 0.7
gneiss

Coefficient
of permeability
(gpd/sq it)

0.0004

State Route 14~ first
roadcut east of Kitt
Brook~ Cant&rbury

mica 2.82 2.8 1.7
schist

.00004

Quarry south of All
Hallows Road
Wauregan~ Plainfield

hornblende-
feldspar
gneiss

2.80 0.7 0.0 .00004

Quarry on State Route
49~ southern Voluntown

quartzite 2.68 2.2 1,2 .00003

Conn. Turnpike at
Taylor Hill~
Griswold

amphibolite 3.07 2.0 1.7 .00002
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Table 26.--Results of pumping tests on wells in bedrock
in the Quinebaug River basin.

Ratio of
Data based on drillers, specific capa

measurements a/
Data from pumpln9 test - Ity from pump

Specific ing test
Well tion of capaclty~ (adjusted to

no, Distance saturated from recov-
(observa-

2-hour basis)
f ram bedrock Length Average ery rate to specific

tion wells pumped below Specific of tlme rate of except as capacity from
In paren- casing
,theses) ~/

well Yield capacity !pumped pumping noted drillers’
(feet) (feet) (£pm) (gpm/ft) (minutes) (qpm) (qpm/ft) measurements

Ki 193 I00 12 ~ .48> 123 8.0 b/

(Ki 202) l;]
7.0 --       6.7

(>20) >1.5

8k 49 I18 30 .24~/      59.5 8.1 1.8 ~/
7

Ki 199 - 1OO± 16 .18 .26~_/ 120,8 7.3 32 b/
(Ki 200) 133 (40) (,34)

. - 1.2

KI 201 120 8 .07 .21~I .29(Ki 200) I~5 (40) (.34)
70 6,4 1.3

P] 294 92 5 .054 I1.3 4.1 .lO 1.4

Wk 72 337 1,25 .017 - ~/ - ~/ .04 1,8

Cy I15 150 4 .028~/ 8.5 1.3 .08 2.1

Vo 145 155 6.5 .04~/ 35.5 6.9 .09 2

Vo 146 312 0.75 o002~/ lO 4,3 .017 6.5

Tests using observation wells, all water-level measurements In observation well, Other tests~
all measurements in pumped well.

Estimated from transmlssibility and storage values computed from test.

Water pumped with compressed air~ reportedly from bottom of well; no pumping water level
existed~ but a pumping level 10 feet above the bottom was assumed in order to estimate
specific capacity.

Computed from pumping rate and drawdown at time of shutdown,

Slug test; 10.2 gallons of water added in one-half minute.

test results. Thus~ the data reported by drillers
appear to provide a consistent and reasonable
means of evaluating the water-yieldlng capacity
of bedrock.

Specific capacities were computed for 247
wells in the Quinebaug River basin from drillers’
measurements of yield and water level. These
data plotted versus the saturated~ uncased thick-
ness of bedrock penetrated (figure’36) show that
on the averag% wells penetrating less than 60
feet of bedrock have larger specific capacities
than deeper wells. This cannot mean~ of course~
that after a well is drilled deeper a larger
drawdown is required to obtain the same yield.
It may be that some of the deeper wells had
relatively large specific capacities at shallow
depths~ but as they were drilled deeper t~o
factors operated to reduce specific capacity:

(a) pumping could now lower water levels below
the shallow fractures~ so their yield no longer
responded to increased drawdown (see figure 37)~
and (b) the deeper parts of the bedrock were
lacking in fractures. On the other" hand~ it may
be that the deeper wells were dri]led at sites
where there were no fractures at depths less than
about 60 feet and only a few fractures at greater
depths. Thus~ the variations in specific capacity
shown in figure 37 could reflect either irregu-
larity in the areal spacing of fractures or a
decrease in the number and size of fractures with
depth.

These results are compatible with those of
other writers (Ellis~ 1909; Cushman and others,
1953) who concluded that fractures decrease in
number and size with depth~ hence the chances of
obtaining additional yield decreases as a well is
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19~ fNurnber of wells in this intervol

Median specific capacity of wells
pane|rating 40 Io 591/?. feet of
bedrock --

i9

18

40    80 120    160 200 240 280 520
Penetration, in feet of saturated, uncased bedrock

Figure 36.--Median specific capacities of wells
penetrating bedrock in the Qulnebaug River basin,

Median specific capacities of drilled wells
are greatest for wells penetrating less
than 60 feet of bedrock. The medians are
plotted at the midpoints of the successive
penetration intervals from which they were
computed.

A. Drawdown #O feet, yield 5gpm, specific
copocify O.125 gallons per minute per foot

5 (3~....~    LAND SURFACE

STATIC LEVEL~ UnconeoMdafed
(lO feef below

¯

lend surface) Deposits

[30 feet below    i

lend surface)!

PUMPING LEVE L’~
50 feet below land ~4gpm

surface) moxlmum yield of
upper ~acture
obtained at ~0
feet of drawdown

yield of bottom
fracture at/
~0 feet of/

~lottom of well
80 feet below

land surface)

B. Drawdown 80 feet, yield 6gpm, speclftc
capacity O.O75 gallons per minute per foot

?, ~/p’~"’~_
LAND SURFACE

STATIC LEVE L-~,- Unconsolidated
(lOfeet below [i~ --

land surfoce) Deposits

30 feet below BEDROOK~

land surface)

4gpm
maximum yield of
upper fracture

PUMPING LE VE L’--.~
’90 feet below land

surface)

yield of bottom
fracture at/
80 feet of/

~ottom of well
080 feet below
land surface) 2gpm /

The well obtains all its yield from 2 fractures~ one 40 feet below the static water level and the other
150 feet below static water level near the bottom of the well. If the water level is drawn down 40
feet by pumping (diagram A) the maximum yield of the upper fracture~ 4 gpm~ is obtained~ and the yield
of the lower fracture is I gpm; the specific capacity is 4 gpm + I gpm = 0.125 gpm per foot, if the
water level is drawn down 80 feet by pumping (diagram B) the ~a~ton the lower fracture is doubled and
therefore its yield is doubled; however~ the head on the upper fracture could not be increased after the
water level dropped below it~ and therefore its yield remains 4 gpm~ the same as it was at 40 feet of
drawdown. The specific capacity at 80 feet of drawdown is therefore 4 ~+ 2 = 0,075 gpm per foot~ or a
little more than one-half the specific capacity at 40 feet of drawdown.

Figure 37.--Decrease in specific capacity with increased drawdown in a well penetratin~ fractured bedrock,
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drilled deeper~ especially if penetration of bed-
rock exceeds 250 feet,

The average permeability of bedrock as a
whole--that is, the net permeability of the near-
ly impermeable non-fractured rock and the
reletive]y permeable fractures in it--was esti-
mated to be about 4 gpd per sq ft on the basis
of the specific capacity data for 247 wells
mentioned previously. The data were analyzed by
slightly extrapolating theoretica] graphs pre-
sented by We]ton (]962) end assuming an average
coefficient of storage (.OOl) and average test
duration (2 hours for domestic wel]% 6 hours
for conm]ercial or industrial wells). The compu-
tations are surr~narlzed below.

Number of wells

Median specific
capacity (gpm/ft)

Median specific
capacity adjusted
to 6-1nch ~edius
(gpm/ft) 17

Specific capacity
increased to
represent condi-
tions, of small
drawdown (gpm/ft) 2._/

Estimated     2 hrs
coefficient
of trans-
missibli
(gpd/ft) i~--~ 6 hrs

Median saturated
thickness of
bedrock penetrated

(feet)

Average permeability
(gpd/sq it)          ,

Average permeability of bedrock (round~

Domestic- Commercial-
farm wells industrial

wells

219 28

.12 .25

¯ 126 ,263

.19 .30

230

400

66 87

3.5 4.6

d) 4

Virtually all wells tested had 6-inch
diameter (3-1rich radius).

Value for domestic-farm wells multiplied
by !.5 (typical ratio from last co]umn
of table 30). Increase for commercial-
industrial wells should be ]ess~ as many
such wells are tested with moderate
drawdowns.

Interpolated between graphs for 60-minute
and 8-hour pumping periods presented by
Walton (1962).

In view of the irregular distribution of water-
bearing fractures in bedrock~ evidenced by the
range of specific capaclties~ thls value of
average permeability is significant chiefly for
regional study of water m~vement or for com-
parison with other aquifers.

DEVELOPMENT BY WELLS

Drilled wells.--There are several thousand
drilled wells tapping bedrock within the Qufnebaug
River basin. Most of them provide smell supplies
for homes or farms~ and are reported to be adequate.
Using the data plotted in figure 36 it Is estima-
ted that at 85 percent of the sites in the basin~
a well penetrating 100 feet of bedrock could
supply at least 3 gpm~ which is enough for an
average home. Wells reported to yield more than
50 gpm are rare.

One locality~ namely that part of the commun-
ity of Moosup west of Lake Street and Whitney
NiI]~ is unusually favorable for development.
Nearly half of the 46 bedrock wells inventoried
there were reported to yield 20 gpm or more. This
locality is astride the largest fault In eastern
Connecticut (see Goldsmlth~ 1963). However~
records of scattered wells along the fault zone
north as far as Killingly Center indicate no con-
tinuation of the favorable conditions at Moosup,
Typical outcrops in the fault zone are a ground-
up~ fine-grained> tightly packed rock which
suggests very high pressure at the tlme of fau]t-
Ing (Dixon~ written communication); hence there
is little likelihood that rock movement along the
fault would have produced many openings along
which ground water cou]d now travel easily.
Possibly the higher permeability of the bedrock
at Moosup and loca]ly for about 2 miles to the
south is due to related but younger minor faults
which produced near-vertical Intensely fractured
zones here and there along the main fault (Dixon~
written communication).

~.--In some localities within the
basin where the overburden is only a few feet
thick~ a few large-diameter dug wells have been
extended several feet into bedrock~ usually by
blasting. Wells of this type are fairly numerous
in north-central Voluntown¯ Their water-ylelding
potential appears to be similar to those of wells
dug in till.

WATER AVAILABLE TO WELLS

GROUND-WATER RECHARGE
The amount of water that could be pumped out

of an aquifer over a period of years without
excessive local water-level decline depends on the
amount of water that enters or recharges the
aquifer during the same period. The minimum amount
of recharge that might be expected in a very dry
one-year period is of particular interest in
estimating potential development because It sets
the upper limit at which ground water can be with-
drawn year after year without removal of ground
water from storage. Therefore~ it is important
to evaluate the amount of recharge to aquifers in
the Quinebaug River basin.

NATURAL RECHARGE

During any period when there is no net change
in the amount of water stored underground~ recharge
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must be balanced by an equal an~unt of discharge.
Therefore~ recharge conveniently may be estima-
ted indirectly from studies oF ground-water
discharge.

Ground water is discharged chiefly by ground-
water runoff (seepage into streams), it was
estimated previously (table 3) that ground-water
runoff from the Qulnebaug R~ver basin averages
about iO inches per year. This represents ground-
water runoff from terranes of many kinds within
the basin, Records of streamflow indlcate~
however~ that ground-water runoff is greater from
areas underlain by stratified drift than from
areas underlain by t~ll (figure 19); to evaluate
the ground-water runoff from areas underlain by
various proportions of these deposits~ detailed
studies were made in four small stream basins
listed in table 27. As an example~ computations
used in the evaluation of ground-water runoff
from Denison Brook are illustrated in figures
38-40. Similar analyses were used for all four
stream basins listed in table 27.

For each small stream basin a hydrograph of
mean daily streamflow (see figure 40) was com-
puted from dally or continuous stage records.
Daily ground-water runoff was computed from the
streamflow data using both the rate of streamflow
recession during long rain]ass periods (figure 38)
and the relation of water levels in wells to

_o
EXPLANATION

5

/

I I I I

DALLY MEAN STREAMFLOW~ IN CUBIC FEET PER SECOND,
AT BEGINNING OF SELECTED PERIODS OF RECESSION

Each point represents a lO-day period during
which the streamflow declined steadily and
probably consisted wholly of ground-water
runoff.

Figure 38.--Composite streamflow recession
curve for Denison Brook at Collins
Dam near Vo]untown.

ground-water runoff in the streams (figure 39).
For each day on which ground-water levels were
meosured~ the corresponding ground-water runoff
was determined from the curves in figures 38 and
39~ and hydrographs of ground-water runoff were
constructed beneath the hydrograph of mean daily
streamflow on figure 40. The best estimate of
ground-water runoff probably is intermediate be-
tween the extremes as determined from the
recession curve and the ground-water rating
curve. Accordingly~ an adjusted ground-water
runoff hydrograph was constructed on figure 40
using the shape of the hydrograph of ground-water
runoff plotted from the ground-water rating curve
and the troughs on the hydrograph based on stream-
flow recession as guides.

EXPLANATION

~ o 1962~ Number beside sym
oboe

’~ bol indicales caleed~
~8

~ ~1963J monlh, Jenuary=l
09 \ ~.Wster levels measured on

Flow of Denlson Brook, in cubic feet per second, during
periods of ground-water runoff

Figure 39.--Ground-water rating curve for Denison
Brook basin.

Ground-water discharge also takes place by
underflow~ by pumping~ and by evapotransplratlon,
The computed underflow is small but is included
in the estimated recharge for the four small
stream basins studied. Pumping was neglected~ as
the net discharge by this means is insignificant
in the key basins, The average amount of ground-
water evapotranspiration over the Quinebaug River
basin as a whole is somewhat less than half as
great as ground-water runoff (table 3). Ground-
water evapotran~piration could not be accurately
estimated in the key basins~ and because It is
uncertain how much could be salvaged by man under
conditions of maximum development~ ground-water
evapotranspiratlon was neglected in the computation
of recharge. Thus~ ground-water recharge as
estimated in this report is slightly conservative.
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Figure 40.--Hydrographs of streamflow and ground-water runoff from Denlson Brook basln,

Because discharge can be equated to recharge
only if there is no net change in storage~ annual
recharge was computed for the 12-month period
from August 1962 through July 1963 in which there
occurred the smallest net change in ground-water
levels and thus a negligible change in storage.

Recharge~ considered equivalent to ground-
water runoff plus underflow is given for this
period for each key basin in table 27~ column F,
These values apply only to the basins studied
and to a particular year. Differences in pre-
cipitation that occur from year to year and
from place to piece within the Quinebaug River

basin may be expected to cause differences in
natural recharge. The many years of hydrologic
records in selected tributary basins that would
be needed to define such differences in recharge
are not available, However~ if it is assumed
that recharge varies from place to place and
from year to year In the same manner as total
runoff~ then by comparison with total runoff the
recharge rates In the four basins studied can be
adjusted to represent long-term average climatic
conditions over the entire basin. This is done
in column H of table 27~ using long-term average
runoff from the Quinebaug River measured at Jewett
City as an index of basin-wide average climatic
conditions,

Table 27.--Ground-water runoff and underflow from 4 small stream basins
in the Qulnebaug River basln~ August 1962 to July 1963,

Ratio of long-

total annual
Runoff~ August 1962 runoff from off plus underflo
to July 1963~ plus Quinebaug adjusted for area

Stratified underFIow River basin variations in
Index drift in Ground (24.4 inches) c!im~te (product

Area basin (per- Total to total in of columns G and
<ey basin (Plate A) (sq mi) cent of area) (inches) (inches) column E

(A)
(Inches)

(B) (c) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H)
Denison 1269.23 4.01 53.6 27.77 16.79 0.878 14.74
Brook

Lowden 1269.1 2.40 0 25.21 8.16 ,968 7.90
Brook

Mashamoquet 1256 11.0 6.5 22.50 9.70 1.084 10.51
Brook

Littfe River 1254.9 35.5 15.9 20.49 9.85 1.190 II. 72
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Table 28.--Estimated average and minimum natural ground-water recharge in areas
of till and of stratified drift in the Quinebaug River basin.

Hydrolofllc conditions

Annual richarge l/
Till-covered upland                 Areas of stratified drift

inches
I mgd/sq mi

~nches
I

mgd/sq ml
(rounded) (rounded)

0.43 21 l.O0

Values exceeded about 7 years in 10 7.5

Long-term minimum (1918-1963)

For localities in the southeastern part of the basin (in the towns of North Stonington~
Voluntown~ Sterling~ and southern Griswold recharge values in this table should be
multiplied by ratios shown in figure 18, to allow for the greater average annual
rainfall and runoff in this area.

As can be seen from table 27, ground-water
recharge increases as the percentage of strati-
fied drift in the area drained increases. It
is therefore possible to compute average annual
recharge rates for till and for stratified drift
in the Quinebaug River basin from the adjusted
rates in column H of table 27~ by means of
simultaneous equations. Values which most
closely satisfy the equations for all four trib-
utary basins appear as long-term average values
in table 28. The values for annual recharge
exceeded about 7 years in lO and the long-term
minimum in table 28 were computed from the long-
term average values by correlation with the
long-term streamf]ow record at Jewett City~
again assuming that recharge varies in propor-
tion to total runoff.

The recharge rates for till and stratified
drift in table 28 may be used to estimate the
amount of natural ground-water recharge available
in any locality with the basin~ as explained in
figure 41. The proportion of the natural recharge
that could practicably be recovered by wells be-
fore it is discharged to a stream depends partly
on the number~ arrangement~ and yield of the
wells. Where coarse grained and permeable strati-
fied drift is present, it should be possible to
extract nearly all the recharge by several widely
spaced wells yielding IO0 gpm or more. Where
stratified drift is predominantly fine grained,
and in till areas~ a great many closely spaced
wells of small capacity would be required to
obtain most of the water available.

INDUCED INFILTRATION

Where stratlfied-drlft deposits border and
are hydraulically connected to a stream or lake,
the water In the stream or lake is an important
potential source of recharge. ’Pumping large
an~unts of water from wells tapping the strati-
fled drift can lower the water table enough to
cause it to slope away from the stream or lake~
and therefore induce water to flow from the
surface-water body toward the pumped wells. Two
large-capacity wells in the basin that are in a
position to cause fairly substantial amounts of
induced infiltration are Ki 60 and Th 31 (see
plate A for locations)~ which provide water for
publlc-supply systems operated by Wauregan Mills

and the Masonville Spring Water Co., respectively.

Most areas of stratlfied drift in the basin
are crossed by a major stream~ part of whose flow
is potentlal]y available for induced infiltration.
One index of streamflow, the flow equaled or
exceeded 90 percent of the time, is shown on
plate D.

The amount of streamflow that can be induced
to infiltrate at any location depends in large
measure on the permeability of the stream bed and
the materials immediately underlying it. No
quantitative determinations of stream-bed permea-
bi]ity or of Induced infiltration rates have been
made in the Quinebaug River basin, and thus pre-
cise estimates of potential induced infiltration
at specific localities cannot be made. However~
the bottoms of the numerous old artificial ponds
along the ]arger streams commonly consist of soft
silt, muck, and fine sand which would severely
limit induced [nfiltratlon. By contrast, unponded
stream channels have gravelly beds almost every-
where~ hence these beds should present no special
barrier to infiltration. The best potential for
induced Infiltration probably occurs in areas
where the streams are not ponded and are bordered
by predominantly coarse-grained stratified drift.

In order to estimate long-term yields from
areas selected as favorable for ground-water
development later in this report, estimates of the
vertical permeability of materials that underlie
ponded and unponded reaches of stream channels
were used to calculate approximate potential
induced infiltration (p. 88 ). These permeability
estimates are tentative and may be subject to con-
siderable local variation. Any locality of inter-
est should be tested to determine the actual
degree of hydraulic connection between aquifer
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WATER IN USABLE STORAGE

During periods of little or no recharge~
wells that are not close to major streams or lakes
must depend for water supply on water that is
stored in the ground. Gravity yield is the n~st



EXPLANATION

/
Till

~ ¯ . ~ ¯ Stratified drift

In this hypothetical sma]l basin~ there are ] square miles of t{ll, 2 of wh{ch (area a) drain directly
to the stream and I of which (area b) border I square mile of stratified drift. Use of the estimated
recharge rates for the Quinebaug River basin given in table 28 can be illustrated by means of th~s
basin. If it is located in the central or northern part of the basin, then during an average year,
recharge equivalent to 2 sq mi x 0.43 mgd per sq ml = 0.86 mgd would reach the water table in area a,
and would be potentially available to wells as ~t moves slowly toward the stream channel. Recharge
would be equivalent to ] sq mix 0.43 mgd per sq mi = 0.43 mgd in area b. In the I square mile of
stratified drift, recharge would be equivalent to ] sq mi x l.O0 mgd per sq mi = I.O0 mgd; however,
because ground water from area b drains into the stratified drift on ~ts way to the stream, wells in
the stratified drift would have l.O0 mgd + 0.43 mgd = ].43 mgd available. In the driest year of
record; all these quantities would be reduced by about 53 percent. (0nly natural recharge is included
in these computations; ~n addition~ some of the streamflow leaving area a is available for induced
recharge downstream,)

Figure 41.--Sketch illustrat{ng how recharge may be estimated for an area,

useful index of ground-water storage that is
available for use. Gravity yield depends on
the number, size~ and degree of interconnectlon
oF water-filled openings in different earth
materials, and on the length of time the mate-
rials are subject to drainage. The hydrograph
of well PI ] (figure 42) shows that annual
periods of steep water-]eve1 decline, which
represent periods Of drainage (periods of little
or no recharge)~ were 4 to 6 months In length
in nearly every one of the past 20 years.

Gravity yield values computed for the three
major aquifers in the Quinebaug River basin are
given in the following table:

Haterlal
StratiFied

drift
Till
Bedrock

Estimated gravity
yield for 4-6
months of uninter-
rupted drainage

(percent)
30

Host probable
average gravity
yield of an
entire section
dewatered during
4-6 months with-
out recharg~
(percent) ~/

I0-13 _b/       6-8 _b/
0.5                   0.5

a_/ The upper part of the section would have
drained for the full 4-6 months~ the
lower part for only a few days.

_b/ Increases from northwest to southeast.
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These values were computed using laboratory
determinations of speciflc yield (given in
tables 20~ 23~ and 25) which were adjusted
downward to a]tow for incomplete drainage of
dewatered sections of the aquifers during 4-6
months of no recharge. The values are those
most likely to represent average conditions in
the basin.

The amount of ground water in storage at
the beginning of the period of Ilttte or no
recharge varies each year~ as indicated by
water levels in wells. The varlations~ as
exemplified by the hydrograph of well Pi ] in
figure 42~ reflects differences in the recharge
each year, However~ the natural variation from
year to year is only a small part of the total
amount of water in storage--no more than 3 percent
in areas of thick stratified drtft~ such as near
well PI l~ but perhaps as much as 20 percent in
some areas of till and thin stratified drift.
Even though variations do occur from one year to
the next~ water-level measurements in observation
wells throughout Connecticut show no persistent
upward or downward trend over the past 20 years~
and show that there are no long-term changes in
storage due to natural causes. Pumping from
wel|s can lower water levels below natural levels
in local areas; for example~ pumpage of the
Gallup Water Service well (PI 185) could have
lowered the water level slightly in observation
well Pi l~ 2~000 feet away,

QUALITY OF GROUND WATER
The chemlcal quality of ground water in the

Quinebaug River basin under natural conditions is
generally good. The crystalline bedrock under-
lying the basin and the glaclal drift derived from
it are composed largely of minerals which are
only slightly soluble in water~ and the dissolved
solids concentration of the ground water is corres-
pondlngly low. The basln-wlde average concentra-
tion of dissolved solids In ground water~ based
on samples collected from wells (table 29) and
from streams at low streamf|ow (table 18)~ is
about 92 ppm; average hardness is about 45 ppm.
Iron and manganese are the only constituents found
in a substantial number of samples from wells in
concentrations large enough to be troublesome for
household use; the occurrence of these two con-
stituents are discussed in detail on later pages.

The results of 222 chemical analyses of water
from 156 wells and springs sampled during this
investigation are summarized in table 29. Indlvidual
analyses are presented in the companion baslc-data
report (Thomas and others~ 1966). The n~st
abundant dissolved chemical constituents In ground
water from the basin are silice~ calcium~ sodium~
potasslum~ bicarbonate, and sulfate. The observed
range in dissolved si|Ica was from 6.9 to 34 ppm~
the median being 16 ppm, These quantities are

Well P1 I Is 34 feet deep and penetrates stratified drift. The periods of steep water-level decline~
which are generally 4 to 6 n~nths in length~ represent periods of little or no recharge and decreas-
ing ground-water storage. Although such periods occur each year~ the graph shows that there Is no
long-term downward trend during the 20-year period,

Figure 42.--Water-level fluctuations In well PI t~ at Plainfleld~ 1942-62.
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entirely satisfactory for domestic use, but con-
centrations above lO ppm are excessive for some
industrial uses (American Water Works Assn.
1951). Sodium concentrations ranged as high as
60 ppm in the samples collected~ but generally
did not exceed IO ppm; potassium was even less
abundant, None of the other major constituents
occurs in concentrations large enough to limit
the use of water for m~st purposes,

Concentrations of dissolved constituents~
though generally low~ vary widely from place to
place; such variations commonly reflect the dis-
tribution of different rock types within the
basin. Because many of the geologic formations
mapped in the basin contain several rock types
(see Dlxon~ 1964; Rodgers and others~ 1956)~ con-
centrations of Indlvldual constituents may vary
considerably even within a single formation.
Only the Sterling Gneiss in the eastern part of

the basin yields water below average in most con-
stituents (table 29). Calcium is dissolved to
some extent from all rocks in the basin~ but
samples from a few scattered wells that contained
far more calcium than the basln-wide median of 16
ppm suggest that these wells penetrate lenses of
impure limestone or dolomite marble that have
been observed in various rock units (Sclar~ 1958~
p. 22; Rodgers and others~ 1956; Dixon~ personal
communication). In n#st water samples sodium
substantially exceeds potassium; locally~ however~
especially in the Scotland Schist in western
Pomfret~ the presence of more potassium than sodium
in water samples indicates a large quantity of
potash feldspar or potash mica in the rock make-up.
Iron and sulfate are notably higher than average
in water from areas in the western part of the
basin that are underlain by schist containing
relatively abundant iron sulfide minerals such as
pyrite and pyrrhotite.

Table 29.--Sum~ry of chemical and physical characteristics of ground water
in the Quinebaug River basin.

(Nomenclature for bedrock units follows Rodgers and others (1956) or Dixon (1964).
Chemical constituents in parts per million)
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Aquifer

IRON AND MANGANESE Crystalline Stratified
bedrock drift      Till

CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR AND EFFECTS

Whenever ground water containing more than
about 0.3 ppm of dissolved iron is pumped out of
a well and exposed to the air~ the water becomes
cloudy, and usually an orange-brown film forms on
the water surface or the sides of the container.
This iron precipitate causes yellow to brown
staining of slnks~ tubs, glassware~ and other
utensils, and laundered clothes; it also clogs
filters and interferes with manufacture of many
industrial products. Excessive iron will also
impart a metallic taste to the water, or to
beverages prepared with the water. FurtherrmDre,
certain bacteria (such as "crenothrix") frequently
grow in iron-bearing water, and these growths
sometimes break loose and clog nozzles, pumps~
and other appllances~ or give the water bad
tastes,

Manganese resembles iron in its general
chemical behavior. Water containing a large
amount of manganese will darken when exposed to
air or to laundry bl~ach~ as if b]ack ink had
been added to the water. Manganese precipitate
causes a black film on porcelain sinks and
kitchen utensils. Because manganese is con~1only
associated with much larger quantities of iron,
however~ its effects may be masked by those of
iron.

be accomplished in a variety of ways. Methods
especially suitable for homes and small commercial
establishments include water softeners (most units
will not rerm)ve more than 2-3 ppm effectively),
chlorination-filtratlon units (especially suitable
if chlorination to kill bacteria is also desired)
and manganese-green sand filters. Further details
are given by WIlke and Hutcheson (1963).

DISTRIBUTION IN GROUND WATER

Most wells in the Quinebaug River basin yield
clear water containing little or no iron or man-
ganese. The percentage of wells sampled whose
water contained more iron and manganese than the
limits recommended by the U.S. Public Health
Service for drinking water are indicated in the
following table. Even these percentages are
probably too high for the basin as a whole~ be-
cause sampling was more intensive in and near
areas where iron-bearlng water was known to be a
problem.

It is possible that a well almost anywhere
in the basin may tap ground water containing
troublesome amounts of iron or manganese. In
general> however~ such wells are most numerous
in the western and northwestern parts of the
basin, in the eastern part of the basln~ water
from the bedrock is relatively free of iron~
although some wells which tap deep layers within
the stratified drift or immediately subjacent
portions of the bedrock yield water wlth

No. of wells
sampled for

i ron 104 34     14

Maximum con-
centration

iron (ppm)

(ppm)

Percent of
wells sampled
containing

105 33 12

4.8 2.8 .49

.94 5.7 .10

0.3 ppm or

iron -

20 12

0.05 ppm or
more man-
ganese 1/

24 24 17

Limit recommended for drinking water
by the U.S. Public Health Service

There are at least 7 areas in the basin In
which the concentration or areal extent of iron-
bearin9 ground water deserve special attention.
In 3 of these areas, the iron-bearing ground water
is obtained from a schist which contains small
amounts of pyrite (or other iron sulfides) and
graphite, and has a rusty appearance in weathered
outcrops. The dissolved iron presumably is
derived from weathering of the Iron sulfide
minerals. In the other 4 areas~ the source of
the excessive iron concentrations ls not certain.
These 7 areas are shown on figure 43~ and dls-
cussed below.

Area A.--Area A occupies the northeast corner
of the Quinebaug River basin (figure 43). The
bedrock in this area has been assigned to the
Brimfield Schist (Rodgers and others~ 1956), and
consists chlefly of a dark rusty-weathering schist
that contains graphlte~ purplish biotite~ pyrite~
and garnet among other minerals. Of 4 wells
sampled in thls area~ 3 yielded water with more
than 0.3 ppm iron; concentrations ranged as hlgh
as 3.3 ppm iron and 0.26 ppm manganese. Several
other wells were reported by owners to yield iron-
bearing water. Wells that obtain iron-free water
from the bedrock in this area probably tap thin
layers of limestone~ lime-sillcate rock~ and
quartzose gneiss reported within the Brimfield
Schist. Available data suggest that at least
75 percent of the wells drilled in Area A will
yield water that requires treatment to remove
excess iron and manganese before it Is satisfactory
for domestic or most industrial purposes. The
Brimfield extends north Into Massachusetts and
south Into the adjacent Shetucket River basin of
Connecticut~ and iron-bearing ground water is
commonly found in those areas also.
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EXPLANATION

Bedrock

StroPfled drift or fill

Stratified drift or lill

D
Letler identifying problem area discussed in text

Area in which most drilled wells are known or reported to
yield wafer containing excessive quantities of iron and/or
manganese. Boundaries are approximate. Symbols far in-

dividual wells omitted in the smaller areas.

Figure 43.--Areal distribution of iron and manganese in ground water
in the Quinebaug River basin.
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Areas    B and C .--Occurrences of iron-
bearing ground water in southern Lisbon and
western Preston (Area B ) and in Canterbury
(Area C)    are clearly restricted to a particu-
lar bedrock unit. Snyder (196]) mapped a rusty-
weathering graphite schist phase of the Putnam
Group in southern Lisbon and western Preston.
Simllar rocks were reported to the east by ScIar
(1958~ p. 33). The graphite schist contains
pyrite~ and chemfca] analyses of rock samples
show that it has nearly twice the percent of
iron and manganese constituents present in other
rock units (Snyder~ 1964). In figure 44 the
extent of the graphite schist mapped by $nyder in
Area B is compared with the distribution of wells
yielding iron-bearing or iron-free water,

in Area C ¯ centered around Canterbury~ a
very rusty-weathering pyrite-bearlng graphite
schist is exposed in roadcuts along State Route
14, Dixon reports (written communication) that
fresh roadcuts in this schist along the newly-
reconstructed highway developed a rusty coating
within several n~nths after exposure to the
atmosphere, The extent of the graphite schist
in Area C Is compared with the known distribu-
tion of iron-bearing ground water in figure 45,
Dug wells tapping till in this area yield water
of low pH~ but the dissolved iron content Is
apparently not excessive,

Dixon (written communication) has determined
that the rusty-weathering graphite schist in Area

C extends as a continuous unlt to Area B ~ and
also extends northward from Area C for several
miles at least, The probable extent of a belt
within which this graphite schist may be found is
shown by dashed lines on figure 43, it seems
likely that additional areas of iron-bearing
ground water with pyritic graphite schist will be
revealed in this belt as more wells are drilled,

Area D,--Severe iron problems also occur in
a small area around Preston City designated Area
D (figure 43), Water from one we]] contained
4,8 ppm iron~ and several well owners complained
of Iron-bearing water, Bedrock types in this
vicinity include black biotite and biotite-
hornblende schists~ but none of the rock types
described by Sclar (1958) Is known to coincide
with the area of iron-bearing water,

Area E,--Area E includes much of the north-
western part of the basin (figure 43), The
purplish to brownish stain noted on some outcrops
In this area indicates at least local o~currence
of Iron-bearlng ground water, Water samples
collected during this study from 16 wells tapping
bedrock contained from 0,00 to 0,84 ppm Iron and
from O,00 to 0,12 ppm manganese, Only 15 percent
of the samples contained more than 0,3 ppm of
iron~ but approximately 60 percent contained O,l
ppm or more~ which is enough to cause slight
staining of porcelain and utensils after prolonged
use, By contrast~ only 22 percent of the samples
from wel]s tapping bedrock outside the problem
areas shown in red on figure 43 contained O,l ppm
or more iron,

Several different rock types occur in the
Hebron Formation whlch underlies most of the area~
among them a rusty-weathering muscovite schlst~

but their relative extent is not well known, When
modern detailed maps of the bedrock become avail-
able~ identification of units containing iron-
bearing ground water may be possible,

Areas F and G ,--Area F is at-bayvllle in
the town of Klllingly~ and Area G is just east
of the Quinebaug River in Griswold near the Plain-
field town line (figure 43), By contrast with
Areas A to E which are predominantly til.|-covered
uplands where iron-bearing ground water occurs in
schlst~ Areas D and E are lowland areas covered
by stratified drift where iron-bearing ground
water occurs both In the lower part of the strati-
fied drift and in the upper part of underlying
gneiss,

The occurrence of iron- and manganese-bearing
ground water appears to be similar in both areas.
Shallow we|is tapping the upper part of the
stratified drift yield water that does not contain
objectionable amounts of iron. Drilled wells
tapping the lower 20 feet or so of the stratified
drift or the upper I0-20 feet of the bedrock
generally yield water hlgh in iron and manganese,
As much as 3,7 PPm of iron and 0,94 ppm of man-
ganese were present in samples from individual
wells, Drilled wells penetrating many feet below
the bedrock surface yield satisfactory water if
they are tightly cased through the zone of poor
quality, The record of well Ki 351~ located on
Lake Road just west of Dayville~ illustrates these
relationships, This well was drilled to replace
an ear]far well that obtained iron-bearing water
from coarse sand or gravel at a depth of 89 feet,
At 95 feet~ 3 feet below the bedrock surface~ a
fracture yielding 45 gpm of iron-bearing water
was cased off~ and drilling continued to If8 feet
where water of good quality was obtained,

The prlmary source of the iron and manganese
in Areas F and G is not clear, There are some
indications that the top part of the rock is
unusually soft and broken~ thus might represent
weathered bedrock not removed by the ice sheet,
Also~ there is evidence in a few places that
layers of sand and gravel near the base of the
stratified drift are heavily coated with iron and
manganese deposits~ possibly derived from local
bedrock or deposited by meltwater during a period
of stability early in the deglaciation of the area
when these sediments lay near the land surface,
Wells penetrating the upper few feet of the bed-
rock could obtain Iron-and manganese-bearlng
water drawn from the overlying stratified drift
through local fractures by pumping, In any cas%
wells tapping shallow leve]s of the stratified
drift would obtain oxygen-rich~ iron-free water
derived chiefly from very local precipitation
and moving at shallow levels toward the streams,

Areas F and G are probably not unique
within the basin. There are several other places
along major valleys where one or two isolated
wel]~ tapping deep stratified drift or bedrock
yield iron-bearlng water~ but where lack of near-
by data makes it impossible to determine if the
poor water has significant extent. In general~
however~ water from deep layers of the stratified
drift is of good quality,
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iron and manganese con-
centrations in water from
several wells shown in il-
lustration.
WELL DEPTH TC

NUMBER BEDROCK IRON MANGANESE

(reef) [ppm) (ppm)
Ls 12 14 0.05 0.00
Ls 13 16+_ .03

Ls 17 22 .O3

Ls 18~ 22 .04
Ls 23 <20 .O5 ,01

Ps 53 67 1.2 ,07
aJSample collected after passing

through water softener.

EXPLANATION

LsI20

Well in bedrock

Solid circle indicates exces-
sive iron concentration; num-
ber is U.S. Geological Survey

well number.

[~Piresence or absence of exees-ve iron In water determined
from chemical analyses in fable~
or from reports by well owners,./

N

Ls 16~

Ls 12 0

Ls 170

Ls 13 0

Ls 2:30

Ls 20 0

Graphite schist

, Other rock types
Geologic units simplified from

Snyder, 1961./

0 I 2 :5     4 5000

SCALE IN FEET

Ps53

oPs48

Ps 49
oPs 50

Figure ~’,I--I ran concentrations in ground water In southern Lisbon and western Preston,
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Cy 960

Lower member of TATNIC HILL FM.

188

FM.

EXPLANATION

Iron and manganese con-
cenfrafions in water from
several wells shown in il-
lustration.

WELL IDEPTH TO
qUMBERI BEDROCK

(feel)

Cv 56 I 14.

Cv 88 I 0
Cv 9~, I -

Cv 94. I 28

Cv 95 I I 5

Cv 96 I <20

Cv 99 ! 8

IRON MANGANESt

(ppm) (ppm)

0.4.5 0.55

.0~ .00

2.2 .49

.72 .10

2.9 .76

.48 .I 0

.08 .00

Cy 99°

Well in bedrock

Solid circle indicates excessive
iron concentration; number is
U.S. Geological Survey well num-

ber,

.Presence or absence of excessiveiron in water determined from
chernica/ analyses in table or from

reports by well owners,7
J

Approximate boundary between
geologic units. Geologic units after

Dixon (written communication)

Figure h~.--lron concentrations in ground water near Canterbury,



HARDNESS

Hardness is an important property of water
because it determines the quantity of soap
required to produce a lather and the quantity of
insoluble mineral scale formed in pipes or con-
tainers in which the water is heated. It is
caused aln~st entirely by calclum and magnesium~
and generally is expressed as the amount of
calcium carbonate (CaCO3) that would be necessary
to produce the observed effect. Other dissolved
constituents~ such as iron~ aluminum~ strontium~
barium~ and zinc also cause hardness; as a rule~
however~ they are not present in sufficient quan-
tltles to have any appreciable effect.

to some extent relative terms~ and not all
authorities apply them to the same ranges of
measured hardness. The following ranges are used
by the U.S. Geological Survey:

Hardness asI          I
CaCO3 (ppm) Rating Suitability

0 - 60 Soft Suitable for many uses
without further
softening.

61 - 120 Moderately Usable except in some
hard            industrial appllca-

121 - 180    Hard Softening required by
laundries and some
other industries,

181 or more Very hard Requires softening for
most purposes.

Water having a hardness of more than 120 ppm
co~nly is softened for household use. Soften-
[ng of municipal supplies is costly~ but is
generally to the advantage of the community if
the hardness cannot be reduced to about 120 ppm
by dilution with softer water from other sources.

Ground water In the Quinebaug River basin is
generally below 120 ppm in hardness. Samples from
148 wells were analyzed for hardness; of these~
67 percent were soft~ 28 percent moderately hard~
3 percent hard, and 2 percent very hard. Table
29 gives the maximum~ minimum, and median hardness
of water from various aquifers.

Areal variations in hardness of ground water
are shown by figure 46. Water at least moderately
hard occurs at scattered locations~ chiefly in
the western part of the basin~ but because there
are no large bedrock units composed of calcium
or magnesium carbonate there are no large areas
of consistently hard water. Host of the rock
types within the Black Hill Member of the Quine-
baug Formation contain some calcium carbonate
(Dixon~ ]964)~ and 6 of 7 wells sampled that tap
thls unit yielded moderately hard water. The

narrow band of moderately hard water from bedrock
shown in figure 46 includes the known extent of
this unit. In the eastern part of the basln~ where
the Plainfield Quartz Schist and the Sterling
Gneiss form the bedrock~ most wells yield soft
water.

NITRATE, CHLORIDE, AND ABS AS
INDICATORS OF POSSIBLE POLLUTION

Nitrate and chloride are absent or present
only in low concentrations and ABS is absent in
the ground water of the basin under natural condi-
tions. Therefore~ unusually large quantities of
these constituents represent a departure from
normal conditions, which in some cases may be due
to pollution.

Nitrate Is not dissolved from rocks or
mineral grains as are most of the chemical con-
stituents of ground water. The amount of nitrate
in precipitation when it reaches the land surface
is very small; samples collected in Connecticut
by Volght (1960) had an average nitrate concentra-
tion of 0.2 ppm. In some localities, high nitrate
concentrations In ground water can be attributed
to infiltration of recharge through soils heavily
treated with chemical fertilizers. However, most
of the nitrate in water represents the end pro-
duct of aerobic decomposition of organic matter.
Small amounts occur naturally due to the decay
of fallen leaves~ roots~ and small organisms in
the soil. Large amounts generally reflect con-
centrated disposal of sewage or animal wastes.
Samples from 141 wel]s In the basin were analyzed
for nitrate (table 29), and 30 percent were found
to contain more than 5 ppm. Although many of the
larger concentrations were probably derived from
waste dlsposal~ this does not mean that 30 percent
of the wells sampled were polluted~ for in many
cases the source of the nitrate may have been
distant enough so that the water was safe to drink
by the time it reached the well. Other forms of
nitrogen that are determined in a sanitary analysis~
such as nitrite~ ammonia~ and albuminoid~ are more
rellable indicators of incomplete decomposition
and genulneIy unsafe water. The upper limit for
nitrate recommended by the U.S. Public Health
Service is 45 ppm. Water containing nitrate In
excess of ~5 ppm (equivalent to lO ppm of nitrate
expressed as N in a sanitary analysis) is unsafe
for domestic supply because it can cause methe-
mmglobinemia (infant cyanosis or "blue baby disease")
when fed to infants (Comly~ 19~5), Only one of
the wells sampled yielded water with mmre than
45 ppm of nitrate.

Chlorlde Is present in ground water through-
out the basln~ but normally in quite low concen-
trations. 0nly a small amount reaches the basin
in precipitation; the maximum chloride concentra-
tion detected In the rainfall from several storms
was 1.9 ppm (table 4). Chloride-bearlng minerals
are scarce in the crystalline bedrock of the basin~
usually less than 0.05 percent of total rock
volume. Samples from 37 wells were analyzed for
chlorlde~ and several contained substantially
more than lO ppm; the range In concentration was
2.2 to 30 ppm for wells tapping crystal]ine bedrock
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EXPLANATION

HARDNESS DETERMINATIONS FROM
INDIVIDUAL WELLS

IN PARTS PER MILLION

o

0-60 soft water

61-120 modercltely hard water

121-180 hard water

@

181 or more very hard water

Area in which most wells tapping
bedrock are likely to yield moder-

elely herd to hard water.

.)

in which most wells are ~ike-
ly to yield soft water.

Figure ~6.--Areal variation in hardness o~ ground water
in the Quinebau9 River basin,



and 2.8 to 84 ppm for wells tapping stratified
drift. Even the largest observed concentration
is far below the 250 ppm limit recommended for
drinking water by the U,S, Public Health Service;
however~ as in the case of nitrate~ concentra-
tions above natural levels probably reflect
nearby disposal of sewage or animal wastes.

ABS has been the principal component of
household detergents prior to mld-year 1965. Its
presence in ground water results from dlsposa]
of sewage from homes or factories to the ground.
ABS concentrations of about 10 ppm are typical
of municipal sewage, Various studies have shown
that 1 ppm ABS in drinking water can be tasted
and can cause frothing of the water. Although
I ppm is not known to be toxic~ esthetic consider-
ations have caused the U,S. Public Health Service
to recommend (1962~ p, 24) that concentrations in
drinking water not exceed 0,5 ppm, The maximum
ABS content in samples collected from 24 wells
during the study was 0.1 ppm~ which is not
enough to cause any problem. However~ a few
wells in the basin were reported to yield water
that frothed notlceablys suggesting much larger

In the future both residual ABS and LAS
(see p.46) constituents will be found in ground
water that contains effluent from sewage dis-
posal. As pointed out on page 46 the LAS is
biodegradable and will disappear r~)re readily
than ABS. However~ if the conditions for
bacterial actions in cesspool or septic tank
effluents are unfavorable~ the LAS will have
little or no opportunity to decompose.

If the population of the Qulnebaug River
basin continues to expand~ the nitrate~ chloride~
and the detergent contents of ground water are
likely to increase also~ especially in built-up
areas. Although none of these constituents is
toxic in the concentrations ordinarily present
even in polluted ground water (except nitrate of
more than 45 ppm, as noted above)~ the presence
of large amounts of any or all suggests that a
substantial part of the water pumped was probably
derived from disposal of sewage or other wastes
nearby~ and that disease bacteria or other
hazardous substances may be present.

SUSCEPTIBILITY OF WELLS TO
POLLUTION

Pollution of ground water has been due
primarily to 3 causes: disposal of domestic
sewage into cesspools or septic-tank fields; dis-
posal of industrial waste into leaching pits or
lagoons; and Infiltration of water in barnyards~
fleld~ treated with manure~ or other sites of
abundant animal droppings. Although Individual
instances of pollution arising from each type
of source could be clted~ the data collected In
this study are in general not adequate to pin-
point localities where ground water Is unfit for
human use. It Is apparent~ however~ that such
localities must be of very small extent as of
1963.

The susceptibility of any given well to
pollution depends on three factors,

I. The distance to the nearest source of
pollution. Bacteria seldom migrate more than
lO0 feet from a source of dilute sewage effluent
(Mailman and Hack~ 1961)~ but nitrate and ABS may
maintain objectionable concentrations for greater
distances; few data are available on how far
viruses can travel.

2. The direction to the source of pollution.
As a general rule~ ground water flows slowly in
the direction of the average land-surface slope
toward the nearest permanent stream. All contam-
inants will travel farthest in the direction of
natural ground-water flow; dissolved chemical
pollution will continue with the ground water
until it reaches the stream,

3. The depth at which water can enter the
well. Polluted water introduced to the ground
at or near the land surface will seep downward
to the water table~ then move laterally in one or
more directions. If the water table is relatively
deep~ the distance the polluted water must travel
to reach a well is thereby Increased~ and oxida-
tion in the zone above the water table will purify
organic wastes and bacteria rapidly. If a well
is lined with solid casing many feet below the
water table~ polluted water may not reach the
zone from which water enters the well.

Data collected during this investigation
show the importance of casing length in reducing
the chances of a well becoming polluted. Fifty-
seven wells tapping bedrock in the basin were
samp]ed twice in 1963~ in April and In August.
The water in some of these wells had virtually
the same dissolved solids content on both occasions~
as measured by speclfic conductance~ whereas other
wells showed large changes. The degree of change
was unrelated to the age of the well or to
whether the location was in a housing development
or isolated. Increases in specific conductance
from April to August were much more common than
decreases. Table 30 shows that on the average~
the greatest changes took place in wells with 0
to 30 feet of casing. The most probable explana-
tion is that many wells with relatively little
casing permit entry of water near the land surface.
Following heavy rainfall or snowmelt~ water that
has recently Infiltrated into the ground and hence
is relatively unmlneralized may enter such wells.
At other times~ water in such wells may be
relatively mineralized either because a larger
proportion of the water i~ derived from deeper
zones where it has been in contact with earth
materials longer or because the water entering
at shallow depth contains a larger proportion of
effluent from local sewage-disposal facilities.
In either case~ the entry of water near the land
surface in wells wlth less than 30 feet of casing
means that these wells are more susceptible to
pollution than wells wlth more than 40 feet of
casing, Evidence that water derived from sewage
or other wastes is indeed reaching some of these
wells is provided by the summary of nitrate
concentrations in table 30.
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Table 30.--Re|arian of casing length to nitrate
content and variation in specific
conductance of water from wells in
the Quinebaug River basin.

None 40 ft
Length of (dug 9 to 31 to or
soild casinq wells) 30 ft 41 ft more

Number of It 18 ~/ 9 a_/ 19 ~/
wells
sampled

Average
percentage
change in
specific
conductance
from April
to August
1963

21     39    14

Nitrate content
in August,
1963

Median

tion (ppm)

7.1 3.7 2.3 .5

Percent of
wells with
nitrate
greater than:

5 ppm      55 44 33 16

iO ppm 36 39 22 0

the others in bedrock.

wells finished In stratified drift~
the others In bedrock,

Many people are aware that water in dug wells
is susceptible to pollution unless the well is
tightly constructed and properly located with
respect to sewage-disposal facilities. Table 30
shows that drilled wells with less than 30 or 40
feet of casing are equally susceptible to poilu-
tion, a fact that is not so widely realized.
Because drillers almost always set the foot of
their steel well casing some 2 to lO feet below
the top of the bedrock (unless the well can be
completed in a sand or gravel layer above rock)~
the influence of casing length on the variations
in nitrate and specific conductance shown in
table 30 cannot be distinguished from the influence
of thickness of unconsolidated deposits. Therefore~
it is not known whether drilled wells that reach
bedrock at shallow depths would be made substantial-
ly safer from pollution by driving the casing to
40 feet. However~ it Is clear that domestic wells
penetrating 30 to 40 feet or more of stratified
drift or till and cased to at least 40 feet are
very unlikely to be polluted~ under conditions
existing In the basin as of 1963. Accordlngly~
areas where the glacial drift is at least 40 feet
thick are the most favorable for home develop-
ment utilizing individual wells and sewage dis-

posal~ from the viewpoint of water quality,

TEMPERATURE OF GROUND WATER

Ground water is relatlvely constant in tem-
perature by comparison with streams and ponds,
Nevertheiess~ there are small differences in
temperature from well to well~ and seasonal tem-
perature fluctuations occur in many wells.

Seasonal fluctuations in ground-water tem-
perature are greatest near the land surface~ and
disappear with increasing depth, This difference
between shallow and deep ground water is illustra-
ted by measurements in two flowing wells in the
basin in figure 47 and by two non-flowlng wells in
figure 48. The temperature of water in very shallow
wells can fluctuate as much as 20° F each year, w~th
a low of 35° to 40° F and a high near 55° F. As
illustrated by figure 48~ water temperature in
such wells rises during the spring and summer to
a peak in late September, begins to decline when
average alr temperature drops below water tem-
perature~ and continues to dec}ine until average
air temperature once again rises above water tem-
perature in March or April. By contrast~ {n
localities where the water table remains more
than 30 feet below land surface~ ground water is
insulated from changes in air temperature and
seasonal temperature fluctuations are small.
Water obtained from depths greater than 60 feet
is nearly constant In temperature.

The temperature of ground water 30 to 60
feet below land surface In most localities is with-
in 2 or 3 degrees of the annual mean air tempera-
ture~ which is about 48° F throughout the Quinebaug
River basin (Gosslee and Brumbach~ 1961~ p, 9~
p. 26). Local conditions cause variations; for
example~ ground-water temperatures are lower below
forested areas than below open fields (Pluhowski
and Kantrowitz, 1963)~ and may also be slightly
lower than average on north-facing slopes. Below
60 feet, the earth’s temperature increases about
i° F for every 60 feet of depth, so that water
obtained a few hundred feet below the surface is
llkely to be a few degrees warmer than 48° F, The
differences in average temperature of the water
from two flowing wells ~n figure 47 may reflect
both location and depth. Well Vo 55 is 9 feet
deep in dense woods; well Pl 246 is 315 feet deep
on a southwest-faclng grassy to bushy hillside.

EFFECT OF INDUCED RECHARGE ON
QUALITY

As pointed out on page 66 ~ the pumping of
wells finished in permeable stratified drift
bordering a major stream can lower the water
table enough to cause substantial an~unts of
water from the stream to infiltrate the aquifer.
Such induced recharge influences water qua|ity in
several ways.

Water pumped from a well which depends on inducec
recharge is llkeiy to vary widely in temperature~
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4O

Top 6 feet of casing exposed
in temporary excavation;
temperature abnormally

1962 1965

Measurements were made by Inserting a 6-inch thermometer into the casing at
the point of overflow, Vo 55 ls a driven well 9 feet deep measured below
a 3-it trench at the center of a wooded valley; it has about 6 feet of
casing and flowed at I0 gpm (estimated) at trench level, Pl 246 is a
drilled well 315 feet deep located at the base of a southwest-facing
grass- and brush-covered hillside; it has 28 feet of casing and flowed
at ]½ gpm (estimated) through a plug in the top of the casing 2 feet
above land surface. (Measured temperature variation in P1 246 may be
due in part to heat exchange with the atmosphere through the top 2 ft of
casing.)

Figure 47.--Temperature of ground Water from two f]owlng
wells in the Quinebaug River basin,

50’

40’

96 962 1965

Water-temperature measurements were made by lowering a can containing a 6=inch
thermometer into the water~ allowing 2-3 minutes for the equipment to adjust
to water temperature> then hauling up the water-filled can and reading the
thermometer. Well Bk 52 is located on a terrace; depth to water ranged from
36.6 to 39.3 feet below land surface during the period of temperature
measurements, Well Bk 53 is 400 feet away in a swale; depth to water ranged
from O,I to 4,6 feet below land surface dur{n9 the same period. Mansfield
Hollow Dam~ near Willimantic~ is the nearest location at which a continuous
record of air temperature was obtained; it is similar in latitude and
topographic situation to the well sites,

Figure 48.--Temperature of ground water In two non-flowing
wells {n the Qulnebaug River basin~ wlth monthly
average air temperature at Mansfield Hallow Dam.
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because of the large seasonal temperature changes
in the surface water. Annual variations of 20°
tO 30° F are possible (Winslow~ 1962). M~nlmum
and maximum well-water temperatures lag behind
the corresponding minimum and maximum tempera-
tures in the stream; the farther the wells are
from where the induced recharge enters the aquifer,
the longer the lag (Simpson, 1952; Schnelder,
~962).

The chemical quality of the water pumped
will be intermediate between the river water and
the natural ground water in the aquifer (Klaer~
1953; Rorabaugh, 1956). Surface water in the
Quinebaug River basin is generally less miner-
alized than ground waters so that induced re-
charge will normally result in an improvement of
chemical quality in the aquifer. However, along
reaches of the major streams into which consid-
erable industrial wastes are dumped, the water in
the streams may at low flow have a much higher
mineral content than natural ground water, tem-
porarily reversing the normal condition. The
sand and gravel beds through which the induced
recharge travels serve as large natural filters,
generally removing all or nearly all of the

bacteria~ turbidity, and suspended solids that
may be present in the stream.

Where ponds exist on major streams, the
water table may be considerably higher bordering
the pond than along the stream below the dam or
along parallel streams close to the pond. Con-
sequent]y~ there may be some seepage of water
from the pond into the ground and toward the
lower stream channel, especially near the dam.
The effect on water quality would be the same as
that of infiltration induced by pumping.

Public-supply well Ki 60, which taps strati-
fied drift 50 feet from a swamp through which a
small brook flows (figure 24), probably obtains
part of its yield by induced infiltration of
water in the swamp° On April 23, 1963 the nitrate
content of water in the swamp was 46 ppm~ while
water from the well contained 4.5 ppm. As there
is no waste disposal and no agricultural land
anywhere nearby, the nitrate content of the well
water probably originates in the swamp, and might
increase wlth Increased pumpage. The iron con-
tent of 0.05 ppm in the well water compares wlth
O.18 in the swamp on the same date.
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DEVELOPMENT OF WATER

WATER USE IN 1961
The total amount of water used in the Qulne-

baud River basin for all purposes during 1961 is
estimated to have been about 4,780 million gallons,
which is equivalent to an average of 243 gpd per
capita. More than half of this total was with-
drawn by industrial firms for their own use. Use
of surface water far exceeded that of ground
water. Other aspects of the source, use, and dis-
posal of water in the basin are summarized by
f~gure 49, Host of the data on which this f~gure
is based were suppl~ed by water utilities and
major industrial firms or by State agencies,
Domestic use ~n homes having their own sources
of water was computed by multlply~ng an estimated
per capita use of 65 9pd by the difference be-
tween total population and population served by
public water-supply systems, The estimate for
agricultural use represents chiefly the water
needed to supply dairy cows, poultry, and other
livestock ~n the basin; very little water was
used for irrigation.

Plate 0 shows the locations and amounts of
all major withdrawals of water from surface-water
and ground-water sources and the points at which
the water is returned to streams or to the ground,
There are no diversions of water into or out of
the basin, Even within the basin, few points of
return are much more than 2 miles from the corres-
ponding points of withdrawal.

Ten public water-supply systems supplied the
domestic water needs of nearly half the population
of the basin and provlded about 20 percent of the
water used by industry ~n 1961. The water suppl~ed
to homes by these systems amounted to abou< 65 gpd
per capita. The source of water, capaclty, type of
treatment, population served, and other Important
features of each of these 10 systems are described
~n table 31. Plate D sh~s the general area served
by each system and the location of all water sources.

In addition to the l0 systems l~sted in table
31, a few small community systems serve from 10 to
60 homes; the areas served by some of them are
also shown on Plate C. Much of Moosup ~s suppl~ed
by one or another of these small community systems.

Residents served by the lO water-supply
systems listed in table 31 receive soft water with
very l~q concentrations of dissolved solids, as
shown by the analyses given ~n table 32. All these
public water-supply systems supply water of better
quality than specified by U.S. Public Health Ser-
vice drinklng-water standards, although water
from the Gallup Water Service had an unusually
high nitrate content.

WATER USE IN THE FUTURE
It is quite likely that the amount of water

used in the Quinebaug River basin in 1961 wilt
be exceeded in future years. The increase in
use will depend upon changes in the population
and In the degree of industrial and agricultural
development. Forecasts of such changes rely
largely on study and projection of past trends.
The Connecticut Development Con~isslon (1962, p.
79) forecasts a population increase of 30 percent
by the year 2000 for the Northeastern Connecticut
Planning Region, which comprises most of the
basin. The Commission further predicts an expan-
sion of the labor force of at least 35 percent
during the same period and an increase of more
than 100 percent in per capita use of water for
all purposes, Includlng Industrial as well as
domestic use (Conn. Development Comm., 1963,
p. 47). If these predlctions are realized, total
water demand in the basin in the year 2000 would
be three times as great as the use in 1961, or
about t4.3 billion gallons per year.

The basin can certainly provide this amount
of water.

GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT DECISIONS

SMALL SUPPLIES FOR HOMES
AND SHOPS

Enough water for the average home or small
buslness establishment can be obtained from wells
almost anywhere in the Qulnebaug River basin, As
pointed out under "Water from aquifers", about 85
percent of the domestlc wells drilled into bedrock
will supply 3 gpm or more, Water supplies of
several gpm can be obtained in areas of stratifled
drift from drilled~ dug, or driven wells finished
in sand or gravel, Even glacial till, the poorest
aquifer among the various types of earth materia]s,
will provide enough water from a home at a majority
of sites,

Despite favorable conditions nearly every-
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where, occasional sites will be found where a
drilled well penetrates a few hundred feet of bed-
rock without obtaining enough water, and where
the overlying stratlfied drift or till is largely
above the water table or is too impermeable to
supply a dug or driven well. Such conditions are
generally unpredlctable ~n advance of well con-
structlon, especlally wlth respect to bedrock;
they are probably most common~ though still rela-
tively tar% in hilly areas with numerous bedrock
outcrops. Such areas are also less favorable from
the standpoint of pollution, as pointed out ~n a
later section of thls report.

The quality of naturally occurring ground
water is satisfactory for domestic use in most
places, but locally ground water contains excessive
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Figure 49.--Source, use, and disposal of water during 1961 in the Quinebaug River basin.
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amounts of iron. iron conc~t~r-ations rarely
exceed 4 ppm~ howevers and Iron can be removed
from water by treatment. Areas where iron Is
likely to be a problem in ground water are
described in the section on ground-water quality.
Pollution may occur in some heavily populated
areas utilizing underground waste disposal; the
potential hazard is evaluated in a later section
(p. 92 - 95 ).

LARGE SUPPLIES FOR
COMMUNITIES AND INDUSTRIES

The potential for ]arge water supplies with-
in the Qulnebau9 River basin is summarized by
plate D. The only sources from which supplies
of 100 gpm (0.14 mgd) or more can generally be
obtained are the larger streams and the strati-
fied drift. These sources are closely related,
for the larger streams are bordered by stratified
drift nearly everywhere. Moreover, the ground-
water runoff which sustains streamflow during dry
weather comes largely from stratified drifts
whereas the yields of large-capacity wells in
stratified drift are commonly sustained in part
by induced infiltration from streams.

LARGE SUPPLIES FROM STREAMS,
LAKES, AND RESERVOIRS

Streamflows equaled or exceeded 90 percent
of the time are shown on plate D as an index of
surface-water availability from unregulated
streams. These values of streamflow could be
considered as a first approximation of the
average yield available from a low "run of the
river" impoundment dams as only a small amount
of surface storage or supplemental ground-water
supply would be needed to provide these amounts
of water continuously in most years. The volume
of usable storage in existing lakes and ponds is
also shown on plate D. Thus~ the general nature
of the distribution and magnitude of surface-water
resources in the basin can be seen at a glance
from this map. However, the reader who is con-
cerned with developing a particular stream as a
source of water supply or waste dilution may com-
pute in greater detail such streamflow character-
istics as flow duration, low-flow frequency, and
storage-required frequencys at the site of interest
as outlined in the section "Water in streams and
lakes."

If demand for water is small in relation to
streamflow during periods of low flow~ develop-
ment of a water supply may require only a small
impoundment dam and intake facilities, such as
used by the City of Putnam on Little River
(figure 50) s or by the Rogers Corp. on the Quine-
baug River. if demand is large~ then large
reservoirs may be requlred for the storage of
water~ such as those used by the Crystal Water
Co. and the Acme Cotton Products Co. on tribu-
taries of Whetstone Brook (figure 51). This
report does not include any selection or evalua-
tion of individual sites as to suitability for
dam construction; such evaluation would require
consideration of the engineering geology of the
proposed dam sites~ economic losses in the areas

flooded~ and other questions beyond the scope of
this report.

The yields available from existing ponds
and reservoirs are summarized in table 12. In
additions there are 3 sites which were selected
as hlghly-rated potential reservoir sites by the
Southeastern Connecticut Regional Planning
Association (1963)s based in part on a technical
study of possible reservoir sites by f~etcalf &
Eddy (1962). Table 33 shows the yields that these
proposed reservoirs could supp]y under various
hydrologic conditlonss as computed from stream-
flow data tabulated in this report.

LARGE SUPPLIES FROM STRATIFIED
DRIFT

Areas believed to be especially favorable
for development of large ground-water supplies
from stratified drift in the basin are delineated
on plate Ds and the estimated long-term yield of
each area is given. The areas were selected
according to the following criteria:

I) The stratified drift in each area has
a relatively large permeability as nearly as
can be determined from the available data.

2) Saturated thickness of stratified drift
in each area is at least 40 feet as determined
from plate B~ except in a very few places where
the deposits have an especially large permeability
and so deposits slightly less than 40 feet thick
were included.

3) Each area Is reasonably |arge~ and/or

has a good potential for induced ~nfiltratlon.

There are 29 areas in the basin in Connecticut
that meet these criteria.

The yield estimated for each area represents
the total of two components: l) estimated natural
recharge in and adjacent to the area; 2) potential
induced infiltration from streams or lakes cross-
ing or bordering the area. For some areas, however~
the estimated potential rate of induced infiltration
exceeds the expected rate of flow of the stream
during occasional periods of low flow; therefore~
for these areas it is necessary to determine if
the amount of water stored underground would be
sufficient to sustain well yields during such
low-flow periods. The components of long-term
yield as applied to the favorable areas are evalua-
ted in the foll6wlng paragraphs.

In estimating natural recharge for each
favorable areas recharge rates per sq ml of till
and of stratified drift that are exceeded 7 years
in I0 (table 28) were used. ~n addition, recharge
by underflow from adjacent territory was included.
Under pumping conditions it is possible that
additional water could be obtained from territory
upstream or downstream, beyond ground-water divides,
or across streamss but no estimate of this potential
recharge was made.

Induced infiltration.--Induced infiltration
was estimated by means of a modified form of Darcy’s
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Table 33,--Ylelds available from proposed reservoirs in Voluntown and Preston.

Myron Kinney Broad Brook at Broad Brook at Jewett
Brook near Parks Rd. near Eity Rd, near Preston
Voluntown Preston City City

Station number, shown on plate A

Reservoir site number ~/

1269.26 1270,9 ]271.1

Approximate dralnage area, from
plate A (sq mi) 5.4 12.3 15.3

Percent of drainage area covered
37.4 23.4 22.5

Average flow, from table 5 or
figure 18 (mgd per sq ml)

Altitude of proposed spillway (it) ~/

1.27             1.22                1.22

240         175           130

Usable storage in proposed reservoir
(75 percent of total capacity)
(million gallons) ~/ 2040 4220 1420

Reservoir yield under various condltlons~
based on reference period 1930-1960:

A. For reservoir to refill during the
driest year of the reference period
(recurrence interval 31 years):
Storage used (million gallons) ~/ 299 701 872

Regulated flow~ unadjusted (mgd) 3_/ 2.76 5.33 6.62

Suggested adjustment (lO percent)
for bias In computation
procedure (mgd) -0.28 -0.53 -0.66
Allowance for evaporation (mgd) 4_/ - .59 - ,74 - ,31

Reservoir yield (mgd) 1.9 4.1 5.6

For reservoir to refill during the
median year of the reference period
(recurrence interval 2 years):
Storage used (mllllon gallons) ~/ 609 1410 1420

Regulated flow~ unadjusted (mgd) 3_/ 6,09 13.1 14.4

Adjustment for blas (mgd) -.61 -1.31 -1.44

Allowance for evaporation (mgd) ~/
-.59 - ,74 - ,31

Reservoir yield (mgd) 4.9 ll.O 12,6

For reservoir to refill durlng the
driest part of the 30-year reference
perlod:

Total usab] storage (million
gallons) ~/ 2040 4220 1420

Time for reservoir to refill (years) 5_/ 18 15 I;2

Maximum regulated flowj unadjusted
(mgd) ~/ 6.27 13.0 8.98

Adjusted for bias (mgd) -,63 -I.30

Allowance for evaporation (mgd) ~/ -.59 -.74

-,90

Reservoir yield (mgd) 5°0 ll.0 7.8

Soptheastern Connecticut Regional Planning Association, 1963, p. 38
Hetcalf & Eddy, 1962, p. 41-42
As computed from frequency-mass curves developed for each slte from data In thls report, or as

estimated by interpolation in table 14
Metcalf & Eddy, 1962, flg. 2, p. 38
As computed from frequency-m~ss curves developed for each site from data in thls report
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This small dam and intake facilities on Little River at Harrisville~ from which the City of Putnam
obtains its water supply, impounds only enough water to facilitate the process of wlthdrawal~ and
depends on the continuing flow of the river for its yield.

Figure 50.--Impoundment dam on Little River at Harrisville.
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Killingly Pond~ formed behind a dam on
Whetstone Brook, is a storage reservoir
owned and operated by Acme Cotton Pro-
ducts Co. The reservoir provides water
for m~ll operations at East Kiillngly~
and insures the required water supply
during periods when streamf]ow would be
insufficient. The pond is also used for
recreation by adjacent property owners,
as evidenced by the raft and cottages
near the center of the picture,

Figure 51.--Killingly Pond on Whetstone Brook.

law~ as adapted from Walton (1962~ p. 14):

Q = p~ /kh A> where

Vertical leakage of water from stream~ in
gpd

Coefficient of vertical permeability of
sediment underlying the stream bottom~ in
gpd per sq ft

~__h = Vertical hy~rau ic gradient between stream
m~     and aquifer

A = Area of stream or pond bottom, In sq

The factors as applied to determine the quantity
of water (Q) that could potentially be induced
to flow into the stratified deposits underlying
the streams in each area under condltions of
maximum development are evaluated below.

Vertical permeability (p’) of sediment under-
lying stream bottoms may vary widely as suggested
by the examination of stream channels and logs of
borings on flood plains, A range in vertical
permeability from l to 1~000 gpd per sq ft~ which
seems possible on the basis of available data~
~.~uld cause great differences in infiltration
potential from place to place. However~ no quan-
titative study of the variation was made~ so a
reasonable estimate of the average vertical
permeability of stream-bottom sediments~ 50 gpd
per sq ft~ was used in these computations,

The vertical hydrau]ic gradient between
stream and aquifer im~-~.) would approximate I/l
for stream channels~ because in rm~st places pump-
ing should be able to lower the head in the

aquifer below the stream-bottom materials~ which
range in saturated thickness from about 5 feet
along small streams to about 25 feet along the
Qulnebaug River,

Along ponded streams and in swamps~ the chief
barrier to induced infiltration Is a layer of
organic muck on the bottom whose permeability is
likely to be about l, The factor~=.~,h below a pond
would be somewhat greater than 1/l~ depending on
the depth of water in the pond,

The factor A for ponds ~s measured on the
topographic map; for stream reaches~ including
channels within swamps, length was measured on
the map and width was estimated for low-flow con-
ditlons from field observation, in order to pro-
duce the required vertical gradient over the
entire channel or pond bottom area thus computed~
large-capacity wells spaced a few hundred to 1 or
2 thousand feat apart near the stream along the
entire length of the favorable area would be
needed,

in computing values of induced infiltratlon~
it was assumed that water temperature was about
55° F~ which is the average temperature of the
Quinebaug River. To compensate for varying rates
of infiltration that accompany changes in the
water temperature and viscosity from season to
season Infiltration per square foot at minimum
water temperature (32° F for the Quinebaug River)
would be about I/3 lower than computed~ and
infiltration at maximum river temperature of 82° F
would be about f/3 higher. This variation is
dampened to some extent by changes in river-bottom
areas, which Is greatest in winter or early spring
and least during the period of maximum water
temperature.

Flow-duration data (figures ll-16 and 19~
table 5) indicate that for most of the areas
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delineated on plate D as favorable for develop-
nlent of large ground-water supplies~ there is
more water flowing in the stream than could be
induced to infiltrate at least 90 percent of the
time. The longest period of consecutive days
(if any) in which the flow of the stream is
likely to remain below an estimated potential
infi]tration rate was computed~ and estimates
were made of the average flow during such a
deficient period. The flow thus estimated repre-
sents the minimum arm3unt available from induced
infiltration. During such a deficient periods
under postulated conditions of maximum develop-
ment~ the entire streamflow would infiltrate and
leave the channel dry at the lower end of the
developed area.

Storage.--If ground-water withdrawal is to
be sustained during periods of no recharge and
deficient streamflow~ the additional water must
come from ground-water storage. Total storage
in each area was estimated by multlplying the
volume of saturated stratified drift (determined
from saturated thickness contours on plate
including adjacent territory from which underflow
enters the area~under non-pumping conditionss by
a gravity yield of 0.23 (from p. 67), To wlth-
draw all or even half of the ground-water storage
would require a great many small-capacity wells
distributed throughout the area--an impractical
measure, Howevers it is estimated that I/3 of
the ground-water storage in each area could be
withdrawn by a line of wells spaced 500 to
feet apart along the entire length of the areas
each pumped at I00 to 600 gpm (a similar design
would be required to obtain the maximum induced
infiltration). In computing the yields available
from these favorable areas, it is assumed that
such a design for development of ground-water
supplies is feasible,

As explained on page 67~ periods of little
or no natura] recharge may last as long as 6 months.
Available storage in each of the selected areas
is ample to sustain well yields at the annual
natural recharge rate during such a 180-day period.
For areas in which streamflow may occasionally
drop below the estimated potential infiltration
rate for many dayss available storage may not be
sufficient to sustain well yields at that rate
during the period of deficient flow. Accordinglys
for such areass long-term yields were adjusted
downward so that withdrawals would not exceed the
amount of storage assumed available.

Summary of computations.--The computations
of long-term yield from the 29 areas most favorable
for development of large ground-water supplies are
summarized by table 34. The accuracy of the
estimates of long-term yields depends on the
accuracy of the determinations of recharges fre-
quency of low streamflows saturated thickness of
the depositss gravity yield of the deposltss and
potential for induced infiltration. Howevers the
assumptions that necessarily were made in determin-
ing values for these factors were so chosen as to
give conservative estimates of yields. Further-
rm3res 3 factors which should act to increase the
estimates given for yield were neglected. They
are: (1) increased recharge owing to a reduction
of ground-water evapotranspiration within areas

where water levels are depressed by pumping~
(2) increased recharge and storage potential owing
to enlargement of the favorable areas under pump-
ing conditionss and (3) increased induced recharge
owing to enlargement of the stream-channel areas
during periods of moderate and high streamflow,
In view of all these considerations~ the estima-
ted potential long-term yields given are expected
to be smaller than the maximum long-term yields
that could be developed; this is especially true
for areas along the smaller streams. Refinement
of these estimates by more detailed slte investi-
gations should precede final development of large
water supplies. Furthermore, full development of
9round-water supplies is subject t~ the practi-
cal considerations inherent in installing the
many wells and pipelines that would be needed,

In addlti~n to the 29 areas in the Quinebaug
River basin that are designated as especially
favorable for the development of large ground-
water supplies~ there are other areas favorable
for the development of small to moderately large
supplies as indicated on plate D, The latter
areas include places where it may be possible to
complete individual wells in stratified drift
that would yield 100 gpm or more but long-term
sustained yields are limited because the permea-
bility of the stratified drift is low or the
saturated thickness relatively small.

Drilled~ screened wells~ such as those shown
being pumped in figure 52~ are generally the most
effective means of obtaining large water supplies
from the stratified drift. Where a supply will
be sustained largely by induced infiltrations
collector wells may also be effective, Where the
saturated thickness of the stratified drift is
smalls or where the stratified drift is fine
grained except for a thin surface layer of coarse
sand that extends a short way below the water
table~ it may be feasible to develop supplies of
a few tens or hundreds of gallons per minute from
a group of shallow dug wells~ or from several
small-diameter driven or jetted wells connected
to a common suction line.

EFFECT OF WATER QUALITY ON
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The adequacy or utility of a water source
is dependent on the quality as well as the quanti-
ty of water avai]able. In general~ the chemical
quality of most of the water in the Quinebaug
River basin is suitable for a wide variety of uses
in its natural state~ and with sultable treatment
can be improved to meet most requirements, How-
ever~ the water in certain reaches of the Quinebaug
River and some tributaries at low streamflow con-
tains sufficient industrial and municipal waste
to prohibit use for public water supply or recrea-
tion and for many industrial purposes, Ground
water in some localities contains so much iron
and manganese that treatment for many purposes
would be excessively costly in view of the fact
that water of better quality is readily available
elsewhere. Stream reaches and ground-water
localities in which these serious quality pro-
blems exist as of 1963 are indicated on plate D,
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Two drilled wells being tested to determine water-yielding capacity of the stratified drift near Danielson.
A~ well Bk 115~ owned by Crystal Water Company~ being pumped at 265 gpm (photo courtesy of William S.
Duncan). B~ well Ki 60~ owned by Wauregan Mills~ being pumped at 510 gpm (photo courtesy of J. A.
Atwood Ill).

Figure 52.--Wells Bk 115 and Ki 60 being pumped to determine water-yielding capacity of stratified drift°



Scattered wells outside the problem areas shown
on plate D yield iron-bearing waters and about 5
percent of the wells in the basin yield water
classified as hard or very hard. The iron and
manganese concentrations and color present ~n
most streams at ~ow flow are excessive for many
purposes. No other serious quality problems
occur in the basin.

EFFECT OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
ON QUALITY AND QUANTITY

OF WATER
No matter how accurate our measurements and

how complete our records of past hydrologic events~
they cannot reflect the effects of the man-made
changes that may take place in the future. For
example: (1) The construction and operation of
a water-supply reservoir on Broad Brook east of
State Route 165 would greatly alter the time-
distribution of daily flows at station 1271
(table 5) and other points downstream. (2) The
estimated long-term y~elds for many of the
favorable ground-water areas (plate D) depend
largely on induced infiltration~ and yet~ if
large quantities of water are withdrawn but not
returned to the stream or the ground nearby~
streamflow will be reduced just as if the water
had been pumped from the channel. Consequently~
the potential yield of other areas downstream
would be affected--indeed~ in some areas with-
drawaf of the full estimated yield presumab]y
would dry up the stream during rare periods of
extremely low flow. (3) The tlme-dlstrfbutfon
of dissolved solids in the Quinebaug River at
Jewett City in 1958 (figure 27) will undoubtedly
be modified somewhat over the next l or 2 decades
as a result of the pollution-control programs
administered by the Connecticut Water Resources
Commission and the Massachusetts Department of
Public Health~ and also by changes in industrial
and agricultural technology and development
within the basin. (4) Additional subsurface
waste-disposal resulting from population increases
and Industrial expansion may result in greater
dlsso]ved mineral content of ground water,

Because of the numerous and varied effects
that future development may have on water resources,
the reader who wishes to use this report to evaluN

ate the quantity and quality of water available
at some location should consider whether any major
development has taken place since ]£63 nearby or
in portions of the Quinebaug River basin upstream
from that location. Has there been any important
water-regulating structure erected upstream? Have
any municipal~ industria]~ or agricultural users
begun to withdraw large amounts of water from the
stream or adjacent stratified drift? If so~ and
the water ~s returned to the stream~ how has the
quality been changed? If the water is being
diverted elsewhere~ how much is being taken and
when? Are there any new waste-treatment plants
upstream? Are there any new major well fields or
waste-disposal faciIitles nearby? Careful con-
sideration of questions such as these shou]d per-
mit local modification of conclusions presented
in thls report where necessary~ in such a way
that the report can be useful for many years. It
would be wise to measure the effects of future

development by continued operation of gaging
stations on selected streams~ measurement of
water levels in selected observation wells~ and
rm3nitoring of chemical~ bacteriologlcal~ and
physical quality of the water. Such measurements
would permit a thorough reappraisal of the water
resources of the basin should it become necessary
sometime in the future.

ALTERNATIVE CHOICES FOR
WATER SUPPLY AND WASTE

DISPOSAL IN AREAS OF URBAN
OR SUBURBAN DEVELOPMENT

In planning for water supply and waste dis-
posal in areas of urban or suburban developments
it is possible to choose among several alternative
arrangements. Host of the water used in densely-
populated urban areas is provided by public water-
supply systems and disposed of via pubfic sewers~
although some large industrial users may also
have their own facilities. In many Iower-denslty
urban or suburban areas~ or isolated viIlages~
other arrangements have been used~ such as private
wells and individual underground sewage-disposal
facilities~ or a public water-supply system and
indlv~dual sewage disposal facillties~ or indivi-
dual wells with public sewers and sewage treatment.
Several important hydrologic factors that should
be considered in choosing one or another of the
latter three alternatives within the Quinebaug
River basin are discussed below,

INDIVIDUAL WELLS AND UNDERGROUND
SEWAGE DISPOSAL

Enough water for the average home can be
obtained from wells almost anywhere in the basin,
Infiltration rates of sewage effluent in different
earth materials were not studied in this investi-
gation~ but the experience of many homeowners
Indicates that underground sewage-disposal systems
adequate for an individual home can be constructed
almost anywhere in the basin a[so~ with the
exception of small areas where bedrock or the water
table is very near the land surface. However~
where the same or closely-related aquifers are
used both for individual wells and individual
sewage-dlsposal systems, a part of the water ob-
tained from wells may be recirculated sewage.
Coliform bacteria or objectionable concentrations
of nitrate or detergents are likely to be found
in the water from some wells under such conditions.

Suburban residential development in the basin
has been rather scattered as of 1963~ so that
recirculation of sewage has not caused major pro-
blems. However~ a few wells are known to have
been abandoned due to pollution~ and concentrations
of nitrate far above average were noted in samples
from several wells. Wells In hilly areas in which
bedrock outcrops are numerous and the overburden
is generally less than 20 feet thick are especially
susceptible to pollution; so are shallow dug or
driven wells tapping stratified drift in areas
where the water table is within a few feet of the
land surface (see p. 77). Use of individual wells
and individual sewage disposal in developments of
many homes in such areas would probably result
in some cases of pollution.
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There are~ however~ localities in the basin
where suburban development utilizing properly
designed and located individual wells and sewage-
disposal facilities is relatively unlikely to
result in pollution. Among these are localities
in which the bedrock is mantled by 40 feet or
more of ti11~ as shown on plate B. Sewage dis-
posal would normally be by septic tanks and shallow
leaching fields in the till. Drilled wells tapping
bedrocks if constructed so that the caslngs fit
tightly against the till without water- or sand-
filled annular spaces around thems should be vir-
tually free from bacterial poilution~ although in
many cases some nitrate~ detergents~ and other
dissolved constituents might eventually migrate
downward into the bedrock aquifer.

Localities in which the stratified drift is
relatively thick are similarly favorable, Wells
finished in stratified drift or bedrock that are
cased to a depth of at least 40 feet are rather
well protected from bacterial pollution~ because
the natural hydraulic gradient is upward in many
valley areas it is possible that recirculated
sewage may never reach some deep wells in valleys.
Furthern~re~ where the unsaturated zone Is 30 to
70 feet thiek~ which is true on many isolated
knolls or terraces~ nearly all the bacteria pre-
sent in sewage effluent near the land surface are
likely to die before reaching the water table~
so that deep wells in such localities should be
especially safe.

Wide spacing between individual wells and
septic tanks will minimize the possibility of
pollution. Large lot sizes permit greater dis-
tances between wells and leaching fields~ and a
well that yields 7 gpm or more can be used to
supply at least 2 homes. Wells should not be
located downslope from leachlng fields; driving
and cement-groutlng casing to a depth of about
40 feet even in areas of shallow bedrock may help
by reducing the movement of water into the wells
from near-surface zones.

PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY, INDIVIDUAL
SEWAGE DISPOSAL

The chief hydrologic considerations regarding
this arrangement appear to be: (1) Where can a

sufficiently large supply of water of satisfactory
quality be found? The location and character of
streams and stratified drift aquifers from which
large amounts of ~ater could be obtained for
public water supplies are described at length in
foregoing sections of this report, There are
many potential sources of public water supplies
in the Quinebaug River basin~ but in particular
localities the distance to the nearest adequate
source may be excessive from the standpoint of
cost. (2) Will the water discharged from indivi-
dual disposal systems pollute a major aquifer
needed to provide water supplies at or downgradient
from the development? If the development will
cover the only important stratifled-drift aquifer
in the immediate vicinity~ which may be needed
for future water supplies~ this pattern of deve|op-
ment may be unwise.

INDIVIDUAL WELLS WITH PUBLIC.
SEWERS AND SEWAGE TREATMENT

If water removed from the ground is largely
returned to the ground via sewage-dispoal
systems in that same locality~ there is little
chance of running out of water, lf~ however~
much of the water pumped from indivldual wells
is collected and rerm3ved via public sewers~ it
is reasonable to expect a lower water table and
reduced ground-water storage throughout that
locality. Obviously~ there is some limit to
the amount of water that can be removed from a
locality in this fashion without causing failure
of numerous wells. Using the values for ground-
water recharge (p. 66) and gravity yield (p. 67)
determined for till and stratified drift~ and the
value for per capita water use (p. 81 ) It is
estimated that during the driest year on record
a population density of no more than about l~O00
persons per square mile (1½ persons per acre)
could be adequately supplied by individual wells
in areas of broad till-covered bedrock hills
(such as Shephert Hill in Plainfield) that are
also served by public sewers. On the other hand~
a population density at least ten times greater
could be supplied by individual wells and public
sewers in valley areas underlain by stratified
drift. These are the extremes--most areas with-
in the small valleys among the till-covered hills
have an intermediate potential.
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GLOSSARY
Acid: A water-soluble substance containing

hydrogen that can be replaced by metal elements:
hence~ an acid can dissolve many metals.

Alkali: A water-soluble substance that has the
ability to neutralize acid.

Aquifer: A relative term that designates geologic
formations or deposits that contain considerable
amounts of obtainable ground water.

Bedrock: The solid rock~ locally exposed at sur-
face of the earth but more commonly underlying
a few inches to as much as 200 feet of soil~
sand~ or other unconsolidated material in the
Qulnebaug River basin.

Bedrock valley: A valley cut in bedrock prior to
and during glaciation but now partly or entirely
filled with glacial drift,

Calcic; Containing ca]cium~ as calcic feldspar
or ca|clc igneous rocks.

Casing~ of wells: Solid pipe, lacking open joints
or perforations~ used to seal out both water and
unconsolldated sediment from wells,

Cement grouting: Application of cement slurry to
a weli~ usually under pressures in such a way
that any annular spaces between the casln9 and
the earth materials are filled and sealed with
cement.

cfs: cubic feet per second. A unit expressing
rates of discharge. One cubic foot per second
is equal to the discharge of a stream of rectan-
gular cross section~ l foot wide and I foot
deep~ flowing water at an average velocity of
i foot per second. One cfs is equivalent to
646~317 gallons per day.

Chemical quality of water: The quantity and kinds
of material in solution and the resulting water
properties.

Clay: Particles of sediment smaller than 0.004
millimeters in diameter. Host clay beds in
the Qulnebaug River basin were deposited in
glacial lakes~ and presumably consist chiefly
of flnely-ground rock particles rather than
"clay minerals" such as kaolinite or mont-
moril]onite.

Climatic year: A continuous 12-month perlod,
April I thr6ugh Harch 31, during which a com-
plete annual streamf]ow cycle takes place from
high flow to low and back to high flow. A
climatic year is designated by the calendar
year that includes 9 of the 12 months.

Coliform bacteria: Any of several varieties of
bacteria which commonly inhabit the intestinal
tract of vertebrate animals. The presence of
coliform bacteria in a water sample is regarded
as evidence of sewage pollution and fecal con-
tamination~ although these bacteria are not
themselves toxic.

Co]or~ in water: The extent to which a water is
colored by material in solution.

Continuous-record gaging station: A site on a
particular stream at which measurements of
stream elevation are made continuously~ by
automatic equipment~ or by observation at least
once per day. These records are readily con-
verted to daily flow when calibrated by occa-
sional flow measurements.

Crystalline bedrock; Bedrock composed of closely
interlocking mineral crystals.

D rect runoff The water that moves over the land
surface dlrect|y to streams promptly after rain-

D scharge The rate of flow of water at a given
nstant from.a pipe~ an aqulfeF, a lake, £r a

dra nage basln~ ~n terms of volume per unlt of time.

Dissolved solids: The residue from a clear sample
of water after evaporation and drying of residue
for one hour at i80°C; consists primarily of
dissolved mineral constituents, but may also
contain organic matter and water of crystalliza-
tion,

Dolomite: Rock composed chiefly of calcium and
magnesium carbonate,

Draft~ from a reservoir: A rate of regulated flow
at which water is withdrawn from the reservoir,

Drawdown~ in a well: The distance between the
water level during pumping and the water level
had the well not been pumped.

Drilled well: A well constructed by chopping or
grinding a hole in the earth. Two types of
drilling machines were in common use in the
Quinebaug River basin in 1964, cable-tool and
air-rotary or mud-rotary machines.

Driven well: A well constructed by driving one
or more lengths of pipe into the ground~ at the
bottom end of which is a "drive point" consist-
ing of screen sections to admit water and a
sharp point to facilitate penetration. Such
wells cannot penetrate bedrock~ till~ or coarse
gravel,

Dug well: A well constructed by excavating a hole
in the ground~ usually at least 2 feet in dia-
meter~ by means of hand tools or with power
equipment such as clamshell buckets or augers,
Occasionally explosives are used to penetrate
a few feet into bedrock. Such wells are common-
ly lined with tiles or with lald fieldstone.

Erosion: All processes by which earth materials
are loosened and removed from place to place.

Evapotranspiration: Water returned to the atmos-
phere by direct evaporation from water surfaces
and rr~31st soil and by transpiration of plants.

Fault: A fracture or fracture zone along which
there has been displacement of the two sides
relative to one another parallel to the fracture,
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Feldspar: A group of abundant rock-forming min-
erals composed of silica~ alumlnum~ oxygen~
and mixtures of potassiums sodium~ and calcium.

Ferric iron: An oxidized or high-valence form
of iron (Fe+3). Ferrous iron changes to ferric
iron by combining with oxygen when natural
water containlng ferrous ions is exposed to
air,

iron (Fe+2)~ quite soluble in the absence of
oxygen but unstable in solution when oxygen is

Flood; Any relatively high streamflow overtopping
the natural or artlficial banks in any reach of
a stream.

F]ow duration~ of a stream: A period of time~ or
percent of a period of time~ during which daily
flow equals or exceeds any specific magnitude.
The days are not necessarily consecutlve.

Fracture: Breaks~ or the process of breaking~ in
rocks due to intense folding or faulting.

Gaging station; A particular site on a stream,
lake~ or reservoir where systematic observa-
tions of gage height or discharge are obtained.

Glacial drift: In the Quinebaug River basin~ all
earth material deposited by glacial ice or by
glacial meltwater; It includes stratified drift
and till.

Gneiss: A coarse-grained crystalline rock in which
bands of granular minerals alternate with bands
of platey minerals.

Gravity yield: The ratio of (I) the volume of
water which a rock or sedlment~ after being
saturated or partly saturated~ will yield by
gravity during a period of ground-water recesslon~
to (2) the volume of the rock or sediment,

Ground-water runoff; The part of the precipitation
that has become ground water and has seeped into
stream channels from saturated earth materials.

Hardness~of water: The property of water attribut-
able to the presence of alkaline earths. It
has soap-consuming and encrustlng properties.
It is expressed as the concentration of calcium

carbonate (CaC03) that would be required to
produce the observed effect,

Hum~c acid: Any of various complex organic acids
supposedly formed by the partial decay of organic
matter.

expressed as the depth in inches to which the
water would accumulate if spread evenly over a
particular area. One inch of water on one
square mile is equivalent to 17.4 million
gallons.

Induced infiltration: Water which infiltrates
from a stream or lake into an aquifer because
of lowered water levels in the aquifer due to
pumping of nearby wells,

Jetted well; A well constructed by forcing water
under pressure out the end of a column of pipe~
thereby v~ashing away the earth materials ahead
of the pipe.

Leach: To dissolve out by a percolating liquid.

Limestone: A sedimentary rock consisting chiefly

of calcium carbonate (CaC03) which yields lime
(Ca0) when burned.

Lithology: The physical characteristics of a rock
or sediment.

Meltwater: Water produced by the melting of
glacial ice or snow,

mgd: million gallons per day. One mgd is equi-
valent to 694 gallons per mlnute~or 1.55 cubic
feet per second.

Mineral: A homogeneous naturally occurring solld~
produced by inorganic processes of nature~ whose
chemical composition is definite or varies with-
in definite limits. Most rocks are made up of
many different minerals.

Mineral content~ of water: The total of all dis-
solved inorganic substances (except gases)~
most of which were originally derived from the
mlnera]s in rocks, For most water samples~
is very nearly equivalent to dissolved solids.

Ordinate: On a graphs the vertical distance to
a point.

Outcrop: An area of bedrock exposed at the land
surface~ with no cover of overburden.

Overburden: All of the various unconsolidated
materials that overlie the bedrock.

Partial-record gaging station: A site at which
measurements of stream elevation or flow are
made at irregular intervals~ less frequently
than once per day,

pH: The negative logarithm of the hydrogen-ion
concentration, Acidity or alkalinity is indica-
ted by the pH value. Ordinarily a pH value of
7,0 indicates that the water is at its neutral
point~ being neither acidic nor alkalinel
values lower than 7.0 denote acidfty~ and values
higher than 7,0 denote alkalinity,

Pickling liquors: Any of various acid solutions
used for chemical baths in industrial cleaning
or processing.

Pollution~ of water: The introduction of some
substance or organism to water~ as a result of
the activities of man~ in sufficient quantity
to render the water unfit for some uses.

Porosity: The property of containing void spaces~
expressed as the percent of the volume of void
spaces to total volume.
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Potash: A term used loosely to refer to potassium
oxides potassium hydroxide~ or potassium in
feldspar minerals.

ppm. parts per milllon: A unit for expressing
the concentrations of dissolved chemical con-
stituents. A part per million is a unit
weight of a constituent in a million unit
weights of the water solution. For example~ a
concentration of 20 parts per milllon of calcium
in water means that a million pounds of that
water would contain 20 pounds of calcium.

Precipitation: The discharge of water, In liquid
or solid stat% out of the atmosphere.

Pyrite: An iron sulfide mineral having a chemical

composition of FeS2. Commonly known as Fool’s
Gold.

Pyrrhotite: A magnetic iron sulfide mineral
having a chemical composition Fen.lSn~ with n
ranging from about 5 to 16.

Recharge: The proeess(es) by which water is
added to an aquifer; also used to express the
amount of water added.

Recovery~ In a well: The rise of the water level
in a wel] after pumping has stopped. The dis-
tance between the water level in a well after
pumping stops and the water level that would
have been if pumping had continued at the same
rate,

Recurrence interval: The average interva] of
time between extremes of streamflow (~uch as
floods or droughts) that will at least equal in
severity a particular extreme value over a
period of n~ny years. Frequency~ a related
term~ refers to the average number of such
extremes during the same period. It cannot be
predicted when a drought or flood of a given
magnitude will occur~ but the probable number
of such events during a reasonably long period
of time may he estimated within reasonable
limits of accuracy.

Reference period: A period of time chosen so
that various data may be collected or computed
for that period and thus be directly comparable.
Streamflow data in this report are based on a
reference period 1930 to 1960.

Riffle: A reach of stream channel characterized
by greater slope Shah adjacent reaches~
relatively shallow water depth~ and relatively
rapid flow,

Runoff: The part of the precipitation that appears
in surface streams~ includlng water that flows
across the land surface to stream channels
(surface or overland runoff) or water that has
become ground water and has seeped into stream
channels from saturated earth materials (ground-
water runoff),

Schist: A medium- or coarse-grained metamorphic
rock with subparallel orientation of the
mlcaceous minerals which dominate its composi-
tion.

Screen~ in a well: A cylindrical device fashioned
of material which will admit water to a well but
which will prevent the passage of m~st or all
of surrounding earth material into the well,

Sediment: Fragmental material in suspension In
water.

Sewage: Refuse liquids or waste matter,carried
off in sewers.

Silt: Particles of rock materials smaller than
sand and bigger than clay (between .0625 and
.004 millimeters in diameter).

Specific capacity~ of a well: The yield of the
well~ in gallons per minute~ divided by the
corresponding drawdown~ in feet.

Specific conductance: A measure of the ability
of a substance to conduct an electric current;
specifically~ the conductance of a cube of the
substance I centimeter on a slde~ measured as
reciprocal ohms or "mhos." In n~st water~ the
conductance is so low that millionths of a mho~
or mlcromhos~ are used as the unit of measure-
ment. Specific conductance of a water solution
is related to the dissolved-solids content~ and
serves as an approximate measure thereof,

Specific yield: The ratio of the amount of water
that a fully saturated rock will yield by
gravity dralnage~ given sufficient tlme> to
the total volume of rock.

Stratified drift: Rock materials laid down by or
in meltwater from a glacier; includes gravel~
sand~ silt~ and clay~ arranged in layers~ and
more or less well sorted.

Streamflow: The discharge that occurs in a
natural channel.

Tannic acid: A type of organic acid present in
many plants. It forms organic complexes with
iron and retards the oxidation of ferrous iron
in water. It can change ferric iron to ferrous

Till: A predominantly nonsorted~ nonstratifled
materials composed of boulders~ gravel~ sand~
silt~ and clay mixed in various proportlons~
carried or deposited by a glacier.

Transpiration: The process whereby plants with-
draw waters which is above or below the water
table~ from the soil or deeper earth strata and
release it to the atmosphere,

Turbldity~ of water: The extent to which normal
penetration of light is restricted by suspended
sediment~ mlcroorgonisms~ or other insoluble
material. Residual turbidity is that portion of
turbidity caused by insoluble material which
remains in suspension after a long settling
period. ~t nearest represents that which might
be termed "permanent" turbidity.

Unconsolidated: Refers to materials whose con-
stituent grains are not firmly cemented to-
gether and are easily separated from one another.
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Underflow: The downstream flow of water through
the permeab|e deposlts that underlie a stream.

Water table: The upper surface of the zone of
saturation~ below which all earth materials are
saturated. Water |evels in sha~1ow wells stand
at the water table when the wel~s are not in use.

Water year: A continuous 12=month period~ October
through September 30, during which a complete
streamflow cycle takes place from low flow to
high and back ~o low flow, A water year is
designated by the calendar year in which it ends
and that includes 9 of the 12 months.
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